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AVALIAC¸A˜O DE DOSE DE RADIAC¸A˜O RECEBIDA POR TRABALHADORES
DE PLANTAS NUCLEARES BASEADO EM VIGILAˆNCIA POR VI´DEO
Carlos Alexandre Fructuoso Jorge
Junho/2015
Orientadores: Jose´ Manoel de Seixas
Eduardo Antoˆnio Barros da Silva
Antoˆnio Carlos de Abreu Mo´l
Programa: Engenharia Ele´trica
Este trabalho propo˜e o desenvolvimento de um sistema para avaliac¸a˜o de dose
de radiac¸a˜o recebida por trabalhadores em plantas nucleares. O sistema e´ conce-
bido para operar de forma complementar a`s abordagens existentes para protec¸a˜o
radiolo´gica, de modo a oferecer redundaˆncia, o que e´ deseja´vel em operac¸o˜es de
plantas cr´ıticas. O sistema proposto deve operar de forma indepedente das ac¸o˜es a
serem tomadas pelos operadores sob avaliac¸a˜o. Para tanto, foi decidido que seria
baseado em me´todos usados em vigilaˆncia por v´ıdeo. A planta nuclear usada como
exemplo e´ o Reator Nuclear de Pesquisa Argonauta, do Instituto de Engenharia
Nuclear, Comissa˜o Nacional de Energia Nuclear. Durante a pesquisa desta tese,
foram geradas bases de dados tanto de distribuic¸a˜o de taxa de dose, como de v´ıdeos.
Me´todos dispon´ıveis na literatura, para detecc¸a˜o e/ou rastreamento de alvos, foram
avaliados para esta base. A partir destes resultados, um novo sistema foi proposto,
com o objetivo de atender aos requisitos desta aplicac¸a˜o em particular. Dadas as
posic¸o˜es rastreadas de cada trabalhador, a dose de radiac¸a˜o por eles recebida du-
rante a execuc¸a˜o de tarefas operacionais e´ estimada, podendo servir como parte de
um sistema de apoio a decisa˜o.
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Abstract of Thesis presented to COPPE/UFRJ as a partial fulfillment of the
requirements for the degree of Doctor of Science (D.Sc.)
RECEIVED RADIATION DOSE ASSESSMENT FOR NUCLEAR PLANTS’
PERSONNEL BY VIDEO-BASED SURVEILLANCE
Carlos Alexandre Fructuoso Jorge
June/2015
Advisors: Jose´ Manoel de Seixas
Eduardo Antoˆnio Barros da Silva
Antoˆnio Carlos de Abreu Mo´l
Department: Electrical Engineering
This work proposes the development of a system to evaluate received radiation
dose for nuclear plants personnel. The system is conceived to operate in a comple-
mentary form to the existing approaches for radiological protection, thus offering
redundancy, what is desirable for critical plants operation. The proposed system
must operate in an independent form on the actions to be performed by the oper-
ators under evaluation. Therefore, it was decided it would be based on methods
used for video surveillance. The nuclear plant used as example is Argonauta Nu-
clear Research Reactor, belonging to Instituto de Engenharia Nuclear, Comissa˜o
Nacional de Energia Nuclear (Nuclear Engineering Institute, National Nuclear En-
ergy Commission). During this thesis research, both radiation dose rate distribution
and video databases were obtained. Methods available in the literature, for targets
detection and/or tracking, were evaluated for this database. From these results, a
new system was proposed, with the purpose of meeting the requisites for this par-
ticular application. Given the tracked positions of each worker, the radiation dose
received by each one during tasks execution is estimated, and may serve as part of
a decision support system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Nuclear power benefits society in many ways. Probably, the most known application
is nuclear-based electric power generation. But besides this, there is a number of
other applications, among which some can be highlighted:
 Nuclear medicine – of great importance for both diagnosis and treatment of
many diseases;
 Agriculture and food conservation;
 Radiotracers for industrial use - as for monitoring the efficiency of industrial
eﬄuents separation, or the quality of industrial mixtures;
 Multiphase flow measurements - that finds important use in the nuclear and
petrochemical industries;
 Non-destructive evaluation of diverse objects and equipment - to detect inter-
nal fissures, for example;
 Materials processing to improve their strength or other characteristics; and
 Books and arts conservation – in the former case, an advantage over traditional
chemical-based treatments.
Thus, nuclear power usage is present in the society in a diversity of situations
and applications. It requires, however, that the involved personnel follow safety
procedures, in order to protect themselves and the general public.
1.1 Motivation
Working with nuclear materials or radioactive sources involves, unavoidably, expo-
sure to radiation, mainly for personnel, which deal with it frequently - and, some-
times, almost daily. The goal is, thus, to minimize the received dose to what is
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strictly needed, following the As Low as Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) princi-
ple [1]; its application involves three recommendations:
 Minimizing elapsed time to radiation exposure;
 Increasing distance to the radiation sources;
 The possible use of shielding.
Important means for ALARA implementation is radiation monitoring - both the
ambient radiation dose rate distribution and the radiation dose received by each
worker. These are performed by radiation monitors, both fixed and portable - for
the ambient dose measurement -, and personal/individual1 ones - for individual
radiation protection.
In this context, this thesis was developed as a contribution to radiological pro-
tection, aiming to improve safety for nuclear plants personnel, in a redundant form
to the approaches currently in use, and in an independent form - not depending on
workers’ behaviour. Another important characteristic of the developed system is
that it can detect personnel standing still in a place subject to high radiation dose
rate, and may generate an alarm.
Another motivation is nuclear security. Of course, video-based surveillance is of
great importance for this security. Thus, this research can bring insight into this
field, for future usage. For instance, the developed system contributes readily for
security, as long as it detects people entering a nuclear plant’s room.
1.2 Overview
The experimental part of this thesis was carried out at Argonauta Nuclear Research
Reactor (Argonauta), at Instituto de Engenharia Nuclear (IEN) [2], Comissa˜o Na-
cional de Energia Nuclear (CNEN) [3] - respectively Nuclear Engineering Institute,
and National Nuclear Energy Commission. IEN is one Research Unit (RU) of CNEN.
During Argonauta operations, personnel from Coordenac¸a˜o de Seguranc¸a e
Protec¸a˜o Radiolo´gica (CSPR) - the safety and radiological protection coordination
of IEN -, assess radiation dose rate levels at some key locations within Argonauta’s
Room (and sometimes also at some other locations outside it), generating radiation
dose rate distribution databases. These distributions are rather scarce, serving for
current radiological protection routines, but insufficient for more detailed research.
1Personal and individual monitors might seem to mean the same. But there is a type of
monitor that is really personal - labelled with users’ names -, while there are other types which
are for individual use, but not labelled: anyone may use them, by registering just before and
after use. For simplicity, though, they may be referred to as as individual or personal monitors,
interchangeably, in this thesis.
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Our staff has been carrying out developments related to virtual simulations,
to support training and planning in critical plants. The application most related
to this thesis is named Virtual Argonauta, in which this Reactor had been virtu-
ally modelled, considering both architectural and dose rate databases, to support
monitoring, personnel training and activities planning. The advantages of this ap-
proach are that they can reduce elapsed times, and/or optimize personnel’s locations
within the nuclear plant, before they enter it to execute their tasks; in summary,
they enable better tasks and paths planning, thus reducing their received radiation
dose. Readers may refer to [4–12] for more information on the historical evolution
of IEN developments - among which some may be picked up as very representative
ones [6], [8], [11]. Relatively to nuclear security, refer to [12–14], for some details on
IEN developments.
1.3 Research Objectives
This thesis was planned for developing a system to monitor and assess received radi-
ation dose for Argonauta personnel, while they execute operational and/or mainte-
nance tasks, aiming to contribute for improving ALARA principle implementation.
The proposed system must detect one or more workers entering Argonauta’s Room,
and track them, accounting for the radiation doses received by each one, even when
they are not using individual radiation monitors, for any reason. The doses are esti-
mated by persons’ detected and tracked positions within the environment, by using
computer vision-based methods. It may be used to compose a decision support
system, in the following ways, to mention some typical situations:
 First of all, Argonauta and/or CSPR heads can be alerted if anyone enters
Argonauta’s Room - specially when there is no scheduled operation, mainte-
nance or visits;
 During scheduled tasks, Argonauta and/or CSPR heads can decide whether
a worker can or can not continue doing his tasks, or must be substituted by
another one, according to the accumulated received dose by him;
 Argonauta and/or CSPR heads can alert any worker that remains uninten-
tionally standing still in a “hot area”2, while executing his task;
 In case of failure of any personal/individual radiation detector, the developed
system can still estimate the received radiation dose for the respective worker;
2Hot area: region with not negligible radiation dose rate level; typically, with higher dose rate
levels comparatively to other locations in the environment.
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 Also, in case a worker or a visitor forgets using individual monitor, the system
will be able to estimate the received radiation dose for him;
 Tracking workers’ trajectories may be used to improve the radiation dose level
database, as these values are saved together with the corresponding positions.3;
 Important to mention: the system is planned to operate concurrently and in
a complementary form to the existing approaches for radiological protection,
therefore supplying a redundancy that is important for critical plants opera-
tion, such as nuclear ones;
 The approaches currently in use for individual radiation monitoring, either
take some weeks to give responses, or have low accuracy; thus, this developed
system can fill this gap by supplying faster responses.
The first item contributes to improve security, while the other ones contribute
to improve safety for personnel.
To achieve these objectives, two video cameras were installed within Argonauta’s
Room. The processing is based on monocular vision - the cameras were not intended
to operate automatically in conjunction, simultaneously, for two-view processing.
The cameras were installed in such a way they could cover a region within the
Argonauta’s Room that presents higher dose rate levels during operation. They
were installed approximately - but not exactly - pointing towards each other, to
cover possible regions that might not be covered by any one of them.
Since the architectural data of Argonauta is available, it is possible to estimate
each worker’s position in the world coordinate system (WCS) - more specifically,
in the floor -, by means of projective geometry [15]. Given these estimated posi-
tions and the dose rate distribution mapping, it is possible to estimate the doses
received by each worker during the elapsed times they stay within this environment.
Alternatively, the dose rate at each one’s position can be monitored.
The nuclear plant used as example in this thesis - Argonauta - is a research
nuclear reactor, which produces lower power levels comparatively to power nuclear
reactors for electricity generation; but is comparable to many similar research nuclear
plants. Therefore, this system can be ported these other nuclear or radioactive
plants4 - as cyclotron accelerators -, or laboratories where nuclear materials are
3This topic will be explained later, in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.
4Definition of nuclear plant: one where there is nuclear - fissile - materials, such as Uranium-
based nuclear fuels - nuclear reactors are within this type of plants. Definition of radioactive
plant: one in which there are no nuclear sources, but radiation is rather produced temporarily by
accelerating particles - accelerators and X-ray equipment fall into this category -; although in these
latter ones radiation is produced temporarily, it is common that some parts of these plants remain
radioactively activated after operation.
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dealt with5.
1.4 Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 describes Argonauta and related topics, to contextualize this research.
Section 2.1 comments on some of its characteristics - both historical and operational
-, and also about its physical environment. Section 2.2 shows and briefly comments
on the measurements routinely taken by CSPR during operations. Section 2.3 briefly
comments on typical applications of this Reactor.
Chapter 3 reviews the problem of safety in nuclear plants. Section 3.1 treats this
nuclear-related subject focusing in the more traditional, well established, approaches
adopted for radiological protection - including those currently in use in Brazil and,
more specifically, at Argonauta. This section also mentions some guidelines that
must be followed to achieve radiological protection in nuclear plants. Section 3.2,
in turn, treats more recent approaches that make use of computer-based simula-
tions to support training, monitoring and planning for the nuclear field. Different
groups have been adopting these approaches; IEN staff related achievements are also
commented. Section 3.3 gives remarks about this chapter.
Chapter 4 reviews topics from the computer vision field that are of interest for
this thesis. In Section 4.1, some methods for targets segmentation based on back-
ground modelling and removal are commented - and this is done by following ap-
proximately their historical development. Section 4.2 comments, in a general form,
on methods for targets detection and/or tracking in video. Section 4.3 finishes this
chapter with remarks, mentioning the methods then chosen for further evaluation.
Chapter 5 describes the chosen methods in more details. Each Section, from 5.2
to 5.8, describes one of them. Section 5.9 gives some remarks about each method
and some possible combinations among them.
Chapter 6 describes the databases generation. Dose rate database generation is
treated in Section 6.1. Subsection 6.1.1 comments on measurements carried out in
Argonauta’s Room, the procedures and equipment used, and shows resulting radi-
ation dose rate distribution. Subsection 6.1.2 gives some comments on alternative
approaches for dose rate calculation. The video database generation is treated in
Section 6.2. Subsection 6.2.1 comments somewhat the operational routines usually
carried out in Argonauta, which guided the screenplay to be executed within this
Reactor’s Room to evaluate the computer-vision based methods selected for use,
and also comments on some possible problems that might arise with this specific
5There are other research nuclear reactors, cyclotrons and many laboratories operational at
CNEN RUs.
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video database. Subsection 6.2.2 explains the setup, comments on the equipment
used, and about cameras installation and the video acquisition process. Section 6.3
finishes this chapter with remarks.
Chapter 7 treats projective geometry and its application to the video database.
Section 7.1 explains basic concepts of projective geometry. Subsection 7.1.1 explains
the cameras calibration, while Subsection 7.1.2 explains the projection matrices com-
putation. Section 7.2 explains how ground truths (GT) were obtained. Section 7.3
gives remarks about all these processing.
Chapter 8 shows results and developments carried out to achieve this thesis ob-
jective. Section 8.1 shows results obtained with the previously selected methods.
Then, Section 8.2 explains the proposed and developed system, with the strategies
and heuristics adopted, mainly those used for targets re-identification - data associ-
ation - along the videos, with the purpose of estimating correctly the radiation doses
received by each one worker. The system is detailed from Subections 8.2.1 to 8.2.5.
Section 8.3 closes this Chapter with remarks.
Chapter 9 shows the results achieved with the developed system. Section 9.1
shows the final results thus obtained and encompasses discussion about them. Sec-
tion 9.2 concludes the achievements with some remarks.
Chapter 10 concludes this thesis. Section 10.1 gives the conclusions, while Sug-
gestions for possible future works are given in Section 10.2.
1.5 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are:
 Development of a system for estimating the received radiation dose by each
worker in a nuclear plant, during operational and/or maintenance tasks, by
video-based surveillance approach (specifically, by using computer vision-based
methods for detecting and tracking) by re-identification/data association of
people from videos taken within a nuclear plant. The approach adopted was
markerless, to result in an independent form of tracking, meaning not depend-
ing on workers’ actions - as otherwise by using markers, head-up apparatus,
and similar means. To the extent of the knowledge of the author (based on the
bibliographical review performed in a period during the development of this
thesis), there is no other system proposal such as this; although some authors
mention tracking in a general form, or by other means or for other purposes.
 The computer vision-based methods chosen to be evaluated - among some
belonging to the state-of-the-art -, did not solve completely, each one alone,
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the specific problem in hand, failing to track or to re-identify persons, due to
this particular video database particularities.
 Some strategies were then proposed to try solving persons re-identification:
- First, trajectory-based data association was used as much as possible,
when persons were sufficiently distant among themselves, in the WCS.
- Another strategy was to discriminate among persons from color-based
features extracted from their faces/heads positions. As long as discriminating
persons from their faces/heads in pose-free variation conditions (in front, side
or back views), is a quite difficult task, comparisons were planned to be made
as much as possible from frame to frame. The reason for this is that no-one
changes pose so abruptly between adjacent frames, in a frame rate of 30 frames
per second (fps).
- Another further strategy was to discriminate among persons from
interest-points extracted from their bodies regions, and also trying to match
them from frame to frame as much as possible, also due to the fact that the
chosen parameters are very discriminative and present low variation between
subsequent frames.
- For both of the previously mentioned approaches, comparisons were also
made considering non-sequential frames, for the cases where the system loses
someone’s detection or tracking, re-initializing it later. The reason for that was
the need to achieve more robustness in re-identification, for the cases where a
person’s Identity (ID) changed only from the immediate or some few previous
frames to the current one, against the previous ID history. This might also
aid to re-identify persons when they get out and return to the environment in
different poses.
- Other strategies adopted made use of heuristics specific to the problem in
hand, since people can only appear (targets birth) or disappear (targets death)
at specific places, thus minimizing the false alarms and/or missed targets. This
was done in a post-processing stage.
 The system was developed to operate concurrently and in a complimentary
form to the existing approaches for radiological protection. As these latter do
not supply much precise results, or the more precise ones usually take some
weeks, the proposed system can fill this gap with faster results. But one should
not discard completely the results obtained by the other means, as redundancy
is important for critical systems as nuclear plants.
 Generation of a video database specific for the problem in hand, which presents
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some particularities as: (i) the use of same color uniforms; (ii) people standing
still for long time very near to each others; and (iii) people crouching to execute
some tasks. General-purpose video databases are available in the Internet,
and methods have been developed by using them, but those did not seem to
match the needs for the current problem. The generated video database can
be used in the future for further evaluations and developments, and can also
be extended, mainly when the system is operational, by recording more real
operational and maintenance tasks.
 Generation of GT for (part of) the video database6.
 Generation of a dose rate distribution database, which can be improved in the
future by different means.
6Obtaining GTs is a hard and tedious task, and it demands long working times (or a great
number of people dedicated to it). It can be complemented in the future.
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Chapter 2
Argonauta
2.1 Main Characteristics and Environment
Argonauta, of IEN, CNEN, is dedicated to a diversity of research, development and
teaching activities. It is a pool type reactor, with typical and maximum operation
power levels of 500 W and 5 kW, respectively [16], [17]; the former limit is the
licensed one, while the latter is the maximum enabled. But typical operation levels
are: 1.7 W, 3.4 W, 17 W, 34 W, 85 W, 170 W and 340 W [17]. These are far below
the typical power levels achieved by nuclear power plants for electricity generation
- take as examples the Brazilian ones, named Angra 1 and Angra 2, with operating
power levels of 640 MW and 1,350 MW, respectively [18].
IEN was founded in 1962, with the objective of having the first nuclear research
reactor of Rio de Janeiro State - Argonauta -, following the tendency at that time
for constructing and installating nuclear research reactors in Brazil. Previously to
Argonauta, one had been installed in Minas Gerais State - the TRIGA Nuclear
Research Reactor -, at Instituto de Pesquisas Radioativas (IPR), now renamed to
Centro de Desenvolvimento da Tecnologia Nuclear (CDTN) [19], another CNEN
RU. Another one had also been installed in Sa˜o Paulo State - the IEA-R1 Nuclear
Research Reactor -, at Instituto de Energia Atoˆmica (IEA), now renamed to Instituto
de Pesquisas Energe´ticas e Nucleares (IPEN) [20], also another CNEN RU.
Argonauta achieved his first criticality1 in 1965, and has since then been using
for the already mentioned activities.
It occupies an area comprised by thick concrete walls that serve as shielding
- besides the actual shielding of the Reactor itself. Its Room is classified as a
controlled area. Its Control Room and another room near its entrance are considered
as supervised areas 2.
Argonauta has some different output radiation channels, but currently, the nor-
1Criticality: operational condition, achieved by controlled fission.
2The definitions of controlled, supervised and free areas are given in Chapter 3, Section 3.1.1.
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mally used is the one named J9 output radiation channel (J9), which outputs neutron
radiation from the Reactor’s core during operation. Figure 2.1 shows a photographic
view of Argonauta within its room, with its J9 channel indicated.
Figure 2.1: Argonauta with its J9 output radiation channel.
Figure 2.2 shows a partial architectural view of Argonauta and its Room, with
some key indications, as: the Argonauta itself, its entrance, its Control Room and,
again, J9. In this figure, the “room near its entrance” (as mentioned two paragraphs
before), classified as a supervised area (as the Control Room), is the one at bottom
center of this figure.
2.2 Radiation Measurements Routine
CSPR routinely collects dose rate measurements at some key points within Arg-
onauta’s Room; some measurements are also taken outside it when operating at 340
W [17], as in front of a metallic door, which is thinner than the whole wall3. As the
number of measured locations is few, and they are taken somewhat away from each
other, the resulting database is quite scarce. This has been the current procedure
adopted by CSPR up to the present, although the resulting dose rate database is
quite poor for further analyses.
Some measurements are taken by simply letting portable radiation monitors
stood still at some position; then a CSPR worker comes later to take it away and
3This can be noticed in Figure 2.2, at its top center.
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read the measurement value, and so on. In other situations, CSPR personnel remain
within the Argonauta’s Room carrying portable radiation monitors from place to
place, according to the pre-defined key points, and have to stay stood still for some
elapsed time at each one, to acquire the measurements. This is even rising questions
about the real needs for CSPR workers remain within Argonauta’s room during
operations [17].
Figure 2.2: Partial architectural view of Argonauta, with some key indications.
All these matters show the needs for improvements in the measurements and
radiation monitoring processes, in general.
Both gamma- and neutron-specific radiation monitors are used. Figure 2.3 shows
an example of the coarse map where CSPR personnel register dose rate values, for
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both type of radiations. Some areas have no measures, resulting in no data (ND)
indications.
Figure 2.3: Measurements routinely collected by CSPR within Argonauta’s Room.
Some measurements are taken with the J9 channel closed, some others with it
open. This is due to the fact that some operations make use of J9 closed, while
other ones need it to remain open - resulting in even higher dose rates, specially in
front of J9 and its neighbouring regions.
Besides all these routinely monitoring processes, there are some fixed radiation
monitors installed within Argonauta’s Room, to monitor ambient dose and give
alarms if dose rate levels increase above some threshold in their locations.
2.3 Typical Uses of Argonauta
Argonauta has been used for a somewhat broad range of research, development and
teaching, as:
 Irradiation of materials for different purposes;
 Non-destructive evaluation of a diversity of materials samples, by means of
radiation;
 Spectrometry experiments;
 Radioisotope production for industrial applications;
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 Argonauta use during the experimental parts of undergraduate and graduate
subjects offered by the IEN Graduate Program in Nuclear Science and Tech-
nology, and by other universities and colleges located at Rio de Janeiro, such as
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ) [21] - the Federal University
of Rio de Janeiro -, and Instituto Militar de Engenharia (IME) - the Brazilian
Army Engineering School [22].
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Chapter 3
Safety in Nuclear Plants
This chapter presents a review concerning safety-related topics in nuclear plants,
focusing on radiological protection. This has been addressed along the years, since
dealing with radiation (both natural and artificially generated) stands for many
decades. There are international guidelines that must be followed to achieve safety
for people (both personnel working in this field and the general public). Different
countries have also their own guidelines that, however, are based on the international
ones.
Traditionally, radiological protection - or radiation protection1 - is based on the
use of measurement instruments - radiation monitors -, to assess both ambient dose
and individual doses received by each worker of the field.
Radiological protection supports monitoring during routine operations and main-
tenance tasks. Great attentions are given to those interventions that cause greater
impacts on personnel health, as: (i) fuelling/refuelling; (ii) decommissioning; and
(iii) outage planning. Workers receive huge amounts of dose in such operations, and
the issues of training, planning and monitoring play then even more important roles.
In recent years, some groups from different countries have been using computer-
based technology to aid radiological protection2. This approach enables achieving
safety for personnel both in routine tasks and in those more severe interventions
mentioned in the last paragraph.
Some material in this chapter is partially based on [23]3, which contains a quite
good review about radiological protection; this was done to clarify more this topic.
Other references were also used and are cited along this Chapter - including the
international and Brazilian guidelines.
1“Radiological protection”, “Radiation protection” or “Radioprotection” are equivalent expres-
sions and may be used interchangeably in this thesis.
2The reason for this topic is explained in Section 3.2.
3Hyperlinks are supplied for some of these works, to enable the readers see some of their very
interesting snapshots, showing the use of these computer-based technologies to nuclear safety and
ambient dose representation, since reproduction here would need previous authorization.
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3.1 Radiological Protection
Dealing with radiation requires precaution, since this phenomenon is invisible for us,
nor can we feel the radiation fields in which we may be immersed. A very important
issue is related to human exposition to low radiation levels. The consequences of
exposing to high radiation doses - as occurs typically during accidents -, are well
known: the effects are deterministic, meaning the relations between high dose levels
and biological consequences are straightly related. But the consequences of human
exposition to low radiation dose levels - as those typically occurring in occupational
exposition - do not have such straight relation: they are rather not so well under-
stood, and are said to be stochastic, meaning exposition may lead to consequences...
but not surely, nor how much [24, 25].
Therefore, the conduct adopted has to be conservative, justifying the need for
exposition. This is what ALARA principle [1] is all about: it requires (i) justification;
(ii) optimization; and (iii) limitation of doses received by people - especially of those
who work directly with radiation. As already mentioned in Section 1.1, practical
implementation of this principle requires basically those three recommendations,
repeated her for a clearer understanding:
 Minimizing elapsed time to radiation exposure;
 Increasing distance to the radiation sources;
 The possible use of shielding.
All these three recommendations - especially the first two - require, in turn, a
good planning of working tasks to be executed by personnel, and are directly related
to those other requisites: optimization and limitation.
Justification means that the choice of using radiation results in benefits to the
society, in such a way that its use is justified against other alternative techniques.
Optimization is related to reducing the radiation dose received by people. This
requires the evaluation of the dose received by each worker, the number of workers
required to execute tasks, and which radioprotection means need to be adopted, to
reduce the dose received by each one. It therefore involves: (i) optimizing paths
(to increase distance from radiation sources); (ii) optimizing elapsed times (to re-
duce exposition times); and (iii) the possible use of shielding. In a sentence: it
requires good activities planning and adequate personnel training, besides environ-
ments monitoring.
Limitation is rather related to follow legal dose limits established by the re-
sponsible organisations - both the international and the local ones. Among the
international organisations responsible for establishing recommendation guidelines
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for working and dealing with radiation, a main one is the International Commission
on Radiological Protection (ICRP) [26]; together with the International Commis-
sion on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) [27]. And, last but not least,
there is the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) [28], the main organisation
responsible for nuclear energy usage worldwide.
3.1.1 Radiological Protection in Brazil
In Brazil, CNEN is the organization responsible for establishing and publishing
guidelines and also for supervising their correct implementation. Its recommen-
dations are based on the international ones, and in general changes accordingly
to them, to cope with any modifications implemented in order to improve safety
for people. CNEN main document related to radiological protection is Diretrizes
Ba´sicas de Protec¸a˜o Radiolo´gica (NN 3.01) [29] - meaning basic recommendations
for radiological protection -, which establishes, among other topics, the annual dose
limit of 20 mSv for each worker of the nuclear field, and of 1 mSv for people from
the general public. Another important document is one of its complimentary doc-
uments named Posic¸a˜o Regulato´ria 3.01/004:2011 [30] - that, in turn, follows the
IAEA guideline [31] - and gives some definitions of areas relatively to radiation ex-
position, as already mentioned: (i) controlled area; (ii) supervised area; and (iii) free
area. These classifications are explained in the following, as detailed also in [25]:
 Controlled area: subject to special protection and safety rules, to control nor-
mal expositions, to prevent dissemination of radioactive contamination and
prevent or limit the potential expositions; are defined as those areas subject
to an average exposition greater than 30 percent of the maximum limit estab-
lished by CNEN.
 Supervised area: kept under supervision, even if specific safety protection
means are not required; are defined as those in which dose rates are above 1
mSv in a year.
 Free area: those in which dose rates fall below 1 mSv in a year.
Those annual dose limits mentioned in the first paragraph of this subsection,
correspond to averages taken in a period of time of five consecutive years. The dose
limit in a given year is, in fact, higher, requiring that the averages are kept under
those mean limit values. For example, for personnel working in the nuclear field,
the dose received in a given year must not exceed the limit of 50 mSv, requiring
that the average received annual dose taken at five consecutive years do not exceed
the 20 mSv limit. This means that, if some worker exceeds the average limit of 20
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mSv in a year - since still below the 50 mSv annual limit -, he must compensate
for it, working less exposed to radiation in the subsequent years, to keep within the
five-year average limit.
But remembering that stochastic radiation effects for humans can not be well
predicted, and that, for this reason, people need to be more conservative about
exposing to radiation, the most the received dose is kept below 20 mSv every year,
the better.
For practical reasons, it is also common to use “secondary” limits derived from
the annual one. The radiological protection services of nuclear or radioactive plants
usually derive monthly, daily, and per-hour limits to protect personnel when exe-
cuting their tasks exposed to radiation.
3.1.2 Current Radiological Protection at Argonauta
This subsection deals with the means that are traditionally and routinely used for
radiological protection worldwide - at each plant according to their particularities
and available means. But it focuses on the means used at IEN, and more specifically
at Argonauta.
Radiological protection is performed by the use of radiation monitors, to evaluate
both the ambient dose, and the doses received by each worker. In the former case,
monitors may be fixed or portable, and in the latter case, individual or personal
(as already explained in Chapter 2). The personal monitors commonly used at
Argonauta (and also at other IEN installations subject to radiation) though, in
general require time lapses of some weeks to be analysed and give the responses
of the received dose during the period in that they had been used by workers.
In counterpart, the most commonly used individual monitors do not have good
accuracy in dose indication.
The Argonauta’s Room is a controlled area, meaning only authorized people
may enter it. Argonauta workers - the operators, who also execute maintenance
tasks - have each one their respective personal radiation monitor that registers the
dose received during a period of some weeks - typically a month4 -, after which the
response is known. These monitors are Thermoluminiscent Detectors (TLD) [25],
which contain in their interior a thermoluminiscent material - a crystalline dielectric
- that accumulates the received dose. After the period of use, they are sent to be
analysed at Instituto de Radioprotec¸a˜o e Dosimetria (IRD) [32] - another CNEN
RU. Figure 3.1 shows one of such monitors. Each worker uses it attached to his
clothes.
4Sometimes it may be used for two months, in which case this information is also registered
along with the accumulated received dose.
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Figure 3.1: The personal TLD monitor.
There is an issue with this type of detector, related to the fact that only a portion
of absorbed radiation deposited in the material is converted to light for analysis [25],
but the authors of this cited reference say that with an adequate control, it is possible
to achieve a good measure of accumulated dose.
A main disadvantage of this type of monitor is exactly the long time lapse every
worker has to wait for until knowing the accumulated received dose information.
This can cause some difficulties. Imagine some worker receives dose beyond what
was expected in a given period: he will only know about it after at least a month.
This may be a problem specially during some maintenance tasks - as those which
require opening the Argonauta’s core, for example, when higher ambient dose rates
arise.
Besides this, there is an important detail to mention. For each worker who
routinely executes tasks in controlled areas such as nuclear or radioactive plants, a
radiologic history report is generated, mentioning his accumulated received dose per
year - from the monthly-based results. This is based on TLD monitors results5. The
minimum level for which dose is registered is 0.20 mSv (during a month). Thus, dose
is only computed to compose the annual radiologic history report when it reaches
a value equal to or greater than this minimum threshold in a month. If, at each
month, a worker receives doses always below this threshold, it is registered in that
report as null, despite the worker is receiving some dose.
5Besides the TLD detector showed in Figure 3.1, there are other similar types as the Albedo
and right hand ring - sometimes also left hand one. For instance, that Figure also shows such
a ring monitor attached the the bigger yellow one that in turn is used attached to the worker’s
clothes.
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There is another monitor type, individual, but not assigned to any specific
person: the ionization chamber of the type commonly referred to as “dosimetric
pen” [25], due to its format. Any person that does not belong to the Argonauta
operators staff and needs to enter Argonauta’s Room must be assigned temporarily
one such monitor, by registering his name just before and after entering there, be-
sides the initial and final hours, along with initial and final dose values. Sometimes,
a worker of the field must also use such monitors, when their TLD ones are sent
for analysis at IRD. The received dose can be readily seen, but the disadvantage of
this type of monitor is related to its low indicator accuracy: the scale is gross, and
there is the risk of not noting small received doses - also because of possible parallax
errors. Figure 3.2 shows one of these monitors.
Figure 3.2: The individual pen dosimeter.
There is a new type of individual monitor: a digital dosimeter by Polimaster [33],
model PM1621 [34], which indicates either the dose rate at its location or the dose
integrated over the elapsed time in use, and can also sound an alarm above some
thresholds. Although more versatile, they have not so good precision: plus or minus
15 percent simply due to measurement statistical errors, besides other additional
errors due to ambient conditions6. They also have not been currently used at Arg-
onauta until recently - and even so, only in some very special situations. There are
not so much of them available for use. Figure 3.3 shows one of these monitors.
A general issue related to all these personal and/or individual monitors is that
they need calibration from time to time. Near their expiration date limits, measure-
ments are not so confident. Sometimes a number of them are beyond their expiration
date limits and need to be sent for calibration at IRD7. When personal and/or in-
6Temperature variations, relative humidity, exposition to magnetic fields and/or radio frequency
fields, to mention some, according to its Operating Manual [34].
7For instance, by the time we needed to perform the radiation dose rate measurements, all of
the few available digital monitors were beyond their expiration date, needing calibration; and we
were informed that they would not be sent soon to IRD for it. We had to use another monitor
type: a portable one.
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Figure 3.3: The individual digital monitor.
dividual monitors are sent for calibration, operators must use the dosimetric pens,
as already mentioned (that have lower indication accuracy).
Relatively to the fixed monitors, they are installed at few places within Arg-
onauta’s Room, supplying thus scarce measurements. They give an alarm above
some pre-defined dose rate threshold. The fixed monitors are the so-called MRA
7027 [35, 36], formerly developed at IEN. This monitor can be coupled to different
probe types, but in Agonauta they are coupled to a Geiger-Mu¨ller type to mea-
sure gammas, the Geiger-Mu¨ller SGM 7027 [37], also previously developed at IEN.
Figure 3.4 shows this monitor.
Figure 3.4: The fixed radiation monitor MRA 7027.
The portable monitors help in monitoring the Argonauta’s Room during opera-
tions, but also only at some specific points.
Thus, there are all these issues related to practical usage in radiological pro-
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tection. Therefore, there is a gap that encourages other developments aiming to
improve safety for personnel - the reason why this thesis was proposed.
From all these considerations, it is clear the importance of developing method-
ologies to support better planning, monitoring and training for personnel working
in the nuclear field8. In the next Section, some approaches dealing with novel tech-
nologies9 applied to this purpose will be commented.
3.2 Computer-based Simulation for Safety in Nu-
clear Plants
This topic may, at a first sight, seem not to be directly related to this thesis, but it
is treated for some reasons:
 It shows the importance of adopting novel computer-based technology to aid
in radiological protection, besides the well-established more traditional means
used;
 The way researchers obtain and deal with radiation dose rate distributions is
of great importance for this thesis, since it makes use of it in a similar way,
and improvements and developments achieved by other research groups could
be added to this thesis in the future;
 Also very important, some authors mention proposals for tracking portable
radiation monitors and/or workers within nuclear plants, but using quite dif-
ferent approaches from ours, and for somewhat different purposes.
The first item shows the tendency of people from the nuclear field for adopting
novel computer-based technologies, besides traditional existing ones. This, thus,
encourages the use of further computer-based methods such as the one proposed in
this thesis.
Relatively to the second item, although in this thesis we are using fixed-level
radiation dose rate database, it is clear that more realistic time-varying ones may
also be used in the future.
The third item also gives a context in which this thesis was developed: the
possibility of tracking people within nuclear plants. But we propose markerless
tracking, differently from these other authors, as they mention some limitations
relatively to those other approaches.
8Not forgetting that people of the general public also need to be protected, for example, when
visiting Argonauta; or could be people who do no belong to Argonauta operators staff.
9For “novel technologies”, it is not meant that these are novel in fact, but may be technologies
already in use for other applications. The novelty is on their application to the nuclear field.
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Some research groups from different countries have been adopting approaches
of using computer-based simulation - particularly, virtual simulation - to improve
safety for nuclear plants personnel. These somewhat recent types of technologies
- specially virtual reality - have experienced lowering cost and becoming more and
more accessible (and even popular, as in the case of computer games). Researchers
had noticed their potential use towards more serious simulation - a field known as
“serious games” [38–41]10.
Computer-based approaches for simulation are so promising to the nuclear field,
that regulatory organizations such as IAEA have mentioned them by publishing
some example uses for improving nuclear safety [42, 43].
In this field, two main applications have been explored: (i) simulation of environ-
ments subject to radiation (as nuclear or radioactive plants); and (ii) development
of virtual control desks and rooms. The former is of interest for this thesis. Some
main examples are commented in the following.
The Institute for Energy Technology (IFE) [44], in Halden, Norway, has a labo-
ratory named Halden Virtual Reality Centre (Halden) [45], dedicated to the devel-
opment and application of virtual, augmented and mixed reality-based technologies
for nuclear plants simulation. Among different applications, they mention training
for operations and maintenance tasks, and planning for outage and decommissioning
interventions. Their research has been developed for years, since the late 1990’s up
to the present, and has evolved to a product: HVRC VRdose [46], which can be
used for both planning and post-work analysis. This software incorporates dose rate
data from computation based on radiation transport methods such as Monte Carlo
or point-kernel - the latter, an alternative deterministic approach. There is a great
number of references related to this development, among which some representa-
tive ones may be cited, some former and other more recent ones [47–51]. A good
overview is given in [52] - specially on its Section 18.6.
Their software makes use of real-time dosimetric models (those mentioned be-
fore, based on computations) that are able to compute radiation distributions fast,
and coping with changing scenarios - as when somebody changes the environment
geometry by introducing shielding, for example11. Post-work analyses include real
dose rate measurements for comparative analysis between computed distributions
and real measurements.
10These references do not refer to applications for the nuclear field, but to using game engines
towards more serious applications in general. For examples of other critical uses, including the
nuclear field, readers can refer to [8], where we cite some of them.
11The possibility of real-time computed dosimetry is a very important topic, and has great
interest for future developments over this thesis; the reason why this is highlighted in this text.
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VRdose development began in a cooperation between IFE with the Japan Nu-
clear Cycle Development Institute12, between 1999 and 2003, for a specific objec-
tive [54]: to support the decommissioning of the Fugen Nuclear Power Station in
Tsuruga, Japan.
IFE also mentions cooperation with Tokyio Electric Power Co., Inc. (TEPKO)
and TEPKO Systems Coorporation (TEPSYS), which would include also tracking
radiation monitors positions within environments subject to radiation, to take into
account dose rate distribution from measurements associated with corresponding
tracked positions [55]; this would be a means of data gathering. All these for the
objective of dose reduction and work planning. Proposal then mentioned the use of
ultrasound-based positioning and of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID). Both
would be used on the tip of measurement devices such as Teletectors13. Ultra-
sound would be used to locate the monitor tip position within the environment;
this requires that ultrasound detectors should be placed in various locations within
the environment, to detect emitting signal to locate the probe - and optionally the
worker. Also, many RFID chips should be pasted onto various locations in the
environment. Thus, once the monitor approached sufficiently an RFID location,
it would be identified, and an action such a measurement collection could be per-
formed. Important to mention is that measurements would be taken only at specific
locations in the environment, such as near specific equipments or plant parts where
the measurements were to be performed. This could not assess dose rates through
workers’ trajectories.
Another interesting work proposes marker-based tracking of workers, but in a
rather different form: by using cameras attached to workers’ Head Mounted Displays
(HMDs), and visual markers pasted in various locations within the environment [56].
Interesting to mention is that in this article review, authors comment on other alter-
native tracking methods, explaining their advantages and disadvantages. Relatively
to ultrasound tracking, they criticize this approach due to some difficulties: (i) rel-
atively short covered ranges, needing many sensors; (ii) problems due to ultrasound
reflections in the environment; and (iii) high cost of sensors. Relatively to magnetic-
based tracking, they comment about problems due to: (i) low range; and that (ii)
they could be affected by metal parts in the environment. Relatively to inertial-
based tracking, they mention that: (i) tracking is relative to initial position and
pose; and that (ii) errors are cumulative.
12Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute (JNC) and Japan Atomic Energy Research Insti-
tute (JAERI) have been unified in 2005 into a new Institute named Japan Atomic Energy Agency
(JAEA) [53].
13Teletector: a radiation monitoring device in that its probe can be drawn out so as the worker
does not need to approach too much a hot area to proceed measurements.
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This paper finishes its review by establishing some needs for tracking methods
suitable for nuclear plants: (i) they have to be suited for use within a building; (ii)
need to have accuracy; (iii) have to avoid errors as due to metallic objects interference
or ambient reflections; (iv) it have to avoid the need of previously installing many
devices in different positions within the environment.
We add a comment relatively to the first requirement: Global Positioning System
(GPS) would be a very good option, if in outdoors environments; but not feasible
for use in indoors ones, such as nuclear plants, with their typical thick walls and
roof tops made of concrete and/or steel parts, which blocks GPS signals.
The authors in [56] propose using visual markers of circular and line types,
arguing that these would lengthen the distances to which the system could measure
workers’ positions, and that the line ones could be easily placed in pipes. But
they also propose that workers use HMDs-mounted cameras, and port laptops while
moving through the environment.
Here we make a question: if this would be adequate for workers, executing their
own operational and maintenance tasks while porting all those equipment.
These authors also propose similar variations but all of them based on markers
and the use of HMD cameras.
The Belgian Nuclear Research Centre (SCKCEN) [57] has also developed a
software platform named VISIPLAN ALARA Planning Tool, for which some rep-
resentative references can be cited, some former and other more recent [58–62], by
using also virtual simulations for training and planning. Doses are computed by
point-kernel method, enabling to recompute dose rate distribution in pre-job plan-
ning for different scenarios, for changing geometries and placement of shielding in
the simulated environment. They perform various preliminary simulations and, as
long as a good configuration is achieved, more detailed dose rate distribution com-
putations are performed for final simulation. Post-job analysis compare dose rate
predictions with measurements taken at the real environment, to make adjustments
for future planning and training.
Universitat Polite´cnica de Valencia [63] developed, in a cooperation with IBER-
DROLA Engineering and Construction (IBERINCO) [64], a software platform also
using virtual simulations for similar objectives to the formerly exposed ones: train-
ing and planning before real interventions [65, 66]. This group focused on taking
dose rates into account mainly by measurements. They report some issues in obtain-
ing dose rate data this way, because not all locations planned to be measured are
accessible, besides the problem of workers’ exposure to collect the measurements.
They rather collected measurements where possible, and then performed linear in-
terpolation up to a 0.20-m resolution grid. They collected dose rates at different
physical height levels within the plant room, due to their particular case; interpola-
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tions were performed separately for each height level. Dose computation based on
Monte Carlo was also performed for some particular points within the environment,
to complement the dose rate database preparation.
Another example is a software developed by Hitachi [67, 68], for similar purposes.
In this case, dose rate was only computed, not measured. These authors report
an approach for identifying the regions affected by modifications performed in the
scenario, for recomputing radiation dose rate distribution only for limited areas,
reducing thus the computational cost.
There is an interesting work briefly cited before [23] that develops similar ap-
proaches of using computer-based simulations for improving radiological protection,
but in the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) environment. Al-
though there are some particularities related to the environment in that it was
developed, it deals basically with the same objectives. Its author mentions some
interesting points regarding received dose estimation for personnel that applies di-
rectly to this thesis, and are also related to the other previously cited works.
It justifies, for example, the simplifications adopted for considering only a single
position for each person: although there are models for the human body considering
approximately typical bodies and organs localizations, to account for more detailed
radiation effects in different bodies’ parts and organs, there is no one - as commented
by that author, to his knowledge - that accounts for a moving body taking in con-
sideration all the complex parts (including internal ones) movements. Also, it has to
be considered that, with the monitoring approaches currently in use - by radiation
monitors which can be ported by personnel -, only point measurements are taken.
This author also mentions the use of computer-based approach for obtaining
radiation dose rate distributions. Another observation he does is about the difficulty
of associating dose rate measurements to absolute positions within a plant, due to
lack of a positioning system, and cites some tentative works that make use of radio
Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM)-based systems [69–71].
But here we make an alert about issues related to Electromagnetic Compatibility
and Interference (EMC-EMI) in nuclear plants, which must be considered for this
type of application [72–74].
There are other examples of using virtual simulations to support monitoring,
training and activities planning in nuclear plants, but these cited ones are very
representative of what has been done in this field, as all of them make use of dose
rate computation and/or measurements - with even recomputing functionalities, in
some cases.
Our staff at IEN has also been working by following similar approaches. A virtual
reality-based platform has been adapted for simulating IEN facilities, among which
the main interest for this thesis is the application named Virtual Argonauta. Dose
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rate was initially considered only by using the scarce measurements distribution
supplied by IEN radiological protection service for a proof of concept [4–6]. As soon
as more detailed dose database could be obtained, it would be just a case of inserting
this new one into the simulation platform.
Then, the dose rates collected by the existing radiation monitors installed within
Argonauta’s Room were inserted into the simulation, in their corresponding neigh-
bouring areas [7, 8]. This brought the possibility of representing time-varying dose
rates in the simulations, exactly the ones measured in real-time within Argonauta’s
Room.
Later, a further dose rate database was obtained in a finer grid of points in this
environment, at different operating power levels, and also interpolated between these
levels, fed by the monitors data, by using neural networks [9–11]. This brought a
very interesting functionality for this platform, as it would now be able to approach
real-time dose rate distribution within Argonauta’s Room, from the previous mea-
surements campaign, adjusted by the online data measured by the fixed radiation
monitors. Why would this approach be useful for simulation? Let’s comment on it.
Our staff has chosen the approach of obtaining dose rate distribution from mea-
surement campaigns - similarly to the one adopted by [65, 66]. Of course the dose
rate distributions measured this way result stationary. But, from our previous expe-
rience in collecting online dose rates from the Argonauta’s Room during operations,
by the fixed radiation monitors installed within its room, it was clear that radiation
levels were time-varying, showing some fluctuations around different levels. Fig-
ure 3.5 gives an idea of how dose rate fluctuates even for pre-set operating power
levels of Argonauta. It shows measurements collected by two radiation monitors
of the model MRA 7027 installed at different locations, for three operating power
levels: 17 W, 170 W and 340 W. It is possible to notice the three main power levels
from the more abrupt values bumps, around which dose rates14 vary.
Radiation transport is a rather complex phenomenon, in which many effects
occur, such as reflection, transmission and absorption. This is the reason why re-
searchers use, in general, a stochastic approach to compute it - the Monte Carlo-
based computation. Alternative deterministic methods exist - as the point kernel
one, mentioned before. But Monte Carlo is a typically computational-consuming
method, and predicts stationary dose rate levels. Our staff idea was to consider
somehow those fluctuations that occurs in real-time, to adjust the dose rate distri-
butions accordingly.
Thus, dose rate measurements were collected at different Argonauta operating
power levels. This was a time-consuming task, and involved some dose received by
14Dose rates are shown in mR/h, which can be converted to the now most commonly unit used
mSv/h.
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Figure 3.5: Dose rate fluctuations observed along three pre-set Argonauta operating
power levels: 17 W, 170 W and 340 W.
the ones who performed them. Therefore, a number of people took this work, so as
to divide dose among themselves. ALARA was used because justification criterion
was met, since all this work could benefit personnel safety in the future.
The measurements were performed at different operating power levels, but the
dose indications collected by the fixed monitors show the real-time fluctuations.
Our staff planned to use these fluctuations to adjust online the radiation dose rate
levels that are not stationary at all. As the phenomenon is complex, possibly with
non-linear variations among the supposedly fixed levels for each operating nominal
powers, our staff made use of a neural network-based interpolation to account for
those variations. Thus, it might result in a more realistic representation of dose rate
distributions in real-time, to insert them into the virtual simulation environment -
Virtual Argonauta.
And, the most important point to mention here, all this development may be
ported to the objective of this thesis, in the future.
3.3 Remarks
Before commenting on the computer-based approaches for radiological protection, it
is important to mention the traditional means, as explained in Section 3.1. First of
all, it is clear that the personal and individual dosimeters have their own limitations
that can mislead received radiation dose registration for personnel of the nuclear
field; fixed and portable monitors have also their limitations.
 Main drawbacks of TLD monitors are:
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- They only supply responses about accumulated received doses typically
a month after all the period in that they were used, what can not give an alert
if someone receives higher doses levels than expected during this period;
- The responses are registered only if equal to or greater than the 0.20 mSv
minimum threshold; received doses below this, despite being in fact received
by workers, are not registered in the annual radiologic history report.
 Main drawback of pen dosimeters is their low accuracy for reading received
dose, due to its gross scale that may lead to readings errors - despite supplying
information just after use.
 The newly available digital individual monitors are more versatile, but error
margin is at least 30 percent around the measured value (more or less 15
percent), and they had been made available for use too much recently, and
their use is not already a routine in Argonauta;
 Both the fixed and portable radiation monitors perform measurements only
in some scarce points, thus not accounting for precise measurements along
workers’ paths.
Following the developments cited in Section 3.2, the idea of using visual tracking
of personnel to estimate received radiation doses by nuclear plants personnel has
arisen. This would follow a rather opposite direction of that had been followed up to
then: we were initially following the steps of other groups worldwide, for using virtual
simulations for training and planning of tasks before their execution by personnel
in nuclear or radioactive plants. Now, the objective would be to “measure” doses
while personnel execute their tasks, without not necessarily using real monitors.
Let’s comment on other more or less related works:
 Relatively to other works that mention tracking somehow, it was clear that
they use different approaches from ours and, in general form, for different
purposes; even for the visual approaches, authors propose using visual markers
and HMD-mounted cameras.
 About the use of previously measured or computed radiation dose rates, the
following possibilities can be considered for future use with this thesis devel-
opments:
- The approaches of computing online radiation dose rate distribution by
numerical computation methods, as mentioned by some other research groups,
to account for modifications in the environment (such as moving objects or
the introduction of shielding);
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- The other approach of adapting radiation dose levels by some type of
interpolation such as our staff does, among the different operation power lev-
els, by taking into account the real dose rate variations detected by monitors
installed within the plant, online;
- The possibility of combining both approaches mentioned just before, to
achieve the most realistic dose rate accounting as possible.
Since the radiation dose level database can be adjusted online by any of the
mentioned means, sudden variations and peaks could be taken into account along
with the tracked positions; even if the final computer vision-based processing is not
online.
Of course, as stated in the Introduction, all this development would not be meant
to discard the traditional radiological protection means currently used, but rather
to complement them, since redundancy is good for dealing with critical plants such
as nuclear ones. This new approach could help in the following cases:
 In case of failure of the monitors, for example;
 For those previously mentioned cases when personal monitors are out of date
and need calibration, and personnel have to use the pen dosimeters that have
low accuracy;
 For coping with the minimum threshold of 0.20 mSv in a month, to register
the received dose.
Therefore, taking into account all these arguments: it would be better to get
such an estimate of received radiation dose, as supplied by the current developed
system, than estimating no received dose at all.
Some research groups also mention post-work analysis, in which real measure-
ments are compared to predictions, so as to improve future works. Thus, the system
developed in this thesis could be used not only to supply estimates in the cases of
failures, but could also record workers’ positions along with measurements acquired
by real monitors, for this type of analysis. Real measurements associated to tracked
positions could lead to smoother and more realistic time-averaged databases in the
future.
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Chapter 4
Video-based Surveillance
This chapter presents a bibliographical review of computer vision-based methods for
targets1 detection and tracking.
Video-based surveillance has been receiving great attention, due to its impor-
tance for safety and security. Typical applications range from scene change de-
tection, to targets tracking and even people behaviours analysis. The scope of
this thesis involves multi-targets detection and/or tracking, not behaviour analy-
sis. Therefore, the following sections deal with both of these topics: detection and
tracking. This bibliographical research was based mainly on papers from periodicals
related to image or video processing, pattern analysis, and similar ones. But some
specific references can be cited as good reviews of this field, as [75–82]. From this
bibliographical review, some topics can be highlighted as interesting methods:
 Targets detection and segmentation based on background modelling and sub-
traction;
 Targets detection and/or tracking based on parameters of interest extracted
from them;
 Targets tracking based on their movements;
 Targets parts-based tracking, which involves tracking each part2 and their
integration for the whole targets tracking;
 Targets segmentation based on active contours;
 Targets detection and/or segmentation based on image salience; or
 Possible combination of different methods.
1Target: a general term which may mean: a person (whole body, face, upper limb,...), vehicles
or any type of object of interest. In this thesis, the interest is on persons. Therefore, from then on,
whenever the text refers to target, it means person - unless otherwise stated. The bibliographical
research focused on persons detection and/or tracking.
2From this point on, targets’ parts will be referred to as patches.
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4.1 Background Modelling and Subtraction
Background modelling and subtraction - or background removal, for short - com-
prises a class of methods which can be used to detect targets in the scene, segmented
from a background - or, in the most general case, from a background model. They
can be used to detect and segment targets from frame to frame, but a common usage
is as a first stage to initialize a region of interest (ROI)3 - or more then one ROI -,
for subsequent tracking. The initialization for tracking can be done alternatively by
using detection methods based on parameters of interest.
This class of methods range from the most simple ones, as frame differences,
to adaptive methods that model backgrounds in a statistical form, among other
approaches. Frame differences can be performed basically in two different ways: (i)
between the current frame and one previously defined as reference, or (ii) between
successive frames; each one with its own advantages and disadvantages. In the
former case, the fixed reference does not enable to account for any background
variation, while in the latter, the background rapidly changes from frame to frame,
possibly leading to failure in detecting targets that remain standing still - or almost
standing still - in the scene.
New proposals emerged to enable background statistical modelling, which are
thus adaptive. These may simply involve the computation of moving averages or
medians, among other parameters [83]. Among these methods, W 4 [84, 85] can be
highlighted. W 4, originally, did not deal with shadow discrimination, but there is
a further work dealing with this matter, as cited by [84]. But, as the authors say, it
had high computational cost. Even so W 4 became a popular method for background
removal. Further, new proposals to deal with shadow discrimination emerged for
use with W 4 [86–88]. These latter deal with gray-level images, but there are other
color-based approaches.
Shadow discrimination is a very important topic, since shadows also move to-
gether with the true targets, resulting in targets location errors. Shadow discrim-
ination is achieved basically by considering that shadow regions contain the same
color distribution of background, but with less intensity values.
Another proposal is a parametric modelling considering a Gaussian distribution
per pixel, named Person Finder (Pfinder) [89], by considering each picture element
(pixel) has unimodal distribution. This method, as W 4, is capable of dealing with
controlled environments, where background does not present complex variations -
for example, it deals well with soft and gradual illumination variations, common in
indoor areas.
3In this work, the terms “ROI” and “bounding box” are used interchangeably to describe a
region including (at least approximately) a target.
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Soon after, another parametric modelling proposal arose, now considering that
pixels may have multimodal distributions: the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [90,
91]. It can deal better with more complex backgrounds, as ones with less interest
moving parts which must not be detected as targets - as for example, moving water
in shore or rivers, or moving trees leafs, commonly occurring in outdoor areas.
Later, GMM was improved, among other modifications, to consider also shadow
discrimination [92–95]. GMM has higher computational costs when compared to
simpler methods as W 4, for example, but has also interesting advantages over them.
There is another proposal that performs non-parametric background modelling,
alternatively to what GMM does: Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) [96–98]. It
compares the pixels distributions by using histograms directly, instead of trying to
model them by compositions of parametric models (as Gaussians). Its results are
reported as being similar to those of GMM, and it is also cited approximately as
frequently as GMM by many works.
Besides parametric or non-parametric modelling, there are other approaches for
background removal. Eigenbackground [99], for example, makes use of Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) [100] to generate an eigen-space, from N frames con-
taining only background. Each new frame is then projected onto this eigen-space,
possibly resulting in foreground detection - if there is any. Another difference from
this method to GMM and KDE is that it is not pixel-based, but considers whole
frames.
Originally, Eigenbackgorund did not cope with time-varying backgrounds. But
a further proposal [101] enabled dealing with this. Model update is based on eigen-
spaces fusion, where a new one is computed from time to time, based in turn on
Incremental PCA (IPCA) [102].
Another interesting method, named Visual Background Extractor (ViBE) [103,
104], evaluates each pixel value, but without any explicit modelling (parametric or
non-parametric). It evaluates a new pixel value with the most similar ones within
its neighbour region, defined by a pre-established radius: this pixel is considered as
belonging to the background if the number of similar neighbouring pixels is above
some threshold. This is done in an adaptive fashion, so as to accommodate some
temporal background variations. Its authors compare it to GMM favourably, as
giving similar results in indoor areas, and even better in outdoors ones, able to
coping with bad climatic conditions such as as wind and rain.
Blind Signal Source Separation (BSS) methods aim at separating signals (the
original statistically independent signal sources) that had been mixed, without any
a priori knowledge of neither what those source signals were, nor about the way
they had been mixed - this is why they are referred to as “blind”. Some points have
to be considered here:
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 Relatively to the sources: they may contain only second order statistics, or
also superior order statistics;
 Relatively to the way they are mixed: mixtures may be linear or non-linear,
and may be further instantaneous or convolutive.
These points guide the appropriate method choice for the given problem solution.
Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [105] is the basic and most commonly
used method for solving BSS problems. It has been successfully applied to many
diverse classes of problems, including image processing in that it can be used to
separate objects from given images. This obviously leads towards the idea of sep-
arating foregrounds from the background. For example, the authors of [106] make
use of ICA considering that foreground and background are statistically indepen-
dent signal sources, and that given video frames containing both are the available
mixtures. Therefore, foregrounds can be estimated from the given frames by this
method. There are other works related to applying ICA or similar methods for
targets segmentation in video [107–115].
There are possibly other methods for background removal, but GMM and KDE
are among the most cited ones. ViBE and W 4 are also very promising ones. There-
fore, here finishes this part of the bibliographical research.
4.2 Detection and/or Tracking
Detection methods serve basically to find a target in the scene. They could be
applied frame by frame; but only this, without considering any explicit tracking or
recognition approach, may lead to switching the detections among different targets,
for multi-target tracking - particularly when different targets approaches or crosses
among themselves.
Tracking can aid following each target individually and discriminating among
themselves by different means, as examples:
 Considering their individual trajectories;
 Discriminating them from some parameters of interest (as their colors, among
others).
Tracking deals with the task of following a given target - or most commonly,
a given ROI containing a target - along video frames, but requires initialization.
Issues related to tracking are:
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 Tracking may drift along frames, leading to targets loss - possibly due to targets
appearance changes, or to distraction among different targets or between a
target and background containing objects with similar characteristics;
 Tracking does not ever deal well with targets termination, requiring re-
initialization; as it similarly does not ever also deal well, alone, with targets
appearing in the scene.
Targets changing appearance can also cause detection errors. In some ap-
proaches, detectors have to be previously trained and, if not adaptive, they may
fail to match a target that changes its appearance.
Thus, each one class of methods (detection and tracking) has different purposes
and, in general, each one alone does not match the whole task of tracking a target -
or targets - along a video: they should rather be combined somehow. Detection can
be used to:
 Initialize a tracker in the very beginning of the tracking task;
 Re-initialize tracking when it drifts or lose tracking, which causes targets
deaths.
From another point of view, tracking can be used to:
 Discriminate among multiple targets;
 Select among multiple detections in an incoming frame, eliminating false de-
tections.
Detection or tracking can be based simply on image templates corresponding to
targets’ ROIs with brute data (as pixels intensity or color values), which have to
be matched with candidate image regions. But detection can be alternatively based
on parameters of interest extracted from these templates. Further, tracking can
be based on targets’ patches, instead of whole ones, to achieve robustness against
occlusions.
Another important characteristic about modelling for detection or tracking, is
that they may be (i) generative; or (ii) discriminative. In the former case, only
targets are considered as positive examples, and modelling can be static or adaptive.
In the latter case, background samples are also considered, to form false examples
against which targets must be discriminated. This latter approach may improve
models robustness against background clutter.
For parameter-based detection or tracking, different parameter types may be
used, as: colors; textures; gradients and other derivatives for corner and edge mod-
elling; movement; parameters derived from those ones; or combination of different
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parameter types. This topic is explained in more details in [75] and in [79], or in
the other references cited in the beginning of this Chapter.
Some methods are commented in the following.
As template-based methods, one main example is Kanade-Lucas (KL) [116] that
later evolved to Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) [117]. The template maps pixels in-
tensity or color values belonging to the target. The method operates in two stages:
1. An initial training one where, from different targets’ realizations by affine
transformations, the system learns to cope with different appearances;
2. An execution stage where the learned templates are matched with the best
candidates by using distance or cross-correlation metrics.
These methods are commonly used to detect and track peoples’ faces in real-time,
but can be adapted to track other persons’ parts or other general targets, according
to its training stage. But, training for multiple poses of body’s parts (as faces, for
example), may not lead to good results. It is preferable to use specific pre-trained
systems for each cases. They have also low robustness to occlusions, easily loosing
tracking when targets cross among themselves.
There is a method commonly used for face tracking: the Viola-Jones (VJ) [118,
119], in which parameters are extracted during a training stage, and thus matched
during running stage. The processing relies on shift and scale-invariant features that
may be matched without the need of using pyramid-based processing, to account
for multiple image scales. But this method is very sensitive to out-of-plane (three-
dimensional (3D)) rotations. Also, the condition of scale invariance limits the choice
of parameters to be used, as some do not present such characteristic.
A common approach of using parameters is through histograms. In the case of
color-based histograms, an interesting example may be cited [120] that is referred
to as capable of dealing with occlusions and background clutter.
The following methods, though, are among the most cited ones for color-based
tracking: Mean-Shift (MS) and Continuously Adaptive Mean-Shift (Camshift) [121–
128]. Camshift is an adaptive Mean-Shift version more suitable for video processing,
partly due to its low computational cost, and also due to its adaptiveness.
MS and Camshift aim at searching for a statistical distribution mode. For tar-
gets tracking, they can be used to search for the mode of a color-based histogram
extracted from a target’s given ROI, from frame to frame. This search is performed
by a quite simple optimization method, what favours video processing applications.
Camshift is further able to adapt the ROI along time.
As occurs with GMM and KDE for background removal, MS and Camshift are
among the most cited ones for their purpose of video tracking, being cited in general
for comparative analyses with other proposed methods.
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Another class of methods rely on derivatives extracted from the images, either
gradient or Laplacian. This favours to extract corners and contours. They usually
also make use of histograms. One of the most known and cited ones is the Histogram
of Oriented Gradients (HOG), initially proposed by [129], and then applied for
people detection in [130]. This method obtain a histogram where bins correspond
to gradient orientations, weighted by gradient magnitudes, and by cumulating the
number of occurrences within the orientation bins.
Other interesting methods for corners and contours detection are the
Moravec [131] and Harris Corner Detector [132, 133]. Among the improvements
over this latter, an interesting one [134] made use descriptors based on Gaussian
derivative showing invariance to in-plane (two-dimensional (2D)) rotation. But all
these approaches were single scale-based, what caused difficulties in matching tar-
gets with different target scales in the frame used for design stage and candidate
frames.
To overcome this limitation, scale-invariant methods arose, as the Scale Invariant
Feature Transform (SIFT) [135], later improved in [136, 137]. This method extracts
descriptors based on points of interest in the images, named keypoints. As explained
by its author, these are invariant to scale and in-plane rotation, and robust to
illumination changes, noise, and partly robust to out-of-plane rotations; they are
also robust to partial occlusion and clutter. They are simple to extract and are
highly discriminative.
The SIFT method aims at identifying points in the so-called scale-space do-
main [138–141]. The keypoints correspond to extrema of the Difference of Gaus-
sians (DoG) function that, in turn, is an approximation to the Laplacian of Gaus-
sians (LoG) - for which the extrema are points of interest for scale-space image
recognition.
Scale-space processing is obtained by convolving a variable-scale Gaussian filter
with the original image; scale variation is achieved by varying its standard deviation.
Many smoothed versions of the original image are thus generated, composing a 3D
signal: with two spatial coordinates plus the scale one. The extrema thus obtained
are more stable than those obtained by other methods such as gradient, Hessian and
Harris Corner Detector [142]. The LoG has a pass-band filtering effect, enhancing
the images corners details. SIFT includes gradient orientation computation, thus
having some similarity with HOG.
SIFT is patented [143] and its code is not totally open; however, a demo ver-
sion is available from [144]. But there is an alternative SIFT implementation, open
source [145]. Another similar method, very popular, is the Speed-Up Robust Fea-
tures (SURF) [146, 147].
There are also methods referred to as Active Contours [148, 149], to segment
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targets from frames and track them. This type of method is based on the mini-
mization of an energy function that has two terms: (i) one internal; and (ii) another
external. They tend to minimize when a curve approaches the foreground contour
from within or without it. These methods need initialization.
Some methods consider the targets’ dynamics (motion prediction) to track them.
The most classic of this class of methods is the Kalman Filter [150, 151]. This
method is intended for broad applications; among which targets tracking in video.
It operates in two stages:
1. Estimation of the future system state;
2. Correction of estimates after collecting measurements when the systems
achieves approximately the predicted state.
This method considers that measurements and transitions equations, and the
initial state vector, have all Gaussian distributions, and are uncorrelated. As the
filter is linear, it assumes the targets’ movements are also at least approximately lin-
ear around a trajectory/state point. For video-based tracking, this method reduces
the searching region to perform the prediction.
For cases where targets may present abrupt moving velocity or direction changes,
or to cope with more complex distributions, it is recommended to use more sophis-
ticated methods derived from the Kalman Filter, as the Extended Kalman Filter,
among other proposals [151–156].
There is a very interesting method directed specifically towards people detection
- not general targets - that, though, presents very good and fast results for this
particular case: the Fastest Pedestrian Detector in the West (FPDW) [157]. This
method has low computational cost and operates only for persons in vertical poses
(not crouched). It can be used alternatively to, or in conjunction with, segmentation
methods such as background removal, to initialize ROIs for tracking methods. It
tries to match the model with the candidate frame in different scales, with is an
important advantage.
There is another class of methods which split targets into patches, to cope at
least with partial occlusions. These methods are able to track the visible targets’
parts despite some occlusion. One main method of this class is the Fragments-based
Tracking (FragTrack) [158]. This method matches patched-based histograms by
the Earth’s Mover Distance (EMD) metric [159], and estimates outliers, to avoid
wrong-tracked patches interference. Histograms are based only on gray-level values,
to reduce computational cost.
Another method with a somewhat similar approach - relatively to be also patch-
based tracking - is Coherent Patch Displacement (CPD) Tracking [160, 161]; there
is also a former similar method proposed [162].
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Evolving from CPD, another method arose, first for single target tracking [163]
that evolved next for multi-target tracking [164]. This latter may be referred to, in
this thesis, by that later paper title: Combining Patch Matching and Detection for
Robust Pedestrian Tracking in Monocular Calibrated Cameras (CPMD-RPT)4, or
even simpler, Fu¨rh-Jung.
In CPD, the target is split into contiguous patches, and processing follows three
stages:
1. Independent patch tracking;
2. Global target’s displacement computation based on a combination among all
patches tracking and on the whole target’s movement prediction;
3. Parameters adaptation along time, to cope with target appearance variations.
Each patch is modelled by an average vector and a covariance. These, in turn,
are based on parameters of interest extracted from their regions, maybe including:
intensity, colors, textures, among others. Each patch is independently tracked by
matching using the Bhattacharyya metric [165, 166]. CPD also predicts the tar-
get’s movement by using Double Exponential Smoothing (DES) [167], which has a
performance similar to Kalman Filter, but with less computational cost.
The global targets tracking are obtained by the Weighted Vector Median Filter
(WVMF) [168] that reduce errors due to wrongly tracked patches. This filtering
uses different weights, according to:
 When a patch is well tracked, based on the Bhattacharyya distance, this patch
receives higher weights;
 Otherwise, higher weight is given to the prediction.
This filtering process smooths the trajectories and helps coping with partial
occlusions, or short-time total occlusions.
CPD needs initialization.
The current stage reported in [164] include some more functionalities:
 Multi-target tracking;
 Automatic ROIs initialization;
 The WVMF includes, besides patch tracking and movement prediction, also
frame to frame detection;
4This abbreviation is not used by its authors, but may be used in this thesis for easy in writing,
interchangeably to Fu¨hr-Jung.
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 Targets tracking in the WCS.
By using calibrated cameras and projective geometry [15], this method computes
each person’s position in the floor. This is an advantage for this thesis. The other
evaluated methods do not implement this computation, but it is readably imple-
mentable, once the needed parameters are available - the homography, as explained
later in Chapter 7, Subsection 7.1.2.
There is still a method that combines detection and tracking, also with learning,
named Tracking-Learning-Detection (TLD)5 [169–171]. The learning functionality
is performed online, so as the method can adapt the targets’ models to cope with
changes along the video stream. This method belongs to a class of methods known as
tracking-by-detection. It makes use of the pyramidal implementation of KLT [172].
It requires, though, initialization.
All the three TLD functionalities: (i) tracking; (ii) learning; and (iii) detection,
operate in conjunction, correcting one another. The tracker follows a target frame by
frame. The detector takes into account the different target’s appearances known so
far. The learning adapts the detector from new appearances, according to detection
errors. The latter functionality - learning - is based on the evaluation performed by
two “experts”: (i) one named P -expert and another named N -expert; the former
estimates targets loss, while the latter, false alarms.
Another method for detection and tracking people in video streams is Dynamic
Programming - Non-max Suppression (DP+NMS) [173]. This method is directed
towards multi-targets tracking, and includes targets initialization. It also deals with
targets birth and death. This method, though, is non-causal - meaning it makes
use of future information. Therefore, it can not be used online, or even with new
streams, only with previously recorded videos; and requires a somewhat long-term
training stage, according to its author.
Besides all those cited methods, there are others commonly cited in other pub-
lications for comparative analysis with new proposals, thus consisting also in good
methods for tracking. It follows, thus, a brief description of some of them.
Tracking based on Multiple Instance Learning (MILTrack) [174, 175]. It makes
use of an adaptive model to cope with targets appearance changing; and also belongs
to the classes of tracking-by-detection methods.
The tracking method named Visual Tracking Decomposition (VTD) [176] com-
bines the tracking task in parts by considering different parameters, different move-
ment models and different trackers. All these information is integrated, to result in
a method that is more robust to both targets’ appearance and movement variations.
5Please, notice the difference between this and the same abbreviation used for Thermoluminis-
cent Detector, for radiation dose monitoring.
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Another class of methods are referred to as Online Boosting [177–180]. These
methods make use of classifiers to detect and track targets in video. These classifiers
are not trained previously, but rather online, in an incremental form, from new
incoming data; they belong also to the tracking-by-detection class of methods.
Another proposal also involves online adaptive learning models for tracking: In-
cremental Learning for Visual Tracking (IVT) [181–183]. This method makes also
use of eigen-space projection for targets modelling.
4.3 Remarks: Methods Selection
After all this bibliographical review, some methods were given minor attention, while
others were considered for further evaluation and use6. First, attention was directed
towards some of the most cited methods in the literature, comprising three main
groups:
 Background removal-based methods for targets detection and segmentation;
 Targets detection based on parameters of interest;
 Targets tracking based on parameters; in these cases, including those that
consider targets dynamics, and also those that split targets (the patch-based
methods).
Relatively to the first above mentioned item, the GMM, ViBE and W 47 were
considered for further analysis and application to the objectives of this thesis, due
to the fact that they are commonly mentioned in the literature, serve very well to
initialize and re-initialize ROIs for trackers, and their codes are made available - or
are already implemented in computer vision software packages.
Relatively to the second item, the FPDW method is a very promising one, sup-
plying good results and with low computational cost. It is not intended for general
purpose detection, but is rather directed towards people detection. But as long
as this is part of this thesis objectives, it is a good option, since specific trained
detectors are supposed to work well for the applications they were developed for.
Also, this method could cope with the issue of other objects ported by personnel,
as monitors, which might lead to false detections, as otherwise could result by using
only background removal methods.
It is important to stress the importance of methods evaluation for this thesis,
especially tracking ones, to assess how well they behave facing the specific problems
observed in this research, as:
6This selection resulted strongly based on the Qualifying Exam, occurred in June 2013.
7The W 4 implementation used was a modified one, mentioned in Section 4.1: the one combined
with shadow discrimination [86–88].
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 People occlusion - especially by other persons, when they cross each others;
 When people approaches among themselves, even more when they stay stood
still in this situation for some period of time;
 When people use clothes of the same color - what is the case in this thesis;
and
 People crouching.
Some methods evaluated in this thesis are tracking methods that need initial-
ization, and other ones used only for detection and/or segmentation. The tracking
methods evaluated were:
 Camshift;
 FragTrack;
 TLD.
all of which need initialization that, in turn, may be supplied by one of the following:
 GMM;
 ViBE;
 W 4;
 FPDW.
The latter may be used alone or in conjunction with one of the first others; or
any the three firsts may be used alone, or in combination with the fourth.
Another method was considered that already combines detection and background
removal with tracking:
 CPMD-RPT.
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Chapter 5
Detailing the Selected Methods
This chapter treats in more details the methods selected for use with the video
database generated (those commented in Section 4.3). Section 5.1 describes
Camshift, Section 5.2 describes FragTrack, while Section 5.3 describes TLD. As
already commented, all these methods require initialization (even TLD that has
detection in its processing). Therefore, Section 5.4 describes GMM, Section 5.5 de-
scribes ViBE, Section 5.6 describes W 4 and Section 5.7 describes FPDW. Section 5.8
describes CPMD-RPT. Section 5.9 gives some remarks on this chapter.
5.1 Camshift
Camshift is an extension of MS for tracking targets in video streams, due to its
adaptive characteristics that enables it to change a ROI area.
MS is a general-purpose method for data analysis, and was theoretically derived
in [184], to search for statistical distributions modes. Thus, this method had not
been initially proposed for image or video processing applications, but soon these
possibilities have arisen, particularly with the MS modification to the Camshift
method. The history of these developments can be found in [121–128]; among which
the most representative ones may be cited [123], [128].
MS and Camshift share the main basic principles, which are detailed in the
following. Given an initial ROI, these methods extract color-based histograms -
although other parameters may be used, as texture. Then, they converge to the
distribution mode. Considering that the mode is approximately centred at the given
ROI, this frame by frame convergence to the mode leads to tracking the ROI. This
tracking method does not consider any explicit movement of the target, but results
from its convergence to the ROI distribution mode.
The optimization method is quite simple: gradient ascendant1. This simple
1In fact, literature treats it as gradient descendent, but in this case, the objective is maximiza-
tion, to converge to the distibution mode/maximum.
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choice justifies itself because a target does not move much between subsequent
frames. Thus, in general, the method is able to converge to the nearest extremum
without getting stuck in a wrong local one that does not correspond to the mode.
Another characteristic of these methods is their somewhat robustness to outliers,
since only the pixels within the ROI are evaluated - discarding bad influences of more
distant clutter. Obviously, there are still pixels belonging to the background within
the ROI, what may interfere and cause drift.
MS and Camshift methods make use of the Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV) color
system, what has advantages over the Red-Green-Blue (RGB) one, for example.
In HSV color representation, the color information itself (Hue) is separated from
saturation and intensity - the latter two, with minor importance relatively to color-
based pattern recognition. Another advantage of using only one color component
is the resulting univariate histograms, instead of multivariate ones, for the three
original color components. This contributes also to computation efficiency. In the
following, the pseudo-algorithm of MS/Camshift 1 is shown:
Algorithm 1 MS/Camshift algorithm
1: for FirstFrame do
2: Initial ROI ← Initialization
3: Hue− based univariate histogram← ROI colors
4: 2D probability map← ROI colors evaluated with histogram
5: Searches for ROI mode and moves towards it
6: If Camhift, computes also ROI area
7: end for
8: for SubsequentFrames do
9: Computes mode for current ROI in the new frame
10: 2D Probability map← ROI colors evaluated with histogram
11: Searches for its new mode and moves ROI towards it
12: If Camhift, computes also ROI area
13: end for
ROI area adaptation is based on zeroth-order moment. This adaptation enables
Camshift to scale according to target proximity relatively to the camera. When a
target is near the camera, its position presents high variation, but then its greater
ROI area compensates for this. When a target is distant from the camera, its ROI
area is smaller, but as its position presents smaller variation, it compensates for this
other issue. But MS, in counterpart, by using fixed ROI areas, may present more
difficulties to deal with scale variation: a ROI area initialized small could present
difficulties to track targets near the camera, and greater areas would include too
much background pixels when targets were distant from the camera.
The moments computation for images is performed as:
Zeroth-order moment:
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M00 =
∑
x
∑
y
I(x, y) (5.1)
First-order moments in each direction:
M10 =
∑
x
∑
y
xI(x, y) (5.2)
M01 =
∑
x
∑
y
yI(x, y) (5.3)
The mode results as:
xc =
M10
M00
(5.4)
yc =
M01
M00
(5.5)
where I(x, y) is the pixel color (probability) at position (x, y).
5.2 FragTrack
FragTrack [158] is a patch-based method which has the purpose of improving robust-
ness to occlusion. It splits the target’s ROI in parts with no relation with human
body parts, and thus can be used to track any other target type. Targets are split
into rectangular patches either vertical- or horizontal-wise. It can use color or gray
level-based histograms (the implementation supplied by its authors uses the latter
approach to lower computational cost).
FragTrack authors mention some Camshift problems, for which they propose
solutions:
 Local basin of convergence;
 Loss of pixels spatial relations;
 Occlusions.
The first mentioned problem may lead Camshift to get easily stuck on local
maxima, unless the displacements between frames are really sufficiently small. The
second one is due to the fact that pixels values, once split into the histograms bins,
loose completely their original localization information. The third problems is due
to the use of an unique ROI for the whole target: during occlusions, the color
information is partially lost, maybe leading to tracking drift or target death.
FragTrack proposes to solve these problems by:
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 Efficient search;
 The use of patches and their spatial relations.
First item means that the method searches for the patches around the former
target’s localization. This region dimensions can be modified by user. Second item
tries to solve the two latter mentioned Camshift problems. In FragTrack, the use of
histograms still cause loss of pixel spatial relations within each patch; but it keeps
information about relative positioning among the patches. Last, the use of parts
can cope with occlusions.
FragTrack obtains its gray-level histograms by using the Integral Histogram
method [185], which is an efficient form of obtaining histograms from rectangular
regions. This latter method is, in turn, based on the Integral Image method [118].
FragTrack extends this latter for patch-based processing.
Each patch is tracked from frame to frame, by matching with most similar can-
didate regions, and then combined in a robust form, by using a voting mechanism.
Matching makes use of typical distance metrics for histograms comparison, since the
simple norm of histograms difference, up to Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics and the
EMD metric.
Some interesting characteristics of the FragTrack method may be mentioned:
 It is robust to partial occlusions;
 It can use different histogram comparison metrics, besides Battacharyya or its
equivalent Matusita;
 It deals with spatial relations through a voting mechanism;
 The efficient use of Integral Histograms turn irrelevant the way the patches
are chosen.
Next, FragTrack method is detailed.
5.2.1 Patch-based Tracking
Let the whole target be designated as template T, which position is given by its
center in the former frame (x0, y0). Let any patch in the former frame be designated
as patch PT , parametrized by (dx, dy, h, w), where:
 (dx, dy): relative distances - horizontal and vertical, respectively - from patch
PT to template T ;
 (h,w): Respectively, patch PT half height and half width.
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Let (x,y) be the template T estimated position at the current frame I. Let also
PI correspond to the formerly mentioned patch PT , but now at the current frame;
its position is given by (x + dx, y + dy). The similarity between patches PT and PI
is given by the distance d(PT , PI), which may be evaluated by different forms.
The target position is varied around its estimated position (x,y). Each patch has
its distance evaluated relatively to each one candidate, generating a voting map:
VPT = d(PT , PI) (5.6)
5.2.2 Dissimilarity Between Patches
The metric used in principle is EMD, which evaluates dissimilarities between the
histogram bins - it evaluates which probability is needed to move bins to transform
one histogram into the other. Low dissimilarities may be due quantization, while
higher ones mean really dissimilarities. The voting map obtained by the EMD metric
is smoother than those obtained by other simpler methods, as the norm of distance
between histograms that results noisier.
5.2.3 Combining the Voting Maps
Each patch corresponds to a voting map indicating its most probable candidate
in the current frame. All voting maps are combined by using robust statistics to
estimate the whole target position. Considering each hypothetical position (x,y)
evaluated for a patch, results in an ordered list [VPT |PatchesPT ]. In principle, the
lower value could be chosen as corresponding to the best match, but FragTrack
authors suggest choosing the q-th lower value to contemplate possible occlusions,
where q corresponds to the non-occluded target area percentage. For example, if
a 3/4 of occlusion is admitted, q - that corresponds to the non-occluded area - is
chosen as 1/4 of the number of patches.
5.2.4 Integral Histogram
This method assigns point (x,y) the sum of all pixels values from the upper left
image corner up to this point. Doing this for all four ROI corners, the sum of pixels
values within the ROI is fast obtained. FragTrack uses this idea for the patches.
FragTrack also tries to minimize outliers effects by assigning lower weights for
pixels near the ROI borders, maybe considering multi-level weighting. For more
details, readers can refer to [158].
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5.3 TLD
The authors of TLD [169–171] propose splitting the whole tracking task into three
subtasks: (i) tracking; (ii) detection; and (iii) learning. They argue that only de-
tection or tracking have their own advantages and disadvantages, and both of them
are subject to failures in different ways. Therefore, their combination can improve
the whole system, even more by learning the model to be detected during the video
stream processing. They consider that:
 The tracker, following the target frame by frame, can supply the detector with
its different realizations;
 The detector can re-initialize the tracker when the target is lost;
 The learning stage can estimate false alarms and missed detections, and this
improve the model to be detected.
All this is detailed in the following.
5.3.1 P-N Learning
The P -N learning is semi-supervised, by using two data sets: one labelled and
another not-labelled. The former is generated from known targets’ appearances
resulting in an initial estimate of them. Then, the non-labelled data is iteratively
presented to the classifier. The results are assessed by independent experts:
 P -Expert: assesses results classified as negative, possibly detecting false neg-
atives (missed targets);
 N -Expert: assesses results classified as positive, possibly detecting false posi-
tives (false alarms).
Both the detections assessed as missed targets and false alarms have their labels
switched, and added to the corresponding subset: (i) the targets data subset; and
(ii) the background data subset. Authors comment that both “experts” may result
in errors, since there is no desired value to validate their responses, but their errors
tend to cancel mutually.
The ROIs supplied to TLD in the first frame are labelled ones, the other in the
following frames are non-labelled.
For the detector, there is no constraint on the number of candidate detections
in a new frame, from a former ROI; maybe, more than one detection can arise. But
this obviously is not desired and must be corrected. From another perspective, the
tracker predicts the target’s ROI in the next frame based on it position in the former
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one. This enables the use of a structure - a coherent trajectory for a given target
along frames -, where:
 There is only one detection per target, in a new incoming frame;
 The frame-to-frame detections form a coherent trajectory.
The P -N learning explores this structure to correct both missing targets and
false alarms. The P -Expert explores the temporal video structure, while N -Expert,
the spatial structure, as explained in the following.
 The P -Expert receives the target predicted position given by the tracker: if
the detector results in a negative output, this expert infers there was a missed
target, and changes this output to a positive one;
 The N -Expert compares the detections with the position predicted by the
target, choosing the best match: detections that do not intersect with this
position are considered as false alarms, and thus re-label them as negative
ones. The most confident (the best) match is used to re-initialize the tracker.
The learning initialization is performed by taking ten nearest regions to the given
ROI. From each one of these, twenty more versions are generated by affine trans-
formations, thus resulting in 200 positive samples. The negative ones are obtained
from regions appart from the given initial ROI.
5.3.2 Detection
In TLD, a target is defined by a ROI position and scale. Internally, the aspect ratio
is converted to 15 x 15 pixels, for processing. Similarity between ROIs is given by
superposition:
S(pi, pj) = 0.5(NCC(pi, pj) + 1) (5.7)
where:
 (pi, pj): patches (ROIs) for which similarity is evaluated;
 NCC: normalized cross-correlation (NCC).
The detector is implemented in three stages, in this order:
1. Patch variance evaluation;
2. Ensemble classifier;
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3. Nearest-neighbour (NN) classifier.
Each stage rejects some candidates and passes the remaining to the following
others. First stage rejects candidates for which gray-level variances are half of the
ROI to be matched, resulting in approximately 50 percent of candidate rejection.
The second stage, composed by independent base-classifiers, where each one gives
a response in terms of probability, from certain pixels comparisons; overall result is
an average of these individual probabilities. A candidate passes to the next stage if
this probability is over 50 percent.
In the third stage, a candidate is finally accepted as a match if a relative similarity
measure is above a threshold: Sr(p,M) > θNN , where:
 p: an arbitrary patch;
 M : the target’s model, given by: M = p+1 , p
+
2 , ..., p
+
m, p
−
1 , p
−
2 , ..., p
−
n , where in
turn: the m positive labelled patches correspond to the target, while the n
negative labelled patches correspond to background;
 θNN : a user-defined threshold.
5.3.3 Tracking
The tracking stage is based on the Median-flow tracker [171], in that a tracking
failure detection was added. This tracker estimates a target’s movement between
successive frames, based of the Pyramidal-KL tracker [172].
This tracker fails during target total occlusions and when it gets out of the scene.
This is done by evaluating points in the ROI: if the median|di − dm| > 10 pixels, a
failure is detected, where:
 di: an evaluated point displacement;
 dm: the displacements median - that gives the global ROI displacement.
5.4 GMM
GMM [90, 91] performs parametric modelling of each pixel distribution by using a
mixture of Gaussians. It extends, though, the one-Gaussian modelling as performed
by Pfinder, for example. It is limited to fixed cameras, which is the case in this
thesis.
The mixture is formed by K Gaussians - tipically in the range from three to five.
It can be applied either to gray-level or color images, in the latter case, by using
multivariate Gaussians. The authors in [90, 91] made a simplification of considering
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equal variances for each color channel in the covariance matrix. Thus, in the follow-
ing, the term variance may be used sometimes, for simplicity, instead of the most
general term covariance.
Simple scenes with quasi-static backgrounds can be easily modelled by one Gaus-
sian per pixel, because there would be only a small variance around a given pixel
due to acquisition fluctuations around its value. Thus, a background model is made
of those simple per pixel distributions. When a target enters the scene, the variance
of its corresponding pixels increase, thus not matching their respective models, and
alarming for a change in the scene, and a foreground can be detached from the
background.
But for scenes somewhat more complex, even the background pixels may present
some variations that must not be detected as foregrounds; instead, these would
result in false alarms. For a time-varying background, its (or some of the) pixels may
present multimodal distributions. To cope with this, a more complex distribution
model must be used - GMM proposes a mixture of simpler ones, in the case, still
Gaussians. Therefore, each Gaussian can model a data cluster in a pixel distribution.
It is important to differentiate between background and foreground pixels. Pixels
belonging to the background exhibit:
 Low variances σ, since background remains almost stationary;
 High persistence ω, meaning a high number of observations compose the re-
spective distributions (the scene may remain without novelties for long term).
But pixels belonging to foreground exhibit:
 High variances, since pixels values change more abruptly when a target enters
the scene;
 Low persistence, meaning a low number of observations compose the respective
distributions (the change in the scene occurs for a smaller percentage of time).
Therefore, it is possible to discriminate between background and foreground
pixels by considering the ratio ω/σ. The Gaussians in a mixture are sorted in
decreasing order of this ratio: the higher ones compose the background model,
while the bottom ones, the foreground. A heuristic is adopted for establishing the
threshold.
At each new incoming frame, each pixel is compared to its model: if it matches
(within 2.5 σ), the model is updated; otherwise, the pixel is detected as foreground.
Given the persistence parameter, it is noticeable that targets that remain stood
still in a scene, are integrated into the background model - because variance decreases
and persistence increases, and thus that ratio.
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5.4.1 The Model
The probability of observing a pixel value - color-based, in general, resulting in 3D
vectors - is modelled by the GMM as:
P (xt) =
∑K
k=1
ωk,tN(xt | µk,tCk,t) (5.8)
where:
N(xt | µk,tCk,t) =
1
(2pi)2/d| Ck,t |1/2
exp[−1
2
(xt − µk,t)TC−1k,t(xt − µk,t)] (5.9)
where N(xt | µk,tCk,t) denotes a multivariate Gaussian where, in turn, variables are:
 k : Gaussian index in the mixture;
 K : number of Gaussians in the mixture;
 t : current time instant;
 ωk,t: k -th Gaussian weight at instant t ;
 xt: random vector with the channel colors of the given pixel at instant t ;
 µk,t: xt average vector, for the k -th Gaussian, at instant t ;
 Ck,t: xt covariance matrix, for the k -th Gaussian, at instant t ;
 d : the multivariate distribution dimensionality - in this case, d = 3, the
number of color channels.
The parameter ωk,t is the relative persistence of the k -th Gaussian, at instant t.
5.4.2 Model Adaptation
The Gaussians are adapted online, by a method such as k -means or Expectation-
Maximization (EM) [186]. The adaptation is performed as in the following2 algo-
rithm 2:
2The gray-level (thus univariate) case is considered for simplicity, but without loss of generality.
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Algorithm 2 GMM Adaptation algorithm
1: if Incoming pixel value matches at least one Gaussian of the Mixture then
2: for The winning Gaussian do
3: Average vector is adapted
4: Covariance is adapted
5: end for
6: else
7: The least probable Gaussian substituted by new one
8: end if
The Average vector and the Covariance are adapted as:
µk,t+1 = (1− ρ)µk,t + ρxt (5.10)
Ck,t+1 = (1− ρ)Ck,t + ρ(xt − µk,t)(xt − µk,t)T (5.11)
where:
ρ = αN(xt+1 | µk,tCk,t) (5.12)
where α is the learning coefficient.
The weight of the Gaussians are adapted as:
ωk,t+1 = (1− α)ωk,t + αMk,t+1 (5.13)
where, for the winning Gaussian:
Mk,t+1 = 1 (5.14)
and for the remaining:
Mk,t+1 = 0 (5.15)
The weights are then normalized to unity sum.
The new distribution is created for the non-match case shown in algorithm 2,
has average equal to the new pixel value, high Covariance and low weight.
5.4.3 Enhancements to GMM
GMM method has been enhanced for:
 Initialization and adaptation enhancements;
 Shadow discrimination capability;
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 Automatic adaptation of the number of Gaussians in a mixture.
The two firsts were proposed in [92], while the latter, in [93]. The first and
the third enhancements are related to improvements in the computation, while the
second one avoids bad targets localization due to false alarms caused by shadows.
Relatively to the initialization, the authors in [92] say the original algorithm [90,
91] suffered from bad convergence when a target appeared in the beginning of a
video stream; the method could need around hundred frames to adapt and achieve
to a background model, and one of the adaptation coefficients was too reduced,
leading to slow Average vector and Covariance convergence.
These authors proposed the use of two equation systems: (i) one for the initial-
ization; and (ii) another for medium to long term operation. First one leads to fast
convergence and background model achievements, while the latter considered the
last N frames for future adaptation.
Relatively to the shadow discrimination, the authors in [92] proposed to evaluate
both intensity and color information, since shadows are likely to have the same color
distribution of the background, but with lower intensities.
Relatively to the adaptation in the number of Gaussians per mixture, the author
in [93] proposed to begin each mixture typically with a higher number of Gaussians,
and evaluate each one along time, discarding the ones not supported by incoming
data.
5.5 ViBE
The authors of ViBE proposed a quite different solution from that natural evolution
sequence from the older simplest methods as averaging pixels values to the GMM, in
which pixels values were evaluated along frames to assembly an adaptive background
model. ViBE do not estimate pdf to model pixels values, but rather evaluate them
in a circular neighbourhood. The method operates as in the following.
5.5.1 Background Model
No explicit pixel model is generated. Each pixel is rather compared to its neighbours
to decide if it belongs or not to the background. First, a radius R is defined around
each pixel. Then, for each new incoming value of a given pixel, other pixels are sam-
pled within this circularly defined neighbourhood: the ones with the closest values
to the new incoming one are chosen and counted. If the number of similar valued
pixels in this region is above some threshold, the pixel is considered as belonging to
the background; otherwise, it is detected as a foreground one.
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ViBE authors argue that it is more reliable to compare a new incoming pixel
value with a few others in its neighbour with close values to that new one, than
comparing it to a great number of other pixels values. They comment that the
other approaches may include outliers in a pixel model, while theirs, not; and that
it would be similar to cut pixel pdf tails, taking into account only its core region.
5.5.2 Model Initialization
There seems to exist a very interesting advantage in the background model initializa-
tion process in ViBE, as compared to other methods approaches. Authors comment
that other methods require a number N of frames to initialize their background
model, since each pixel values must be accumulated over time to assembly a statis-
tical model - be it parametric or not. This is, for example, the case for the GMM
model. As mentioned in Section 5.4.3, proposals were made even to improve this ini-
tialization process, to deal better with the model convergence, including those cases
where a target appears at the first video frames. In ViBE, the model is initialized
in the first frame; that is, it does not need to wait for N initial incoming frames to
model each pixel. This is due to the fact that, in ViBE, a pixel model is comprised
by its spatial neighbours, not by a temporal sequence of values at its location.
ViBE authors argues that this could enable fast background model adaptation in
the case of illumination changes, since only one frame is needed to adapt the model.
5.5.3 Model Adaptation
The background model generated by ViBE is also adaptive, but in a different form.
When a new incoming pixel is classified as a background one, instead of eliminating
older pixels from the background model, one of the previous neighbours is randomly
selected to be replaced by the new one, to comprise the background model. Their
authors show that the probability of a pixel belonging to the background model
at time t0 to remain in it at future time t decays monotonically - in the case,
exponentially. Thus, they argue that this can deal better with different types of
background variations, both fast and slow.
Another strategy is time subsampling, since the background does not need always
to be adapted regularly by substituting existing background model pixels by a new
incoming one classified as also belonging to the background. But this, in turn, could
avoid background modelling in the case of sudden background variations which must
not be detected as foregrounds, as slowly moving background objects3. Thus, the
decision whether to substitute or not a randomly selected existing background pixel
3GMM also tries to deal with this issue in its own way.
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by a new incoming one classified as background, is also made randomly, with a
probability of 1/16, a value obtained by authors from experimentation.
Other characteristic is spatial background samples propagation. Background
model propagates through neighbour pixels, and thus the local model changes also
affects somewhat nearby regions. When the method decides to really substitute an
existing background pixel value in the neighbourhood of a given pixel by its new
incoming value - if it is classified as background -, this new pixel included in this
model is also included as belonging to the models of other pixels which radius include
that location.
5.6 W4
W 4 performs in the following form:
1. In an initial training stage, based on N initial frames, the background model
is obtained, per pixel, considering only those frames which pixels lay between
some threshold, so as to be considered as belonging to the background; and
2. In a second stage, new frames are compared, also per pixel, to this back-
ground model, being considered as belonging to it only if laying between other
threshold.
During the first stage, from the N frames, the pixels medians and standard aver-
ages are computed. Three parameters - per pixel - compose the background model:
(i) the maximum pixel value; (ii) the lowest one; and (iii) the maximum difference
between consecutive frames. Maximum and minimum values are considered only for
those pixels for which the absolute difference between its value and its median fall
within two times its standard deviation.
In the second stage, new frames pixels are considered as belonging to the back-
ground, based on those previously computed model parameters. Basically, pixels
with values between models maximum and minimum thresholds are considered as
background ones. Summarizing, W 4 is a background removal method based on me-
dian filtering, and is capable of dealing with some not so complex variations in the
background and has low computational cost - compared with other methods which
make use of more complex statistical modelling. It also works only for gray-level
images.
5.6.1 Shadow Discrimination
The W 4 implementation chosen for use here is the one combined with shadow dis-
crimination, as made by [86–88]. Similarly to what was explained in Subsection 5.4.3,
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shadow is detected basically because shadow pixels have similar intensities to those
of background, but with less intensity, darker. Shadow pixels are detected by NCC,
since it can identify scaled signals [86]. This is, in fact an initial estimation of shadow
pixels used in this approach; a refinement is also made to avoid false background
pixels. This is done by evaluating if the ratio of intensity scaling of candidate shadow
pixels are approximately constant in a neighbouring region - a rectangular one. The
standard deviation of these ratios are computed, and only pixels for which ratios
fall within a standard deviation threshold, it is finally considered as a shadow pixel.
5.7 FPDW
FPDW [157] is probably one of the methods with best performance to detect persons
in image or video frames. Its authors published also, before their actual proposed
method, a review article about pedestrian detectors [187] in which they report meth-
ods that presented low false alarm rates, but run at 1 to 30 fps on 640 x 480 video
frames on modern hardware of that time. Although their good results in terms of
error rates, their long time consuming were critical.
FPDW authors proposed this method to be an intermediary solution between
methods which propose full pyramid-based processing - in which the pyramid is
formed by multiple octaves within which other multiple scales are considered -,
and classifier-based detectors such as [118, 119] - even when using pyramid. The
first approach deals well with detecting objects appearing on the scene at different
scales, through the full pyramid-based processing. But this latter one is, by itself,
time-consuming. In the second approach, objects could be detected by considering
parameters that do not depend on scale, and using pyramids only considering octaves
could decrease computational cost, but FPDW authors argue that this limit a lot the
type of parameters to be chosen, since many of them - including gradient histograms
- are not scale-invariant by themselves.
Therefore, an intermediate solution was proposed in that features are approxi-
mated within each octave, for different scales within each one, and by using such
a classifier pyramid, FPDW authors argues that it reduces the time consuming by
a factor between 1 to 2 orders of magnitude, while keeping detection rate within
1 to 2 percent of those other methods reported by other authors for well-known
databases [157]. They approximate multi-scale gradient histograms - in fact, HOG -
within an octave by only one gradient histogram computation at each one of those.
HOG, in turn, is obtained by assembling a histogram in which each bin is de-
fined by a discrete gradient orientation, and each contribution is weighted by the
corresponding gradient magnitude. Also, for each discrete orientation angle, contri-
butions are summed to form the histogram. Considering an image I(x, y), gradient
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orientation and magnitude are given by, respectively:
O(i, j) = arctan
(
∂I
∂y
(i, j)/
∂I
∂x
(i, j)
)
(5.16)
M(i, j)2 =
∂I
∂y
(i, j)2 +
∂I
∂x
(i, j)2 (5.17)
For up-sampled image versions, no new information is added nor lost, and authors
show that gradient magnitudes change proportionally with the up-sapling factor k,
while the orientation is preserved. For down-sampled image versions, information
is lost, but they estimated how histograms vary for both up-sampling and down-
sampling, noticing that pedestrian images present similar statistics as to natural
ones. Thus, their implementation is capable of detecting pedestrian images within
image or video frames at different scales, by performing computations for: (i) dif-
ferent octaves; (ii) estimating how histograms vary within each octave for different
scales, from the way they estimated how histograms vary from the experiments they
made. Precision in detection is achieved with reduced computation cost. For further
details on their experiments and derivations, readers can refer to [157].
5.8 CPMD-RPT
The method CPMD-RPT, in [164], is an extension of the one in [163], for multi-
target tracking; and the latter, in turn, is an evolution over the CPD one [160, 161].
All of these follow the philosophy of patch-based tracking, similarly as in [158], but
in a somewhat different way. In both CPMD-RPT and CPD, the targets are split
in rectangular patches, stacked vertically. Each patch is independently tracked, and
the global target position results from these tracks and the target new position
estimation. In CPMD-RPT it is possible to consider also the target detection in the
new frame.
The modifications implemented by CPMD-RPT, relatively to CPD, are:
 Multiple targets detection and tracking;
 Initializes ROIs by combining pedestrian detection by FPDW [157] and back-
ground removal by ViBE [103, 104];
 FPDW detections are also used to compose the global targets tracking;
 Gives targets positions in the WCS - at the floor.
It is composed basically by two stages: (i) detection; and (ii) tracking. Each one
is detailed in the following.
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5.8.1 Detection
The authors of CPMD-RPT make use of two methods for targets ROIs initializa-
tion. As we have seen in Chapter 4, initialization can be performed also directly by
background removal methods. But in this case, it is performed first by FPDW. Run-
ning CPMD-RPT, it is possible to notice one advantage of FPDW over background
removal methods for persons’ ROIs initialization:
 Background removal methods can not discriminate between more than one
person when they have some superposition; but FPDW can - if it is not so
severe.
But there it is also possible to notice a disadvantage of FPDW relatively to
background removal:
 Sometimes FPDW gives some false detections.
Thus, the authors of CPMD-RPT perform detections first by using FPDW;
these are validated or not) by ViBE, by considering a threshold in the percentage
of foreground within a ROI supplied by FPDW. Their authors chose a threshold of
20 percent below which a FPDW detection is rejected as false alarm.
For the validated ROIs, a vertical line - in the WCS - is traced to locate the
target, as in the following 3:
Algorithm 3 CPMD-RPT Person Detection in WCS
1: Sample some ROI base positions
2: Trace candidate lines for each sampled position
3: Select that with highest intersection with foreground within upper 2/3 of
ROI
The upper foreground point intercepted by the winning line is head estimated
position, while the base sample point is feet estimated position. Considering only
2/3 upper ROI avoids possible errors if the person is walking with legs away from
each other.
Detection with FPDW validated by ViBE is performed at each frame, to cope
with new targets entering the scene. But full search is performed only for the first
frame; for the subsequent ones, it is performed only for a margin at frame boarder.
Detections with overlaps above a threshold are rejected.
5.8.2 Tracking
Once the winning line is selected, a validated target is split into six patches, where
each patch center coincides with the line.
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Each patch is tracked individually. Tracking of each target is achieved by com-
bining the components:
 Tracking results of each patch;
 Estimate of whole target position in the new frame, from past information;
 Target detection in the new frame.
Authors of [163, 164] make use of the CIELab color space, considering only the
chromaticity information; for which channels a and a are considered as independent.
The histograms for each channel have 128 bins and are normalized. The resulting
histograms for both channels are named: ha and hb.
The first component type is performed by trying to match each patch to candi-
dates in the new frame, by using the Battacharyya metric:
bi =
1
2
[
√
1−BC(ham, hai ) +
√
1−BC(hbm, hbi)] (5.18)
where BC is the Battacharyya coefficient:
BC(hm, hi) =
Nb∑
j=1
√
hm(j)hi(j) (5.19)
One important detail is that searching for candidates for matching of each patch
is performed not around its current position, but considering the predicted target
position at the new frame, with the maximum target velocity of 1.5 m/s in the WCS.
An additional relaxation is used to increase somewhat the search region.
The second component is performed by DES method [167], considering the target
displacement history, as:
DP (t+ 1) = (2 +
α
1− α)D
′
(t)− (1 + α
1− α)D
”(t) (5.20)
where:
 α: Smoothing factor, α = 0.08;
 The auxiliary terms D
′
(t) and D”(t) are given by, respectively:
D
′
(t) = αD(t) + (1− α)D′(t− 1) (5.21)
and:
D”(t) = αD
′
(t) + (1− α)D”(t− 1) (5.22)
The two components types obtained up to this point are:
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 The NP patches displacement vectors Di; and
 The target displacement prediction, named the (NP + 1)-th vector DNP+1.
The whole target position can be computed by the WVMF filter [168], as:
Df =
1∑N
i=1wi
N∑
i=1
wiDi (5.23)
where:
 N = NP + 1: total number of components;
 wi: weight of each component.
The weight wi is important for reducing the contribution of badly matched parts,
turning the method more robust to partial occlusions or even to short-term total
ones.
The last component of that formerly mentioned list is detection. The method
can verify if there is detection within a 1-m distance from the target position in the
WCS. Two situations can occur:
1. There is only one detection in this range: thus, this detection is readily added
to the WVMF filter as the (NP + 2)-th contributing vector;
2. There is more than one detection: target displacement is computed considering
only up to the (NP +1)-th component; and the nearest detection is then added
for final computation.
The CPMD-RPT method can thus operate into one of four modes:
1. Proposed-NP+ND : uses only the patches displacement components - discard-
ing both the prediction and the detection;
2. Proposed-ND : uses the patches displacement and the prediction components -
discarding the detection;
3. Proposed-NP : uses the patches displacement and the detection components -
discarding the prediction; or
4. Proposed-All : uses all the components.
The targets are scaled in the image plane, since the patches horizontal dimension
is fixed in the WCS.
A tracking is terminated if:
 A person leaves the scene; or
 Tracking is lost - deteriorated for TN frames.
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5.9 Remarks
These methods include some of the state-of-the art ones for detection and/or track-
ing, and some of them are used by other authors for comparative analyses. As
explained before, Camshift, FragTrack and TLD need initialization, whereas CPMD-
RPT has its own initialization strategy. For the methods that need initialization,
this was done by using GMM. CPMD-RPT combines FPDW with ViBE for initial-
ization and re-initialization. GMM was run also in a stand-alone mode, just for an
additional comparison, despite not able to distinguish among targets. Later, W 4
was also used for further tests - as will be explained in Chapter 8 - since, for the
generated video database, it performed well and is much more faster than ViBE.
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Chapter 6
Databases Generation
6.1 Dose Rate Database
A radiation dose rate measurement campaign was performed for this thesis. This
was done under the current possibilities, in which measurements would be performed
manually by people standing still for some time at the desired positions to enable for
radiation counting. This meant people would be exposed to radiation, mainly if it
were performed with the J9 open. In the future, maybe this tedious and potentially
hazardous task for humans can be performed by remotely-controlled robots carrying
radiation monitors to collect the dose rates at each desired position.
A previous work by IEN staff [9–11] showed the regions within Argonauta’s
Room where radiation dose rate levels were important to consider during operations.
Figure 6.1 illustrate what was done then. The region labelled as “Area 0” had
radiation dose levels near background (BG), and was not considered for further
analysis. Regions labelled from “Area 1” to “Area 3” showed levels that should not
be neglected, and were subject to a further detailed measurement campaign.
For this thesis, a grid of points was defined to cover the regions from “Area 1”
to “Area 3” 1. The grid resolution was 0.5 m in both directions, and is shown with
detailed information in Figure 6.22. The reference system is such that:
 The x -axis is horizontal (See Figure 6.1 or, equivalently, Figure 2.3) - meaning
coinciding with the internal entrance’s wall (indicated in Figure 6.2);
 The y-axis is vertical (See also Figures 6.1 or 2.3) - meaning coinciding with
the internal lateral left wall; and
 The reference origin coincides with the internal bottom left corner3 - meaning
1This same grid was also used to obtain the projection matrices, as explained in Chapter 7,
Subsection 7.1.2.
2This image is already rectified, as explained in Chapter 7, Subsection 7.1.1.
3This is not visible in Figure 6.2 because it is occluded by objects.
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Figure 6.1: Areas evaluated to decide whether to perform or not further measure-
ment campaign.
the internal intersection between entrance and left walls.
Referring to Figure 6.2, the distance of 3.8 m along the y-axis coincides with the
first Argonauta wall4. Thus, the tapes were fixed beginning from this line, backwards
along the y-axis, up to a minimum distance of 0.8 m from the entrance wall of the
Argnauta’s Room. This room has 16 m length along the x -axis, with the distance
of 8 m coinciding exactly with the J9 direction. The first marked point along the
x -axis was 2.0 m from the left wall, due to the lateral stair shown in the figure; up
to 15 m to the right side. Some points were marked also beyond the 3.8-m distance
along the y-axis.
6.1.1 Dose Rate Measurements
All the measurement campaign was oriented and accompanied by CSPR personnel.
Both neutron and gamma radiations are present within Argnauta’s Room during
4Here we mean the Reactor own concrete-made shielding wall, not its room wall.
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Figure 6.2: The grid used for radiation dose rate measurements.
operations; neutrons comprise the primary radiation produced, while gammas result
from neutrons interaction with matter. Measurement of radiation dose rates due
to neutrons are more difficult to obtain, since the monitors require longer elapsed
times at fixed locations to account for measures. Gammas, though, require less
time to account for them. Considering the fact that measurements would be taken
manually - and worst, by only one person5 -, CSPR did not recommend to collect
neutron measurements. Besides this, as long as both radiation types are correlated,
monitoring one or the other is, in general, sufficient to the routine work performed
by CSPR, as the data collected by the fixed and/or individual monitors.
During some measurement routines, CSPR personnel perform both gammas and
neutrons measurements, but at few specific key points [17], and in the case of neu-
trons, they let a monitor there at each point, coming later to take it, as commented
before. That would not be the case for this thesis: rather, (i) there were much
more points to be measured; (ii) Argonauta would have to operate for much longer
time; (iii) the neutron monitors require longer elapsed times. Thus, this type of
measurements was discarded6.
One alert made by both CSPR and Argonauta personnel was that, with longer
operation times, there is the risk of arising ionizing gases within Argonauta’s Room
5Myself.
6The same difficulty arose during the older measurement campaign [9–11]
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that might cause both external and internal radiological contamination for those who
remains in this environment. Radiological contamination is another risk to which
people may be subject, besides exposition to radiation dose - and even worse than the
latter one. A person is exposed to radiation dose while he remains in a place subject
to radiation fields, but the risk ceases when leaving the place. Contamination,
though, occurs when someone has direct contact with nuclear or ionizing materials.
In these cases, this material may remain in his body, emitting radiation for much
longer time, even after leaving the place, which can cause more severe damage to
his health.
Contamination may be external - when someone has contact with these mate-
rials in his skin -, or internal - when someone inhalates or ingests these materials,
and it continues irradiating internally his or her body causing hazards. External
contamination has an additional issue because, if not detected, people may carry
this materials to other places where he or she touches or makes direct contact with.
Therefore, measurements had to be taken as fast as possible7.
Measurements were taken, for this thesis, with J9 open, since there are important
experiments run at Argonauta with this condition, and thus it would be more inter-
esting to collect them for this case. Also, with the J9 closed, results a flatter dose
rate distribution, and closer BG. However, taking measurements with the J9 open
posed more safety issues, and was only performed based on ALARA justification
that it would be done for a research aiming to improve safety for workers.
Taking all these facts into account, and following also CSPR personnel recom-
mendations, the operating power level of 170 W was chosen for the measurements
campaign. Lower ones would result in too much measurements near BG in Areas
“1” and “3” (See Figure 6.1), while the 340 W level could increase unnecessarily
hazardous conditions.
The monitor used was a portable one, of model 7013, also previously developed
at IEN [188, 189], coupled with the Geiger-Mu¨ller SGM 7027 probe. This monitor
enables measurements in one of three time scales. Although the longer time scale
would result in more precise measurements, CSPR personnel set it to shorter one,
to minimize exposure time, for safety reasons.
Figure 6.3 shows the resulting measurements; red dots indicate the measured
points. They were collected, along the x -axis, from 3.0 to 13.0 m; and along the
the y-axis, from 0.8 to 4.3 m. It is noticeable the higher dose rates in front of J9
and nearer it (as expected), while decaying ones to both sides. The highest dose
rate peak was obtained just in front of J9, and it was of 60 µSv/h, for the operating
7For instance, when I, who performed the measurements, finished the measurement campaign,
had to pass through verification to detect possible external contamination, as alerted by CSPR
personnel.
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power level of 170 W.
Figure 6.3: The resulting radiation dose rate measurements database.
This dose rate distribution could be interpolated to the desired resolution, by
using different types of interpolation functions. But it did not seem to be so reason-
able to interpolate it up to a very fine resolution - as of the order of a centimetre, for
example -, since the workers’ positions are approximate, spanning through broader
regions, due to their bodies projected areas in the floor, and also to the intrinsic
imprecisions because of legs movements. Therefore, dose rate was linearly interpo-
lated up to a resolution of 0.10 m, from our primary resolution of 0.50 m. This
is a resolution somewhat similar to that suggested, for example, by the group of
Universitat Polite´cnica de Valencia and IBERINCO [65, 66] - they interpolated up
to a 0.20-m resolution.
6.1.2 Dose Rate Computation
As already commented in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, radiation dose rates can also be
computed, instead of measured. Monte Carlo N -Particle Transport method [190] is
probably the most used and recommended one for this task.
A previous work was carried out for MCNP computation relatively to Arg-
onauta [191, 192]. This work, though, encompassed only computations within Arg-
onauta itself and its radiation channels, but also only internally. This was a very
precise work in that all internal configurations and materials were taken into account,
including the exact fuel rods geometries and locations. From the architectural data
of Argonauta, this author began performing dose rate computations within its room;
that is, extending computations to Argonauta external regions. By following this
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approach, dose rates can be computed for different types: (i) neutrons, gammas; (ii)
for different heights, if it is necessary; (ii) for different spatial resolutions; and (iii)
for different Argonauta operating power levels. This would eliminate - or at least
reduce - people exposure to collect measurements.
One interesting solution is that all these computations can be combined, in
the future, with the former IEN approach of taking into account the dose rate
fluctuations for each operating power level, by measurements collected by fixed
monitors installed within Argonauta’s Room, which could be used to vary those
previous computed dose rate distribution surfaces accordingly.
And, as long as this type of computations can account for modifications in the
environment, all these possibilities could lead to a very interesting solution for use
with both the virtual simulations - the Virtual Argonauta - and with the system
developed in this thesis.
6.2 Video Database
The bibliographical review in Chapter 4 revealed the existence of some publicly
available video and/or the derived frames databases for the computer vision com-
munity. But as long as this thesis would be intended for a specific application, a
specific database had to be generated. Those public databases comprise many sit-
uations, some very interesting of indoors and outdoors scenes, with occlusions and
other situations of interest for this community. But none of them seemed to fulfil
the needs for this specific application, for the following reasons:
 It is common that Argonauta personnel use uniforms: they use dark blue
upper part ones, while CSPR personnel have similar white ones;
 It is common that people stay together and standing still for some time per-
forming some tasks;
 It is common that people crouch in some places, as in front of J9.
Thus, scenes are not so similar to general ones, in that people usually pass
walking through the places, eventually experiencing occlusions generally of short
term; and eventually stopping briefly to talk to others. It was not known, in advance,
whether specific characteristics of the scenes within Argonauta’s Room could be
different enough from those publicly available ones, such that existing detection
and/or tracking methods would perform well for this thesis final objective, or would
need any improvement.
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6.2.1 Screenplay Elaboration
Due to the facts exposed in the last paragraph, an experienced Argonauta operator
explained the tasks usually performed within Argonauta’s Room, to aid in com-
posing a screenplay to be executed by people, to simulate them. There would be,
in principle, the possibility of recording real operations, but sometimes they occur
with more or less frequency, and the time window our staff had for recording the
videos was too short, since the cameras were borrowed from an existing surveillance
system already under operation at IEN at that time. Therefore, all tasks needed to
be executed as fast as possible - so as not to weaken this physical security system for
more time. Thus, the tasks commonly executed within Argonauta were simulated
by people moving within its room by following the prepared scripts.
Let’s detail some of the main tasks executed in Argonauta:
 Irradiation: is carried out with J9 closed. A material sample is inserted within
J9 in a proper collimator, with a locker closing its output. After irradiation,
operators come to take it out.
 Non-destructive evaluation: can be carried out by using either neutron or
gamma radiations, named respectively neutrongraphy and gammagraphy.
They are run with the J9 open: a radiographic plate is fixed in front of J9, to
register the image of the evaluated material. A shield - named beam catcher8 -
is put behind the plate, in order to minimize radiation dose exposure, since op-
erators have to enter just after the operation9 - when ambient dose rate is still
not negligible - to take the plate off for analysis. Sometimes, more than one
plate must be used in an experiment, and an operator must enter Argonauta’s
Room during operation, with the J9 open, to substitute the plate. Operator
is thus subject to even higher radiation dose - although hiding partially their
bodies behind the beam catcher.
 Spectrometry experiments: are run also with J9 open. The researcher must
stay in front of J9 for some time, to adjust manually a crystal that deflects
the radiation beam to the spectrometer. The researcher tries not to stay with
his whole body in the frontal J9 region, but his hands and arms still receive
8For instance, the beam catcher is shown in Figure 2.1: it is the yellow object at the bottom
left part, mounted over wheels for smooth move.
9It has to be emphasized that the dose rate database obtained does not consider the movement
of shielding within the environment. It would be infeasible to take it into account by using the
approach chosen in this thesis: dose rate measurement. This is why the alternative approach of
obtaining dose rate distributions by computer-based methods (as commented in Subsection 6.1.2)
is a very interesting option, since dose rate can be recomputed at least for a limited region which
would be affected by shield movement.
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the beam directly. Even trying to hide his body, all that region very near to
J9 is also subject to a not negligible radiation dose rate.
These basic tasks were somewhat enriched by including some variations, as: (i)
in the combinations of colors of people’s clothes; (ii) in the movements people could
perform, to generate occlusions that could happen naturally, by people crossing each
others.
Relatively to colors, it was noticed, from preliminary tests performed, the fol-
lowing issues:
 People using clothes made of similar colors could cause problems because the
methods could switch tracking among them;
 People with some clothes made of light colors caused issues with the floor
light color, leading to Camshift tracking errors, but later also leading to some
failure in background removal too;
 People with some clothes made of dark colors caused issues with the back-
ground when against Argonauta walls, also made of dark red color, and with
the J9 region, under shadow.
Relatively to occlusions, the following issues may arise:
 People can enter or get out of Argonauta’s Room in different times, passing
through each others;
 During some tasks, people usually stand still near other colleagues for some
time.
The latter problem can cause an issue since tracking methods are evaluated in
general for videos with people walking; then, occlusions tend to occur for short term,
and trajectories estimations can be used to distinguish among them. This would
not be the case for some parts of the generated video database.
Also, people usually crouch to execute some tasks, as when doing something in
J9 - for example, putting or taking off samples for irradiation. This is also not
common to occur in general video databases.
The generated database comprises the following scenes. The list contains brief
descriptions; when there are some scenes for similar movements, they were performed
by varying: (i) clothes colors combinations; (ii) times elapsed in some places or
during occlusions; and (iii) some variations in the trajectories.
The following scenes just described immediately below, were performed by one
person only. Two common basic movements were performed: (i) a person going
to the J9 and/or to the computer; (ii) a person going to the side/back parts of
Argonauta’s room, where there are equipment which could be checked.
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 One person, four scenes: entered room, did some movements and got out of
room;
 One person, four scenes: entered room, got out of field of view, returned and
got out of room;
performing a sub-total of eight scenes of these types.
The following scenes were performed by two persons, and were somewhat similar
to the former ones. The first case (that of people going to the J9 and to the
computer) was split basically into other two, when the first person waited and got out
of Argonauta’s Room together with the other, or when he got out immediately when
the other passed through him, to generate somewhat different occlusion situations.
The second case (that of people going to the side/back parts of Argonauta’s Room)
was also split into two other ones where both came back together to the cameras
fields of view, and when one came first and then the other.
 Two persons, twenty nine scenes: one entered and stopped near J9, the other
entered and went to the computer, came back and both got out of room;
 Two persons, eight scenes: one entered and stopped near J9, the other entered,
the first got out of room immediately, the second went to the computer, came
back and got out of room;
 Two persons, five scenes: both entered and got out of field of view, then
returned together and got out of room;
 Two persons, seven scenes: both entered and got out of field of view, then one
returned going out of room, and after the other did the same;
performing a total of 49 scenes of these types.
Some other scenes were performed with one person representing the tasks related
to spectrometry experiments, also with variations. The person alternated in going
to the J9 region to manipulate the crystal, and coming to the computer to see if the
experiment was running with the desired quality, and took notes in a notepad. Five
scenes were recorded of this type.
Spectrometry experiments were also represented by two persons dividing tasks:
while one went to the J9 region to manipulate the crystal, the other remained in
front of the computer with the notepad. They could alternate themselves in these
tasks. Five scenes were recorded of this type.
Some scenes were recorded with two persons, to simulate lighting variations.
Four scenes of this type were recorded. Finally, one scene of a real operation was
recorded, when this was already running.
Summing all the recorded videos, a total of 72 scenes was produced.
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6.2.2 Cameras Installation and Operation
The cameras used were from AVTech [193] - represented in Brazil by AlphaDigi [194]
- of model ADIP 357 [195]. According to its manufacturer, this camera model records
at a frame rate of 30 fps for the National Television System Committee (NTSC)
system - which was our case. Files are saved in Moving Picture Experts Group
(MPEG) version 4 - MPEG-4/H.264 format, with “.avc” file’s extension. This is a
rather closed format.
Our staff was authorized to borrow temporarily only two of these cameras, from
the IEN existing video surveillance system, to execute the experiments for this the-
sis. Therefore, we had to make a decision about where to install them, to get the
best coverage possible. We were also very restricted to where installing them, since
Argonauta’s Room had just passed then to new paintings, among other reforms;
there were also very strict limitations as to where power and network cabling should
be installed: this should be done near the existing conduits, to avoid loose cables
through its room. All these were sine qua non conditions to perform the experi-
ments.
Considering all these very strict restrictions, we decided for two places to optimize
as much as possible the areas covered by the two cameras, in the regions of interest:
Areas “1” to “3” (See Figure 6.1). We had also to consider that this camera model
is recommended by its manufacturer for outdoors monitoring and, as such, has a bit
less aperture angles than other internal models of the same manufacturer, but these
ones were the only available to generate the required video database. Therefore, we
installed them in opposite locations, pointing approximately towards each other -
but not exactly. The reason for this choice was that regions near each one of them
could not be well covered by it due to the rather less aperture angle. Thus, the
other one could compensate for this, and both could cover all the regions of interest.
Figure 6.4 illustrates approximately the locations where the cameras were installed.
The camera located at the right side was labelled as “Camera 1” because it was
intended to be the main one, since its coverage of the area of interest seemed better.
The camera at left was labelled as “Camera 2”.
Figure 6.510 shows a photograph of Camera 1 where installed. Figure 6.6 shows
a photograph of Camera 2 installed.
The highest possible resolution was chosen, in high definition (HD) video, more
specifically the Super Extended Graphics Array (SXGA) format, resulting in frames
of 1,280 x 1,024 pixels. This choice was done to avoid any blurring or other low
quality artefacts which could lower the performance of the detectors and/or trackers.
This manufacturer supplies also a video equipment to manage up to six cameras
10This photograph was taken when all work had just finished. Thus, the tapes at the floor had
already been taken off, and cabling was loose, as it was also being taken off.
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Figure 6.4: The approximate cameras locations.
Figure 6.5: Camera 1 position.
simultaneously. But, as long as the cameras were borrowed from an existing and
operating surveillance-based physical security system, this was not available for use.
Therefore, the two cameras were connected through a network switch to a laptop
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Figure 6.6: Camera 2 position.
PC running the cameras proprietary recording software.
As long as we planed to record the scenes by the two cameras, even for monoc-
ular processing, some type of synchronization was needed. This could be done by
computer-based approach, as adopted by the authors in [196, 197]. But for this the-
sis, a hardware-based approach was adopted, by using a flash synchronization circuit
developed for this purpose. It was based on the timer integrated circuit (IC) 555 in
monostable operation mode, adjusted to shoot a number of power lighting-emitting
diode (led) for approximately 1/30 s. This circuit is shown in Appendix A.
In the beginning of each scene recording, the cameras were started recording
manually by software - and thus at different time instants. Then, someone shot the
flash synchronization circuit in such a way the flash was visible to both cameras.
By playing the videos after preliminary tests, it was possible to notice clearly the
power leds flashing even at the distances at which cameras were installed, as well as
to identify the corresponding frames.
After all the video recordings, the cameras had to be given back, and videos
processed oﬄine to prepare them for use with the detectors and trackers. First task
was to convert them by using FFmpeg code [198], which is free, converts files among
different formats, and usually comprises the core of other existing converters.
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6.3 Remarks
Both the databases generation and processing were hard work, even more because
they had to be executed under hard time pressure and few persons available to
perform the screenplay.
Relatively to the video database, from all the 72 recorded videos, a number of
them being left for further evaluation and processing later, if needed.
From the remaining ones, some with good representativeness were selected for
further analyses. This strict selection was due to the hard work that would be taken
to mark the GTs, which is a very tedious and long term demanding task, since
they must be marker manually, and for all the frames - in a frame rate of 30 fps.
A code obtained turned this task less time consuming, as explained in Chapter 7,
Section 7.2. But even so, it still remained a hard work and took long time to be
done. Therefore, it was better to concentrate in a few scenes first, than spanning
through many of them. Anyway, the database can be processed for more scenes in
future work.
The scenes chosen comprise:
 Two scenes with one person simulating the spectrometry experiment - one of
them with two views, and the other with the right view only;
 A scene with two persons performing the above mentioned task - two views;
 A scene with two persons making some movements as going to the computer
and the J9 - two views;
 A scene with two persons getting out of view then returning - two views;
 A scene with two persons with the lighting variation situation - two views;
 The real operation scene - only left view.
All these scenes with corresponding views would need to be processed for:
 Rectification, from the calibration procedure11;
 Marking GTs, for the whole bodies and possibly the feet ROIs;
 Testing them with the selected computer vision-based methods for comparative
analyses;
 besides all the processing for conversion with the FFmpeg, first of all.
11Calibration procedure is explained in Chapter 7, Subsection 7.1.1.
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Relatively to the dose rate database, as commented in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, they
can be performed by different means, basically from either measurements or com-
putations, or by a combination of the two. In the case of measurements, it can be
automated in the future by using robots coupled with radiation monitors [199–201],
to cite some examples. Also, interpolation such as that IEN staff had proposed
before [9–11] could cope with real-time dose rate fluctuations. For dose rate compu-
tation, some authors report different approaches that have risen mature development
stages which enable fast recomputing to consider changes in the environments.
As stated in Section 1.5, the video database generated is a totally new one, than
other more general existing ones. This is an important contribution to the current
application and similar ones.
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Chapter 7
Video Database Processing
This chapter introduces, in Section 7.1, concepts of projective geometry [15] that
are necessary both for cameras calibration - which is described in Subsection 7.1.1
-, and for obtaining the projections and homographies matrices - which is described
in Subsection 7.1.2. Section 7.2 describes how the GTs were obtained. Section 7.3
concludes this chapter with remarks.
7.1 Projective Geometry
In the literature, some works only evaluate detection and/or tracking methods in
the image plane - the oblique plane perpendicular to a camera principal axis (See
Figure 7.1 and explanation). In these cases, the methods are used to locate targets
only in this plane and to improve their locations relatively to the GTs.
But in this thesis, it is important to know each targets positions in the WCS -
more specifically in the floor. Therefore, by evaluating these tracked positions with
the radiation dose rate distribution database, it is possible to compute the radiation
dose each worker receives while walking through Argonauta’s Room.
The transformation between the image plane and the WCS needs the estimation
of some transformation matrices. Besides this, the acquired images in general present
distortions that may be corrected - a process know as rectification - to result in more
precise positioning in the WCS1.
The only method among the selected ones that estimates targets position in the
floor from projective geometry is CPMD-RPT, but it reads the projective matrices
1In the present case of Argonauta’s Room, the rectification might be a minor problem, since
distortions are very little, even in the image borders, where they typically cause more distortion.
Further, these distortions occur in regions where the dose rates present the lower values, and little
deviations in the workers’ positions and resulting received radiation doses supposedly caused by
the distortions would probably be negligible. The main region of interest with higher dose rate
values, near J9, is nearer the frame center, where distortions are really negligible. But, anyway, the
typical procedure of image rectification was performed, since the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters
had to be obtained, as will be explained in the following Sections.
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available from the video databases it uses, and those videos are already corrected
for distortions. For this thesis, all the tasks of calibrating cameras, rectifying images
and estimating the projection matrices should be done, as long as we are dealing
with a newly generated database. All these processing is performed oﬄine, after
installing the cameras. The transformation matrices, cameras intrinsic parameters,
once obtained, can then be applied online for incoming frames during operation2.
Figure 7.1 shows the mapping between the 3D WCS and the image plane one,
by using the pinhole camera model [15]. A point X with coordinates (X, Y, Z) is
projected onto the image plane as point x with coordinates (x, y). This transforma-
tion combines both 3D rotation and translation, indicated respectively as R and t
matrices. Camera center is indicated by C, its principal axis is indicated by ZCAM ,
and principal point p is the intersection between principal axis and the image plane.
Figure 7.1: Pinhole camera model and the transformation.
The WCS is Euclidean, but the 3D scene projection into the image plane is not;
rather it is known as projective space [15]. It is not a curved space: lines in the
Euclidean space remain lines when projected to the projective one. But, if parallel
lines in the Euclidean space “meet” at infinity, in the projective space they meet
at finite vanishing points. Another important characteristic of projective space is
that points projected into the image plane may correspond to an arbitrary number
(infinite) of points in 3D when over a line passing through their 2D projection and
the camera center (See Figure 7.1).
In projective geometry, it is common to use homogeneous coordinates in which
both the 3D and the corresponding 2D projected points have their dimensions in-
creased by one more variable; thus, a point (X, Y, Z) in 3D, in homogeneous coordi-
2In this thesis, all the video-based processing methodology was performed oﬄine for previously
recorded videos, split into frames. In the future, this system can be implemented online to process
the incoming video directly, as long as there are software functions to acquire video streams and
process them.
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nates is now described by (X, Y, Z, 1), while a 2D projected point (x, y) is described
as (x, y, 1).
Projections can be of four types:
1. 3D to 2D projection (or vice-versa): needs a projection matrix of dimension 3
x 4;
2. 2D to 2D projection, in the case of planar objects or regions in the the WCS,
to the image plane (or vice-versa): needs a homography matrix of dimension
3 x 3 - a particular case of the above mentioned one;
3. 2D to 2D projection, in the case of correspondence between a pair of inter-
related image planes: needs the fundamental matrix;
4. Transformation similar to the above mentioned one, but relating three image
projections: needs the tri-focal tensor.
This thesis scope includes only the two first cases: projection and homography
matrices. The transformation given by the projection matrix is given by:
wx = PX (7.1)
where:
 X: homogeneous coordinates of a 3D point in WCS;
 x: homogeneous coordinates of its 2D projection in the image plane;
 P: projection matrix;
 w: arbitrary scale factor.
The factor w is due to the fact already mentioned, that a 2D projected point may
correspond to a line in the 3D WCS. After transformation from the 3D WCS to the
image plane, for example, an arbitrary w value results; one just needs to normalize
the other coordinates by this.
The projection matrix, in turn, can be decomposed as:
P = K[Rt] (7.2)
where:
 R: 3D rotation matrix for 3D WCS to 2D transformation;
 t: 3D translation vector for 3D WCS to 2D transformation;
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 K: camera intrinsic parameters matrix.
The matrix [Rt] comprises the camera extrinsic parameters, and corresponds to
the spatial transformation; while the K matrix corresponds to the camera internal
characteristics, and is given by:
K =
αx s x00 αy y0
0 0 1
 (7.3)
where:
 (x0, y0): coordinates of the principal point p;
 (αx, αy): focal distance;
 s: skewness - inclination between camera plane coordinates axes -, null if
perpendicular, which is the case for modern cameras.
This projection matrix computation considers the image is already rectified
(undistorted).
The homography matrix is a particular case occurring when considering a planar
object in the WCS - the floor, or any other one. Since the Z coordinate is thus null,
the projection simplifies to:
w
xy
1
 = K [r1 r2 r3 t]

X
Y
0
1
 = K
[
r1 r2 t
]XY
1
 = H
XY
1
 (7.4)
where:
 H: homography matrix;
 Rotation matrix is split into its columns: R =
[
r1 r2 r3
]
.
The solution of either one of these matrices - projection or homography - can be
obtained by the Direct Linear Transformation (DLT) method[15], or by the Random
Sample Consensus (RANSAC) [15, 202] - the latter, robust to outliers.
The projection matrix has twelve elements, but only eleven degrees of free-
dom, while the homography matrix has nine elements, but only eight degrees of
freedom[15]. Therefore, as each point in the 3D WCS (or in the projected image
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plane) has two coordinates, the projection needs five points and a half to be deter-
mined, while the homography needs four points. Knowing the coordinates of these
points in the 3D WCS, one needs to mark or detect the corresponding ones in the
image plane, to solve the matrices. But it is possible to supply more then the min-
imum required number of points for each matrix computation, in which cases the
systems will be overdetermined and numerically solved.
7.1.1 Cameras Calibration
Cameras calibration may be done by either using a 3D well-defined object, or al-
ternatively, by a number of views of a planar object in different poses. The latter
approach was adopted in this thesis. A common approach is to use a planar object
similar to a chessboard, but rectangular, not square. Grids dimensions in the WCS
must be known. By acquiring a number of images of such an object at different
positions and poses, it is possible to estimate both the intrinsic camera parameters
and the distortion ones. Figure 7.2 shows the pattern used. Each square has dimen-
sion of 120 mm; it was printed in real full dimensions and pasted to a rigid planar
object of approximately the same pattern dimensions.
Figure 7.2: The calibration pattern used.
Figure 7.3 shows some views of the pattern image acquisition. It was used to
cover different distances/positions and poses, including the boarders, where some
distortion is more likely to occur, as explained in the following. A total of 30 image
samples were used for the right camera, while 32 for the left one.
The distortion parameters are of two types, according to the pinhole camera
model:
 Radial distortion;
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Figure 7.3: Some calibration pattern sample acquisitions.
 Tangential distortion.
The first one increases from the center to the boarders of the image, and is given
by:
xdist = x(1 + k1r
2 + k2r
4 + k3r
6) (7.5)
ydist = y(1 + k1r
2 + k2r
4 + k3r
6) (7.6)
where:
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 xdist, ydist: distorted coordinates;
 x, y: undistorted coordinates;
 k1, k2, k3: radial distortion coefficients;
 r2 = x2 + y2.
In general, only the two firsts coefficients are needed, unless in the cases of fish-
eye lens. The tangential distortion is given by:
xdist = x+ [2p1y + p2(r
2 + 2x2)] (7.7)
ydist = y + [p1(r
2 + 2y2) + 2p2x] (7.8)
where:
 p1, p2: tangential distortion coefficients;
 Other parameters, as defined for the radial distortion case.
Tangential distortion occurs when the lens and the plane where image is projected
(such as the charge-coupled device (CCD)) are not parallel. It is not common to
occur in modern cameras.
These distortions can be used to rectify the images, as can be seen in Figures 7.4
and 7.5.
After calibration, the intrinsic parameters matrices resulted, for the right camera:
Kr =
1462.9 0 6430 1462.2 527.7
0 0 1
 (7.9)
and, for the left camera:
Kl =
1467.3 0 630.98960 1464.5 543.5115
0 0 1
 (7.10)
7.1.2 Obtaining the Extrinsic Parameters
As explained in Section 7.1, first the projection matrix can be obtained, and then
the homography results by eliminating the third column. But in this thesis, some
factors led to obtaining these matrices separately:
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Figure 7.4: Distorted image.
Figure 7.5: Rectified image.
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 The only reason for using the projection matrix was for the CPMD-RPT
method, which locates targets heads - that are out of the floor and thus needs
3D to 2D transformation;
 The most important task in this thesis is to locate targets in the floor - which
needs only homography;
 There were more points in the floor, due to the tapes used for marking it,
than available points in 3D, what would cause 2D to 2D transformations to
the floor more precise.
Therefore, the homographies - one for each camera - were obtained separately
from the projection ones. Further comparison eliminating the projections third
columns showed good approximations.
The points considered for the homographies estimations were those correspond-
ing to the tapes crossings/intersections marked in the floor - as show in the rectified
image of Figure 7.5. Some corresponding points were marked in the image planes -
corresponding to the right and left cameras views, for which the former is shown in
Figure 7.5. Only the most visible points were considered, from visual inspection in
the image planes, to discard those which could cause computations more imprecise.
For the projection matrix estimation, besides some points from the floor, other
ones were collected from corners off the floor, mainly at Argonauta walls. These
WCS coordinates were obtained from architectural plants and from measurements
taken directly in Argonauta and its room.
For the homographies estimations using RANSAC, a total of 76 points were
supplied for the right camera, of which only 29 were inliers. For the left camera, 56
points were supplied, of which only 24 were inliers.
The homographies resulted, for the right camera:
Hr =
 −0.003995 0.1060 53.4123−0.005903 0.004412 365.0846
−6.0676E − 05 2.5397E − 05 1
 (7.11)
and, for the left camera:
Hl =
 −2.8558 2.8238 3060.96230.51798 0.1009 −12725.1893
−0.002176 −0.001114 1
 (7.12)
The average reprojection error in the WCS was lower than 1 cm, which surpasses
by far what was needed according to the measurements grid resolution.
The projections resulted:
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For the right camera:
Rtr =
 0.3602 0.9328 0.008546 −6.0922E30.2713 −0.09598 −0.9577 −1.6777E3
−0.8926 0.3473 −0.2876 1.5038E4
 (7.13)
Using Equation (7.2), and after normalization:
Pr =
 −0.003124 0.1056 −0.01147 50.3607−0.004944 0.002855 −0.1032 364.5711
−5.9352E − 05 2.3094E − 05 −1.9126E − 05 1
 (7.14)
For the left camera, the final result was:
Pl =
 4.7954 −5.0572 −1.3663 −3.4219E3−0.96081 −0.4038 −6.8662 2.3302E4
0.003581 0.1512 −0.002159 1
 (7.15)
7.2 Obtaining the Ground Truths
This generated video database required obtaining the GTs, after image rectifica-
tions. This task was carried with the aid of a software supplied by some colleagues,
developed by them for their application [203]3. It runs on Linux, and has a friendly
interface that enables marking objects - in this case, persons’ bodies - with cursors
limits, resulting in rectangular bounding boxes, with good accuracy. Only some
frames need to be marked on frame intervals; linear interpolation is performed in
the remaining frames between each pair of marked ones. Proper interval choices re-
sult in good GTs. Some care, though, must be taken, as explained in the following:
 A target moving in a straight - or quasi-straight line -, enables choosing greater
intervals between frames, as the linear interpolation supplies good results in
these cases;
 The same observation applies for a target that remains standing still - or
almost standing still - for some time;
 A target that that performs a curved trajectory, or varies its velocity, requires
finer intervals marking;
 The same above observation for a target that changes abruptly its trajectory.
3These authors gently supplied their code for our staff to generate our GTs, for which we
acknowledge them.
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Despite the intervals initially chosen, it is always possible to refine more them,
in a posterior analysis, if interpolation does not result good enough.
More than one bounding box can be marked at each frame, resulting in different
labels; all of them are saved in a text file, comprising, for each frame, each one’s
label and corresponding bounding box coordinates.
Figures 7.6 and 7.7 show the interactive GT marking process. The former shows
the cursor placed in one ROI corner, while the latter shows the completed marking.
In this case, the objective was to mark a ROI corresponding to the feet position.
Figure 7.6: Interactive software for marking GTs.
Figure 7.7: Feet GT ROI final marking.
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For this thesis, besides the ROIs corresponding to a target whole body, also ROIs
corresponding to his feet were also planned to be marked. The feet ROI may serve
for better targets location, because it was noticed that the whole body’s ROI base
do not necessarily represent well the targets location in the floor, as can be noticed
by comparing Figures 7.7 and 7.8, where, in the latter, the target position is most
likely to be away from the whole body’s ROI base. Even if it was not sure whether
the tracking system would estimate or not this position, it would be good to have
it recorded for future developments. These positions are the more precise, the gold
ones, for estimating each one’s position in the WCS. In the cases it was not possible
to mark feet GTs, due to feet occlusions by objects in the environment, the whole
bodies GT base center was used instead.
Figure 7.8: Example of a feet location most likely to be different from a whole body’s
ROI base.
7.3 Remarks
This chapter showed the cameras calibration process, and also how the transfor-
mation matrices (both homographies and projection ones) were obtained, for both
cameras; all these processing, based on projective geometry concepts.
The cameras calibration process comprised a very important step for this thesis,
since it enabled to rectify the frames/videos. Homographies, as well, are also very
important, since the targets must be tracked also in the WCS - in the floor. Pro-
jection matrices were important only for the CPMD-RPT method execution, since
it estimates heads positions, which are off the floor plane.
The whole bodies GTs were important in a first moment, to evaluate the selected
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computer vision-based methods at least for tracking in the image plane; the ones
with worst performance could be readily discarded.
Considering the objective of computing received doses, most interesting GTs are
the ones corresponding to feet, since targets should be better located in the WCS,
although neither method predicted this position. Thus, the feet GTs center were
kept where possible; otherwise, the bodies GT base center were used.
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Chapter 8
Methodology
This chapter shows, in Section 8.1, the simulations results for the pre-selected meth-
ods. As explained in Sections 4.3 and 5.9, those methods were combined in some
ways, as some of them do not perform alone all the tasks of detection and tracking
in video. Then, Section 8.2 details the proposed solutions.
8.1 Methods Evaluation
The methods used and/or combinations adopted were:
1. GMM only, for detecting targets frame by frame;
2. Camshift initialized by GMM;
3. FragTrack initialized by GMM;
4. TLD initialized by GMM;
5. CPMD-RPT run alone.
These initial tests were performed first for a video with two persons - that one
of spectrometry experiment, as listed in Section 6.3 -, since such a situation was
expected to cause typical problems, as occlusions and switching among targets, and
thus the more interesting situations to evaluate with the methods. The right camera
view was chosen as first option since, as already mentioned, it resulted in the best
views.
This first test considered, in a first moment, detection and tracking in the image
plane, and was aimed at choosing among the methods with best performances for
further analysis: if a method performed well in the image plane, of course it would
also do for the WCS, since it would be just to make a geometric transformation to
the floor.
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The GMM and Camshift methods are already implemented in the computer
vision free software package Open Source Computer Vision (OpenCV) [83, 204] - and
the latter covers GMM version 2, with more functionalities, as the enhanced GMM
implementations as described in Subsection 5.4.3, specially shadow discrimination.
OpenCV is freely available for download from [205]. Thus, this favoured ready
implementation of this combination.
FragTrack is not implemented in OpenCV, but was written in C language and is
available for download from [206]; thus, it was also suitable to call OpenCV GMM
implementation to initialize it.
TLD is implemented in MatLab [207], and is available for download from [208].
Thus, the already run GMM resulting ROIs were used to initialize it oﬄine. An
issue related to TLD is that it did not run on the operational system and software
versions then in use in our Laboratories: Windows 7 and MatLab version 2014. After
some tries, a virtual machine was installed with an older 32-bits Windows version,
and with an older version of MatLab. Of course, this turned execution much more
slower, but these were the means in which it was able to run.
These methods were used, as much as possible, as obtained from authors, for
comparison - similarly to what is reported by them - following also somehow what
was commented by CPMD-RPT authors in their articles [163, 164], and as is usual
among authors, for comparative analysis among methods. But some modifications
had to be readily implemented, as trying to extend Camshift, FragTrack and TLD
for multiple targets tracking - as they were intended to track only one target at a
time -, by supplying them with more than one initial ROI, from which they could
begin different tracking instances from frame to frame.
Another modification - similarly to as CPMD-RPT authors also reported then -
was in relation to FragTrack, which had to have its searching region enlarged to cope
with the HD frames. We had to extend it to a 170 x 170 pixels-region. This was
done by try, gradually, until resulting in good tracking. Probably, such a great region
was needed due to the the fact that, besides videos were obtained in HD, in some
scenes the targets are close to the camera, resulting big relatively to the frame.
This modification increased too much the processing time, but resulted in better
matching of the regions, and thus in better tracking results1. Another modification
in relation to FragTrack was that it was not possible, at the time tests began, to
use multiple instances to be tracked simultaneously, thus, each instance was run
separately. CPMD-RPT authors also report this approach for their comparative
analysis, in which each target was individually tracked and the results combined
for the final objective evaluation [164]. This seems not likely to cause problems
1This modifications turned its use almost practically infeasible, since the processing of some
videos usually take a number of days of continuous processing.
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relatively to tracking, since along the frames, all targets are present and moving
together, sometimes very near from each others, and FragTrack could easily distract
and switch among them even with only one instance running at a time - what in
fact occurred sometimes.
The CPMD-RPT method is implemented in MatLab, and is available for down-
load [209]. It has its own initialization strategy in that it combines FPDW-based
detection, validated by background removal with ViBE (as explained in Section 5.8).
FPDW tolerates some superposition among targets, differently from GMM, ViBE
or W 4. FPDW was available for download [210], and ViBE - although protected
by different patents -, has a version for download also available from [211]. But
we did not have to deal with this, since CPMD-RPT method has both FPDW and
ViBE already embedded as third parties. Therefore, as the CPMD-RPT method is a
complete/stand-alone implementation that does not depend on initialization based
on extra-methods, it was used directly.
An important fact is that the first mentioned tracking methods (Camshift, Frag-
Track and TLD), could also have been initialized by the same strategy used by
CPMD-RPT: FPDW validated by ViBE, or even by FPDW only. But we noticed,
in our video database, the common situation in which people enter Argonauta’s
Room very near each other, and experience substantial occlusion, such that one of
the targets is commonly lost soon after some frames, then appears again, and so
on. As we were aiming at testing those methods by initializing them only once, at
beginning, to evaluate them as similarly to as implemented by their authors, this
could cause premature targets death, which would not be re-initialized - unless we
introduced, at that stage, modifications to those methods to improve them with
re-initialization capabilities. Therefore, we chose to initialize them with GMM, and
had to wait for separate ROIs for this.
Figures 8.1 - frame number 870 -, to 8.3 - frame number 958 -, show examples
of some of the evaluated frames2. The marked GTs are shown in red, while GMM
detections are shown in yellow. In the frame shown in Figure 8.3, the separate ROIs
that arose were used to initialize the tracking methods, which were run from then
on.
As the CPMD-RPT method re-initializes targets many times, it was difficult
(if not infeasible) to represent its results together with the other methods, due to
color confusion. First results presented in the next figures are related to those other
methods: GMM-only, Camshift, FagTrack and TLD. Figure 8.4 shows tracking
results for some representative frames of this sequence, which followed after frame
number 958 (shown, in turn, in Figure 8.3). The color legend is:
2Frame numbers are shown in the bottom left part of each figure.
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Figure 8.1: Frame 870. Both persons with substantial superposition; only one GMM
detection.
Figure 8.2: Frame 956. Both persons with almost no superposition; GMM still
detects only one ROI.
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Figure 8.3: Frame 958. Both persons sufficiently apart to generate two separate
GMM detections that initialize the first three evaluated tracking methods.
 Red: GTs;
 Yellow: GMM detection;
 Blue: Camshift tracking;
 White: TLD tracking;
 Green: FragTrack tracking.
Simulations showed - even by just a first visual inspection - that both Camshift
and TLD had the worst results. For Camshift, this was not so a great surprise,
because it is the simplest method among the others. It tracks the whole target ROI,
and thus has low robustness to occlusion. But we did not expect it would have such
a bad performance, drifting too soon. In this simulation, drifts with Camshift were
sometimes so bad that tracked areas decreased or increased unrealistically, and/or
got stuck over dark regions (as shown by Figure 8.4); drifts can be noticed since the
second frame show in this figure (frame 995).
It was noticed, already in former tests, that Camshift behaved relatively well
when targets moved against backgrounds with good contrast with targets colors, but
loosing some targets parts for similar colors between background and at least part
of the targets colors. For example, when moving against the light-color background
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Figure 8.4: Tracking results in the image plane. From left to right, and from top to
bottom: frames 974, 995, 1011, 1043, 1076, 1118. Red: GTs; yellow: GMM detec-
tions; blue: Camshift tracking; white: TLD tracking; Green: FragTrack tracking.
of the floor, the dark clothes were well tracked, whereas not the light color-ones. It
also showed low robustness to clutter, when targets passed against the dark color
of Argonauta walls, or other dark regions. These former tests were performed with
videos recorded by other former cameras, with lower resolution, and showed the need
for Camshift frequent re-initialization by GMM, by monitoring abrupt tracked ROIs
locations or areas variations, and some area variations were due to color confusion
between target and background. These former results were obtained before the
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Qualifying Exam, and can be found in [212, 213].
A greater (bad) surprise, though, was related to TLD that, according to its
authors, has some capability to adapt to targets appearances changes. But when,
for our video database, people made curved trajectories, even slowly varying their
poses, TLD drifted by getting stuck on some stopped positions, not following the
targets anymore (as can also be noticed in Figure 8.4), beginning with a small drift
just from the frame 995.
FragTrack and CPMD-RPT performed better, tracking targets for more time.
But, as long as: (i) people stay stood still at some places, together, very near each
other; (ii) sometimes with superposition - either low or severe -; (iii) with clothes of
similar colors - by using upper bodies uniforms -; and (iv) against dark background
clutter. They also drifted somewhat and also lost targets for some times.
To perform comparative analysis for those other methods (Camshift, FragTrack
and TLD), associations were made between the detected and tracked ROIs with
the GTs, in the initialization frame (number 958) for the whole bodies centroids
distances in the image plane; the developed evaluation code paired tracked ROIs with
the nearest GT ones, to enable and assess tracking along the video. Another measure
was the ratio of intersection to union of each tracked ROI to its corresponding
GT: the Jaccard distance [214]. This enables detection of unrealistically increasing
tracked ROIs, even if they have good intersection with their corresponding GTs.
Further, targets positions both in the image plane and in the WCS were evaluated.
Most of these comparative analyses are commonly made by computer vision experts,
and were performed at least initially to assess the methods performances and to make
decisions about which methods would be discarded or not.
But, important to mention, the final and most important results supplied by
the system proposed in this thesis, is comparative analyses in terms of received
dose along paths, for each worker, instead of simply the trajectories in the WCS -
although the estimated received doses depend directly on this latter result -, or in the
image plane; and even less in terms of centroids distances and intersection to union
ratios in the image plane. And this dose-based evaluation metric - particular to this
thesis -, should be done by computing dose for trajectories tracked, by each method,
in the WCS, comparing them with the corresponding GTs computed doses. In that,
re-identification plays an important role for dose accounting, besides trajectories
accuracy, to associate correctly the received doses for the right workers.
As the first evaluated tracking methods enable to associate each tracked target
with its corresponding GT, it was easier to verify errors as: (i) drifts; (ii) targets
losses; or (iii) switchings among them. But for the GMM-only and the CPMD-
RPT, analyses were performed separately. GMM simply detects targets, but without
knowing who is who; it served most to tasks as initializing tracking methods, for
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example. And CPMD-RPT changes targets IDs many times; when re-initializing
lost or badly tracked (drifted) targets, it resulted in an increasing number of labels
along the video, even when only two persons were really participating in it - for
instance, with this first evaluated video with only two persons, after some running
term, the ID number eight arose soon. Therefore, the analyses of CPMD-RPT had
to be performed separately, and strongly supported by visual inspection.
At this point, both Camshift and TLD had already been discarded, due to their
poor performances for this video database - and TLD, also considering its slow
processing3.
Although FragTrack was one of the best performing methods, it was noticeable
that it drifts sometimes. When both persons remained standing still, or performing
few movements, as near the computer desk, FragTrack resulting ROIs drift in some
frames, both approximating to the same person’s position, increasing the distance
from the drifted ROI relatively to the corresponding GT. Figure 8.5 shows some
representative frames of CPMD-RPT tracking, taken specially at the beginning
of the video, in which severe occlusions occur - a characteristic and difficulty of
this video. Thus, targets are lost, drift results as well as IDs change4. But after
passing trough that part of the video, things get better, until the two persons become
standing still (or almost) near the computers desk; or when one of them goes to the
region in front of J9. As already mentioned, CPMD-RPT re-initializes a lost or
badly tracked target with a new ID, not attempting to re-identify them.
This method seems that had been developed dedicated towards solving occlusion
situations (even severe ones), and performs very well in that, by using its patch-based
tracking strategy, and occlusion is a very important issue for targets tracking. This
method tries to discriminate among targets by the color-based parameters of its
patches during tracking - and it works very well for many cases of general videos
of people walking in public places. But it always gives new IDs, not trying to re-
identify them with previously terminated tracks, or between a person that goes out
and returns to the scene. Thus, summarizing these comments: re-identification is
not part of it - at least as supplied by its authors up to the version used.
Figure 8.6 shows also some challenging situations, where the two persons are
very near each other, and problems as drift, targets loss and IDs switching occur.
CPMD-RPT relies on: (i) targets movement prediction most of the times; (ii) on
color-based tracking - even using patches -; and (iii) also on detections. Thus,
when people are sufficiently apart from each others - or simply crossing among
3Of course, if it performed well for this work, it would be considered, even with slow processing.
This could be solved later by any means, as porting it to more recent operating system and software
versions, or even to C.
4IDs are not associated with colors; but are rather shown by their numbers, approximately at
the center of each tracked ROI.
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Figure 8.5: Tracking results by CPMD-RPT. From left to right, and from top to
bottom: frames 872, 879, 892, 905, 964, 966, 970, 972.
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themselves -, CPMD-RPT authors had already proven their method is robust against
occlusion and distraction among different persons, with benchmark videos. But
here, people almost standing still and using clothes of similar color, poses somewhat
harder difficulties.
Figure 8.6: Tracking results by CPMD-RPT. From left to right, and from top to
bottom: frames 1332, 1383, 1384, 1386, 1433, 1716.
Sometimes, it would be possible to correct targets IDs, by considering their WCS
positions: when IDs switch for two standing still targets (for example), their WCS
positions at subsequent frames could be used decide to undo the switching.
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The left camera view could also aid in some situations, as occlusions occurring
relatively to one of them, may not occur in the other view.
In summary, problems occurred mainly for:
 Severe long term occlusions;
 People stood still for long term very near to each others;
 People crouching in J9, even more when being outside the line if sight of a
camera, occluded by some other person.
It has to be stressed out that these severe problems would be expected to distract
and mislead any method. No method seems to be able to: (i) track well a severely
occluded target, even more for long term - including those above mentioned cases
where targets remain just behind another one that, unfortunately, remained exactly,
or almost exactly, in the same line of sight of the camera -; or (ii) targets of similar
colors standing still very near each other for long term; still (iii) it is also not likely
that methods deal well, in principle, with targets varying so much their appearances
as when crouching.
As even the evaluated methods with the better performances generated tracking
or re-identification mistakes, these results analyses should be made by assessing both
the tracked positions together with visual inspection, for the following reasons:
1. Each moment a specific method lead to an error, it should be annotated the
corresponding situation for which that error occurred (be it drift, targets loss
or targets switching errors);
2. For each moment an error occurs for a given method, it should be verified if
another method behaved well in that same situation or not;
3. For each error that occurs from a given camera view, it should be verified if
the other view at that same moment led also to errors.
First item would give information about the weaknesses of each method to given
situations, as: (i) occlusion (partial, total, short term or long term); (ii) distraction
due to color (among users, or between a target and clutter objects or same-color
background); (iii) people crouching at some place.
Second item would show if another method could compensate for a former
method failure, or whether some situations could weaken all methods simultane-
ously.
Third item would show if some errors were due only to an issue related to a
camera bad view, as total occlusion, and whether it could or not be compensated
by the other camera view.
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8.2 Proposed Methodology
Given the considerations made in the last section, the proposed methodology can
involve one or more of the following strategies:
1. To combine results from the best performing methods, as it was supposed
that each one would probably fail in different situations, due to their different
operating characteristics and principles;
2. To combine results for the two cameras views, since it was supposed that,
when somebody becomes occluded in one view, that person could possibly not
be occluded in the other one;
3. To propose strategies for targets re-identification, based on different ap-
proaches;
4. To try using heuristics to consider targets birth and death only at specific
regions, as at the Argonauta entrance door or at the right lateral boarder, to
avoid false alarms and targets loss.
It is possible that both cameras views present problems at the same scenes in-
tervals, and for all methods used. But it was expected that, if it occurred, it would
be for few intervals, in such a way that the combination strategies could work well
most of the time.
The first item was discarded. First, due the high time consuming characteristics
of FragTrack. Also, due to the fact that CPMD-RPT, besides losing targets IDs
many times, loses also the trajectories for some not negligible terms in some parts of
the videos, and it also considers targets movement for its tracking approach, what
is not the case in many parts of the generated video database. Therefore, a new
methodology was proposed.
8.2.1 Re-identification by Previous Positions
This is the simplest and most obvious re-identification strategy. This thesis does not
consider any trajectories prediction. Tracking based on movement prediction tends
to work well for people who keep walking most of the time, as in scenes recorded in
common public situations; but may not work so well to track people, discriminating
among them, for those who remain stood still for long term, as occurs with some
relative frequency in this video database; as trajectories prediction may not supply
useful information in these situations.
Therefore, a first choice was to use simply human targets detections frame by
frame, without any explicit tracking; combined with association of detections in
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subsequent frames by the nearest positions detected before, in the WCS. But this
can be done only if targets remain relatively apart in the WCS, to avoid positioning
mistakes, and thus targets switching among them.
When targets get very near each other, all methods tend to fail. In the situations
where targets are very near from each other, their positions are considered to be, in
the proposed solution:
 If some targets are lost such that only one target remains detected, the same
position may be assumed for the lost one;
 If targets are detected, but it is not possible to re-identify them due to high
proximity or superposition - neither from previous positions nor from extracted
parameters -, their positions still can be averaged and assumed the same for
all, or at least for some groups not identified.
When targets become apart from each others again, association based on their
trajectories might not work at all, as already commented in the last section. Con-
sidering also that people may be using uniforms, the methods evaluated - and all
of them make use of color, even in patches - color-based re-identification for targets
bodies could not work well too, because of high parameters similarity.
Therefore, two strategies were adopted for re-identification in these cases:
 One based on parameters extracted from the faces/heads ROIs; and
 Another one based on parameters extracted from the bodies ROIs.
8.2.2 Re-identification by faces/heads parameters
Taking into consideration the difficulties already stated to re-identify targets in
this video database, the persons faces and/or heads seemed to be a good choice to
distinguish among them. Our first attempt was to compare their faces/heads ROIs
between subsequent frames as much as possible, due to the fact that no one, in
general, changes his faces/heads pose so abruptly in subsequent frames - in a frame
rate of 30 fps. Thus, it seems most likely that similarity - for the parameter chosen
to be evaluated - should be higher between faces/heads of the same person between
two subsequent frames, than among different persons. This could aid in solving
ambiguities and undesired trackings switchings.
But, detecting, tracking and/or associating faces/heads regions are not so easy
tasks, for freely-varying poses. The most common methods used to detect and/or
track faces - as the Viola-Jones [118, 119], for example -, have few robustness to
pose changes out of plane. They are rather trained towards detecting faces in some
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pre-defined poses, as in frontal ones; and fail easily when someone changes poses
in 3D. Training such systems with different 3D poses samples may not work well
too. It is more common that trainings are performed for different situations, as:
(i) a pre-trained system for frontal faces; (ii) other for lateral faces views; or (iii)
other ones trained to detect limbs; among other examples. Other methods for face
recognition or tracking based on specific faces regions or points, require that faces
images are sufficiently in close view, which is not the case in this video database;
and may also fail for lateral or back faces/heads views.
First tries in this new proposal, considered simple geometrical relations between
a person’s body and his face/head region, as described next:
1. First step is obtaining a subregion comprised by the upper one sixth of person’s
body height;
2. Then, within this region, extracting the central third part, where the face/head
is most likely to be located.
Preliminary tests were performed by extracting manually persons faces/heads
ROIs, for a number of frames. Then, an approach for color-based parameters ex-
traction from these ROIs we chosen, and showed encouraging results. The param-
eters extraction from the faces/heads ROIs were the color-based parameters used
by CPMD-RPT: by using the CIELab color space, and the Battacharyya distance
between histograms. But other color representations could have been used alter-
natively, as the HSV of Camshift, and with other metric distances. Further, other
parameters may be used, instead of color, as HOG, for example. Some of them
may even be extracted to compose a voting system. But, in fact, HOG parameters
were evaluated and showed not to be so discriminative as the color-based chosen
method. Also, SURF parameters - among other ones -, were also evaluated and
led to problems, since - although the frames are in HD - faces at distance result
somewhat blurred, with badly defined contours, when considering only faces/heads
ROIs.
But, although the encouraging results obtained with manually extracted faces/-
heads ROIs, in a real operating system these ROIs must be obtained automatically.
FPDW was chosen, since it performs well, in general, to detect a person’s body
ROI with good accuracy. The proposed approach is shown in Figure 8.7, already
considering real bodies detected from video, instead of fictitious typical bodies illus-
trations.
This re-identification approach showed good performance when persons were
sufficiently apart from each others, even when they performed curved trajectories:
the models adapt from frame to frame, and it was expected that it would perform
the comparisons between the current frame with the one immediately before.
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Figure 8.7: The geometrical relation to detect faces/heads given whole bodies ROIs;
the latter shown in red, and the former in blue.
But later, some problems arose. First, relatively to the simple geometrical rela-
tion:
1. Sometimes a person moves his face/head in a way it gets out of that central
third part within the sixth upper region; this may include too much back-
ground pixels information, and adapt the model in a wrong way.
2. Sometimes, the ROI obtained by FPDW diverges somewhat from the per-
son’s body real dimensions, maybe resulting bigger or smaller than it, and
thus the face/head ROI may result also badly located, and background pixels
information also included in the model.
3. There are frames where somebody becomes very occluded (almost totally if
not totally), in which cases it is not possible to detect and extract any char-
acteristics from faces/heads regions; sometimes because one of the targets is
simply not detected.
Figure 8.8 shows examples of the two firsts listed issues. Figure 8.9 shows an
example of the third listed issue.
To cope with the first two issues mentioned just before - that leads faces/heads
getting out of the third horizontal upper region -, a strategy was proposed by com-
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Figure 8.8: For the leftmost person: badly located head due to person’s movement
by inclining his head; for the rightmost person: badly located head due to a body
ROI bigger than his body.
Figure 8.9: One head not detected due to a target lost by FPDW.
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bining detections by FPDW with foregrounds obtained by a background removal
method (such as ViBE, or another one), as explained in the following:
1. At a first step, a subregion comprised by the upper one sixth in height of the
body ROI is obtaining, as before;
2. Then, the foreground within this sub-region is considered for defining a rectan-
gular region to better locate the face/head and extract the chosen parameters.
In the second step, the face/head foreground supply the minimum and maxi-
mum x coordinates in the image plane, as well as the minimum y coordinate5; the
maximum y coordinate in the image plane is given by the upper sixth geometrical
limit.
Since ViBE is a time consuming method - background removal usually takes
around 20 s per frame, to process -, we adopted alternatively the W 4 method, with
shadow discrimination [86–88]. This latter can be used in indoors environments,
such that in which videos were acquired, and processes very fast, giving results
immediately.
Figure 8.10 shows this processing. The dislocation of the face/head ROI is clearly
noticed for the rightmost person.
Despite solving that former problem, another one arose: when two or more per-
sons get near each others, sometimes their faces/heads foregrounds may be dislocated
in such a way that become fused among themselves, enlarging unrealistically the re-
gions in which parameters should be extracted, which would not correspond neither
to one nor to the other faces/heads, or may include other regions corresponding to
the other person’s body, not only his head one.
Therefore, all the faces/heads parameters extraction is performed only when
these regions are sufficiently apart from each other - and this must be evaluated
in image plane coordinates, not the in WCS ones. Imagine two persons sufficiently
apart from each other in the WCS but, unfortunately, almost aligned to the camera
view in use. Although apart in the WCS, their faces/heads foregrounds might
still experience fusion, due to high proximity in the image plane. Therefore, those
parameters are extracted and saved frame by frame, only if persons are sufficiently
apart in the image plane coordinates. Further, this evaluation is performed only for
the upper sixth sub-regions: people may have partial - even severe - occlusions on
their bodies, but with faces/heads still sufficiently free to be processed; or also the
counterpart problem may occur: bodies may be not experiencing occlusion - or at
least severe occlusion -, but faces/heads regions may still be.
5In the image plane, the y coordinate grows from the top to the bottom of the frame.
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Figure 8.10: Best located head by combining FPDW detection with W 4 background
removal.
Then, the sixth upper body region of each person is evaluated against the whole
body ROI of another near one. If this sixth upper part is sufficiently free - above a
threshold -, face/head ROI is obtained by combining the geometrical relation with
the background removal, and color-based parameters extracted; otherwise, not: it
is said the person is in a prohibitive situation, and no ROI nor parameters are
obtained, so as to not extract other persons’ information as it were from the one
under evaluation. Figure 8.11 shows such a situation.
Summarizing what was explained until now relatively to faces/heads analyses
and re-identification in general:
1. When people are sufficiently apart from each other in the WCS: re-
identification is performed by associating the nearest corresponding positions
in the WCS from frame to frame;
2. When people are sufficiently apart from each others in the image plane - and
taking into account all those considerations of mixed solutions for geomet-
rical and not occluded faces/heads foregrounds - these ROIs parameters are
extracted and saved from frame to frame, even when not used, but distances
instead;
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Figure 8.11: The foremost person is in prohibitive condition, while the other behind,
not.
3. When people get apart after being very near to each others in the WCS, re-
identification is performed by faces/heads parameters.
Thus, re-identification based on faces/heads parameters is not intended to be
used alone; it does not aim at being an alternative method to the one described
is Subsection 8.2.1, but rather combined with it. This combined re-identification
strategy is shown the algorithm 4:
Combining FPDW targets detection with foreground extraction brings one more
advantage, besides better faces/heads locations. As FPDW sometimes returns ROIs
that do not correspond exactly to a person’s location, the minimum and maximum
horizontal and vertical bodies’ foreground limits are used to modify the ROI. This,
in turn, besides helping even more in the faces/heads locations - for the cases where
the FPDW ROI is well above one’s head -, also results in a better location of persons
in the WCS - for those cases where the FPDW ROI is well below a person’s body.
8.2.3 Re-identification by Bodies’ Parameters
After evaluating different parameters for the faces/heads ROIs, without much suc-
cess than the color-based one, a tentative was made for the whole bodies ROIs,
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Algorithm 4 Re-identification strategy based on faces/heads color-based parame-
ters and WCS positions.
1: for EachFrame do
2: if Targets are appart in WCS then
3: Re− identifies by WCS past positions
4: else
5: Assumes same or averaged position and waits unil they get apart
6: end if
7: if Targets are appart in image plane then
8: Extracts and saves faces/heads parameters for visible ones
9: else
10: Do not extract nor save parameters
11: end if
12: Priority for position − based re − idenfification even if existing
faces/heads parameters
13: Swithes for faces/heads parameters only when necessary
14: end for
instead. And SURF features extracted from bodies ROIs resulted in a great dis-
crimination capability, and - a bit surprisingly -, even when targets were experiencing
severe occlusions. It is well-known that SIFT method - to which SURF has simi-
larities - extracts highly discriminative keypoints, even under severe conditions as
occlusions or background clutter. The SIFT author presents, in his articles, exam-
ples of matching parameters extracted from objects ROIs to scenes where the same
object is “camouflaged” in very cluttered scenes, under in-plane rotation, and with
partial occlusions. Due to some conceptual similarities between SIFT and SURF,
the latter may be used alternatively to SIFT - and, in fact, it was done. First tests
results using GTs ROIs were encouraging, showing the robustness of this method, as
shown in the following, from Figures 8.12 to 8.14. For each case, the leftmost image
is the GT ROI of one person in a given frame, matched with the subsequent frame
shown in the right. It is noticeable that SURF parameters match mostly in the
same person’s region in the subsequent frame, even in case of proximity or partial
occlusion.
The same strategy used for the faces/heads parameters extraction - the combi-
nation with background removal - was also implemented here, for similar reasons:
 First, to locate better each person’s body ROI, avoiding to extract too much
parameters from the background;
 Second, the persons’ WCS locations would also be better estimated.
SURF-based re-identification is also used combined with past coordinates in the
WCS, when targets are sufficiently apart from each others - similarly to what is done
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Figure 8.12: Preliminary matching results for SURF parameters, for severely oc-
cluded GTs.
Figure 8.13: Preliminary matching results for SURF parameters, for near GTs.
with the faces/heads parameters. The strategy using SURF parameters is described
in the algorithm 5.
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Figure 8.14: Preliminary matching results for SURF parameters, for separate GTs.
Algorithm 5 Re-identification strategy based on bodies’ SURF parameters.
1: for EachFrame do
2: Saves FPDW ROIs from former frame
3: Extracts SURF parameters within those FPDW obtained ROIs
4: Extracts SURF parameters for the whole current frame
5: Matches each previous ROIs SURF parameters with current frame ones
6: Detects new ROIs in current frame by FPDW
7: V erify to which current ROIx the formerly obtained SURF parameters
best fits and associate them
8: end for
The comparison to decide for this re-identification verifies the percentage of
points matched between frames, what resulted more robust than evaluation only the
number of matched points. Sometimes, a target is matched between frames with
fewer points than another one, what seemed to be important was the percentage of
matched points.
8.2.4 Multi-layer Strategy for Matching Parameters
Further, since faces/heads parameters can not be extracted nor saved in certain
situations, this re-identification strategy may not ever be performed from the current
frame to the one immediately before - for the simple and complicated reason that
the faces/heads ROIs may not be visible in that to do any comparison. It also occurs
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with SURF analysis: sometimes a target is lost, and there is no parameter in the
past frame to do any comparison with the current one.
In these cases, a further strategy was adopted for comparing parameters, by
searching backwards, in a proposed multi-layer approach, following priority levels,
as shown in the following algorithm 66.
It is expected that comparisons are made to previous frames most of the time,
which is more favourable for re-identification, due to almost none pose changes. But,
of course, the greater the interval for comparison - the more frames and levels the
algorithm jumps to -, the greater the probability of matching mistakes. But, as
long as sometimes there is no information in the immediately past frame, there is
no other way, parameters must be searched in past frames.
The Multi-level strategy is detailed for the case of faces/heads color-based pa-
rameters, in algorithm 7.
This averaging process for faces/heads color-based parameters adopted in algo-
rithm 7 avoids wrong identifications, for the following reason. Imagine an ID is
matched for few frames in the current level, but with somewhat high distances -
what suggests a wrong identification. Suppose also another ID is matched for the
majority of frames in this level, but with much lower distances - what suggests cor-
rect identification. By just summing the distances along the frames, it may happen
that the lowest matched distances surpasses the sum of the wrong ones, leading to
the wrong choice of the latter. Therefore, the averaged values indicate correctly the
correct ID.
The Multi-level strategy is detailed for the case of SURF parameters, in algo-
rithm 8:
For this case, averages could also be done, but as long as the logic is inverse
of that of the faces/heads parameters - here the highest percentage means best
matches - no average was performed, just a sum. This also results, in the end,
in considering simultaneously the percentage and the number of matched SURF
points. A threshold is considered for matching, of 50 percent: below this, the
system does not consider a matched actually occurred. By varying this threshold,
greater importance is given to the percentage or to the number of matched points:
1. If threshold is lowered, more matches will be considered in the sum but, for
this same reason, matches with lower number of points will also be considered
as right ones;
2. The contrary, in counterpart.
6At each level, the frames already analysed in the former ones are not analysed anymore, to
obviously not lead to redundant comparisons. Also, the limit of 600 frames that can be alternatively
posed to the highest algorithm level, was to avoid an ever increasing time processing for each frame,
for long term videos.
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Algorithm 6 Multi-layer strategy algorithm for matching parameters: faces/heads
color-based parameters or bodies SURF ones
1: if Faces/heads or bodies ROIs are detected in the previous frame then
2: (This is the highest priority level for comparisons)
3: Do comparisons
4: if Matched then
5: Re− identifies targets and returns
6: end if
7: end if
8: if No Faces/heads or bodies ROIs detected or not matched in the previous
frame then
9: (This is the second priority level for comparisons)
10: Searches for the corresponding ROIs backwards up to complete
ramaining thirty frames
11: Do comparisons
12: if Matched then
13: Re− identifies targets and returns
14: end if
15: end if
16: if No Faces/heads or bodies ROIs detected or not matched in the previous
thirty frames then
17: (This is the third priority level for comparisons)
18: Searches for the corresponding ROIs backwards to complete ramaining
150 frames
19: Do comparisons
20: if Matched then
21: Re− identifies targets and returns
22: end if
23: end if
24: if No Faces/heads or bodies ROIs detected or not matched in the previous
150 frames then
25: (This is the fourth and last priority for comparisons)
26: Searches for the corresponding ROIs backwards ramaining frames up
to beginning or, alternatively, to a pre − defined limit, as up to ramaining
650 frames
27: Do comparison
28: if Matched then
29: Re− identifies targets and returns
30: end if
31: end if
Tests showed initially good results7. But soon some problems arose, not, in
principle, supposed to be directed related with this algorithm, nor even less with
the parameters chosen, themselves - since previously manually marked ROIs showed
those parameters robustness. The problems were more related to misleading detec-
7For instance, considering all the problems that may occur, parameters matching in automatic
form can only be performed by an algorithm such as the one shown in 6.
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Algorithm 7 Details of Multi-level strategy based on faces/heads color-based pa-
rameters.
1: for EachLevel do
2: Color − based parameters of faces/heads ROIs in incoming frame are
compared with ones obtained in past frames
3: Battacharyya distances are summed along level, separately for each ID
4: For each ID, results are averaged by number of matched frames
5: Winner ID in current level is that with lowest average distance
6: end for
Algorithm 8 Details of Multi-level strategy based on SURF parameters.
1: for EachLevel do
2: SURF parameters in past bodies′ ROIs are matched with incoming
frames
3: Targets in incoming frame are detected by FPDW
4: if Percentage of matched SURF parameters between each past frame
with new detected ROI is equal or greater than 50 percent then
5: Sum percentages along current level, separately for each ID
6: end if
7: Winner ID in current level is that with highest percentage sum
8: end for
tions by FPDW, and these, in turn, are due also partly to the difficult conditions
found in this video database, which, then, usually cause:
 Some very severe occlusions with bodies’ ROIs highly superimposed, disabling
to do any targets associations;
 Some targets losses;
 Some false detections - this latter problem, due, in principle, to FPDW failures
itself8.
If targets detections worked always well in all frames, those parameters-based re-
identification methods would do very good targets association, specially SURF - they
behaved well with the GTs ROIs. But all the re-identification depends strongly on
good automatic persons’ bodies detections, and good detections are not expected to
be achieved always, as they are obtained automatically by a method that, although
considered a very good one, still fails in some frames.
As already mentioned, when more than one target are detected very close to each
other, no association can be made: not from past positions in the WCS, nor from
parameters matching. Instead, false temporary IDs are given to them. When they
8False detections may be due to FPDW itself - of course, worsened by this video database.
CPMD-RPT method also finds FPDW false detections, and it manages to eliminate them by
validating these detections with extracted foregrounds.
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get apart again, the system tries to re-identify them from one or another parameter,
depending on the method chosen.
This problem is worse when there are also false detections near the true ones.
In such situations, foreground can not be used to discard the false detections, since
there exist significant foreground regions also within the false ones, due to the fact
that all detections - the true and the false ones - are very near to each others.
Although this is a problem, the false detections usually disappear in few frames,
and can be discarded at least in a post-processing.
There is a very special situation when two true targets do not have prohibitive
superposition between them - and thus, they should be identified -, but a false
detection arises between both, causing prohibitive occlusions between itself and each
one of the true targets. This originates two groups of non-identified persons - that
is, with false temporary IDs.
A much more complicated problem arises with target loss. Suppose there are two
true targets moving in the scene. Depending on the distances between them in the
WCS - and also in the image plane - they may be identified or not, by position in
the WCS, or by one of the chosen parameters. But when suddenly one detection is
lost, no group with false ID can be formed, in principle, with the only one remaining
target. Then, the developed system tries to re-identify the remaining target by the
parameters in use. There are cases where the remaining target’s ROI belongs to a
person, and the system makes a mistake in associating it with the other person’s
parameters, for which detection was lost. If this situation remains for a number of
frames, the parameter model - be it based on the faces/heads color parameters or on
the bodies SURF ones - begins to learn parameters in a wrong form, associating the
wrong parameters to the other person, and then targets are switched and probably
not re-identified correctly from then on.
We tried to manage eliminating targets losses and false detections by considering
problem-specific conditions, as explained by [75]; more specifically, in its Chapter 8:
“Context modelling”, in which some specific regions can be defined where people are
supposed to enter or leave the scene - not necessarily only on its boarders. We tried
to enable people entering or leaving Argonauta’s Room only near its entrance door,
or appearing or disappearing only on the right boarder, or near J9. But further
problems arose then.
When a false detection occurs away from the permitted regions, it would be
eliminated, what is good. But suppose one true target is lost, away from these pre-
defined regions. But since the lost target disappeared away from a permitted region,
when it appears again, this context modelling condition would disable to consider
it as a true target. We tried to implement it: when a target is lost, and the system
tries to re-identify it - sometimes in a wrong way, as explained three paragraphs
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before -, we tried to set a group, so as the system would not try to re-identify the
remaining target. But when the previously lost target appeared again, it would be
considered a false detection, and the group would be kept, and no one would be
re-identified anymore, nor when separating among themselves. Of course, this is a
very bad situation.
Therefore, when a target is lost, we could not find, up to now, any online means
of avoiding the system trying to re-identify the remaining target, sometimes in a
wrong way; and this may switch among targets IDs.
In the way the algorithm for multi-layer strategy for matching parameters was
initially proposed, this problem could be worsened, because it tries to match ROIs
(faces/heads or bodies ROIs) preferably to the frame immediately before the current
one; or with past ones, giving higher priorities to most recent frames, if not found
in it, and so on. If a match is found, the search gets out of the algorithm and a
new incoming frame is processed. If a target is lost, and the system tries to match
the remaining one with the wrong person - as commented before -, and a match is
considered as right, the targets re-identitification has a chance of failure, because
the error occurred in the last frame, or in a recent one.
Therefore, new versions of the “Multi-layer strategies for matching parameters”
were proposed, to achieve more robustness and avoid failures in re-identitification.
The second version tried to consider, in some form, the contributions of all the levels:
(i) the immediate previous frame; (ii) the second level comprised by remaining thirty
frames; (iii) the third level one with remaining 150 frames; and (iv) the fourth and
last one with all remaining - or limited remaining 650 - past frames. The objective
was to find matches in all these levels - not only for the first match found - and decide
for a targets ID by a voting system that can use different weights for each level. It
was expected that this voting strategy considered somehow each target history, not
only the first match found: if a target’s ID changes in a given frame, this change
is not promptly accepted, but compared to his past ID history. It is expected that
sudden ID changes could be reversed to the correct ones, by considering the past
ID history, because the other levels could vote for the correct ID, winning over the
most recent change.
But there were still problems in some parts of the video - as when the two persons
are almost stood still near the computer desk, and then one of them become totally
occluded by the other for long term. FPDW detection of the occluded person is
lost, and the system tries to identify the remaining one, and if, in a frame, ID is
switched for some reason - as a wrong voting result -, the system becomes also
learning parameters in a wrong way, and associating them with the wrong person.
Therefore, a third version of the algorithm for “Multi-layer strategy for matching
parameters” was proposed. Here, comparisons are made with all the frames within
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each level; frames in which matches are stronger, receive higher weights to vote for
a winning ID in its level. Then, the winners of each level are further weighted, as in
the second algorithm version, to vote for targets IDs. The comparisons made within
each level are weighted differently, depending on the type of parameters chosen.
For the bodies’ SURF parameters, the percent number of points matched for each
candidate comprises the weight. Here, the higher the percentage, the higher the
weight given. For faces/heads color-based parameters, the Battacharryya distances
for all candidates were averaged, to avoid outliers, and each candidate distance
was compared to this average to compose the weights. In this case, the lower the
distance, the higher the weight.
This seemed to be the more robust form of comparison, to consider each target’s
history. But the choice of weights for each level alters significantly the system result:
it seems these parameters must be finely adjusted by repeating tests.
Anyway, if some target has its ID wrongly switched, a post-processing analysis
can be performed where, also based on the WCS, decisions can be done to reverse
wrongly switched IDs, ant to give IDs to those targets for which a false tempo-
rary ID had been assigned. This strategy was implemented, and is explained in
Subsection 8.2.1.
Another alternative is to use the other camera, which can aid in solving for this
problem, since the lost target in one view is not likely expected to be lost in the
other view simultaneously. And a decision could be made in terms of WCS positions
compared between the cameras results: if, in one view, a target has its ID switched,
but not in the other one, the system could decide to keep to former ID, if that second
view is more confident for that target’s WCS region. It would be the case if, in a
view, targets become occluded and one is lost; but not in the second camera view:
of course this second camera is more likely to give the right results, and this could
be used to make a final decision.
8.2.5 Further Analysis to Re-identify Targets
The use of either one of the proposed parameter-based targets re-identification,
combined with the re-identification by subsequent WCS positions for sufficiently
apart targets, and with the multi-layer strategy for matching parameters, achieved
good robustness against wrong targets identification. But, even so, problems may
still occur, since no method is perfect. But this possible wrong identification have
to be avoided as much as possible, to assign correctly the received radiation dose for
each worker.
Therefore, a further analysis was proposed, in that the estimated WCS positions
of each person are used to assess the reliability of the given IDs along a recorded
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scene. Suppose, for example, two targets are walking - or standing still, it does not
matter the specific situation in which they can be found. When they are sufficiently
apart from each other, priority in re-identification is given for the WCS position-
based strategy described in Subection 8.2.1. When they approach each other, re-
identification is switched to paramater-based ones (as described in Subsections 8.2.2
and 8.2.3). But these latter are done only for those persons in no-prohibitive condi-
tion.
There are situations in which targets are below the minimum distance to be re-
identified by subsequent WCS positions, and the system tries to re-identify them by
one of the parameters chosen. Although the lastly developed multi-layer strategy for
matching parameters, from many cases, turns the system more robust by considering
the past ID history of each target, the voting system may still make some mistakes,
due to a misleading levels weights combination that gives also a misleading decision
for the current ID of a target.
Thus, the proposed further analysis can recover the true targets IDs by assessing
their WCS positions in subsequent frames. If the IDs switch, as the WCS coordinates
do not normally change much between subsequent frames, this can be inferred as
being a false switch, which can be reversed. Targets would not jump simultaneously
almost exactly to the other ones’ WCS positions in 1/30 s; this is not a realistic
situation.
There are other situations in which this further analysis proposed can recover
targets IDs:
 Sometimes one of the targets may be identified, and the other not; and then
receives a temporary false ID.
 Other times none of them can be identified, and a group is formed and given
also a false ID.
 In other cases, they might not had been under no prohibitive conditions at all,
but suddenly a false detection arises near one of them, or both:
- In the first case, the one in no prohibitive condition is re-identified, and
the other forms a group and is given a false identify until the false detection
disappears;
- In the latter, two groups are formed, until the false detection disappears.
 Sometimes, a person may just disappear behind another one, and the devel-
oped system tries to re-identify him, maybe wrongly.
In the first case listed just before, the proposed further analysis can recover that
target ID that was given a temporary false ID, by comparing distance between its
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current WCS position and the former one, when it had a true ID. Of course this
must be done immediately when a false ID is given, because the ID in the immediate
past frame must be a true one.
In the second case listed, the false ID results in only one WCS position for both
persons. The proposed further analysis can associate this WCS position to both
former true targets IDs.
In the third case, two solutions may be given:
 The person which remained with his true ID, remains unaltered; the other who
formed a group and was assigned a false ID, can have his true ID recovered,
since the other one is known: thus, the one with false ID is surely the other
person.
 If two groups are formed, there is no way to know which WCS position corre-
sponds to a person; therefore, these two false-IDs WCS positions are averaged
and assigned to both targets.
This latter is an approximation, of course. But one must notice that both persons
are very near to each others, and such an average would be a good approximation to
compute the received dose for both during this temporary situation, in the absence
of other solution.
In the last case listed before (when a target disappears behind another one), a
group can be forced, and and WCS coordinates assigned to both targets.
All this strategy is shown in the following algorithm 9.
This algorithm is currently performed oﬄine in a post-processing stage. But it
can be included in the existing algorithms that implement the methods combina-
tion to perform these corrections online, avoiding the models to learn from wrong
parameters.
8.3 Remarks
The proposed methodology is summarized in Figure 8.15.
By closing this Methodology Chapter, some considerations should be made.
 First off all, it should be highlighted that the proposed methodology belongs to
the tracking-by-detection class of methods, in which tracking results by detect-
ing the targets frame by frame. Data association is performed between succes-
sive (or even not successive) video frames, by different approaches. Therefore,
tracking results by combining detection with data-association for targets iden-
tification.
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Algorithm 9 Further analysis to re-identify targets
1: if In targets below minimum distance − parameters re − identification
condition then
2: if IDs switched then
3: Assesses WCS coordinates of both targets betweeen subsequent
frames − cartesian norm
4: if Possible to associate WCS coordinates then
5: Rejects switch
6: end if
7: end if
8: if One target assigned false ID then
9: Assesses WCS coordinates of this target betweeen subsequent frames
10: if Possible to associate WCS coordinates then
11: Recovers target ID
12: end if
13: end if
14: if Two targets assigned false IDs then
15: if One group − one WCS coordinates then
16: Assigns WCS coordinates to both targets IDs
17: end if
18: if Two groups − two WCS coordinates then
19: Averages WCS coordinates
20: Assigns WCS coordinates to both targets IDs
21: end if
22: end if
23: if One target disappears behind another then
24: (System tries re− identification of remaining one by paraqmeters −
one WCS coordinates)
25: Assign WCS coordinates to both targets IDs
26: end if
27: end if
 From the evolution occurring in the computer vision community, it seems the
main interest has been directed towards solving more and more the problems
due to occlusions; and the developed methods have been each time more well
succeeded in this task, by adopting patch-based tracking, for example. But, for
this current application, re-identifications is a key issue, to account correctly
for each one’s received radiation dose.
 The selected methods, based on the bibliographical research, used either stand
alone or in combination, solved completely all the problems of the specific
application in hand, with this particular video database - even considering
that some of them belong to the state-of-the-art methods in the computer
vision field, for tracking.
 CPMD-RPT, for instance, gave relatively good tracking results, but does not
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Figure 8.15: Block diagram of the proposed methodology.
aim at re-identifying people. Maybe it can be used in a complimentary form to
the proposed ones - as no good method should be discarded -, but after passing
through algorithm 9 to try associating lost targets with new birth ones; but
we noticed that sometimes a target does not arise again in a number of frames;
it should be further assessed if association based on WCS coordinates could
give good results in these cases. The proposed methods give detections for
almost all, if not all, frames; there is no considerable lack of frames without
detections based on FPDW.
 The video database generated for this thesis is very particular, with many
specific situations that are not so common in other general video databases
available. Thus, some problems that occurred here were due to: (i) color-
based distraction; (ii) people standing still very near to each others for some
long term - avoiding the use of movement to distinguish among persons -; (iii)
people crouching.
Further considerations:
Although first tests with re-identification based on faces/heads color parameters
were encouraging, during the implementation of this approach, some problems arose,
as: (i) sometimes, bad faces/heads localization due to inclination out of that central
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third part, or to badly obtained ROIs by FPDW; (ii) sometimes, faces/heads regions
fused when using also foregrounds, for somewhat near people; (iii) lack of information
for severe occlusion or faces/heads regions, sometimes due to their projection onto
other person’s body parts; and so on. These problems were approached one by one.
But, since this proposed re-identification method has caused all those issues,
simultaneously to its implementation and problems solving, a further complimentary
literature review showed some other approaches somewhat similar to the proposed
one for head detection/location.
For example, in [215, 216], authors also make use of some geometrical measures,
but considering an one seventh upper part of whole person’s body. Within this
region, they search for heads by combining different parameters, as separate colors
spaces for hair and skin - and by considering different hair and skin colors. They
represent skin and hair colors in HSV and XYZ spaces, respectively. They also
combine SURF parameters with colors. They try to fit an ellipse ROI to the matched
regions.
Their purpose is to detect people under severe bodies occlusions, by considering
the hypothesis that at least faces/heads should be not occluded in these cases. As
seen by their results, they are able to detect faces/heads, but the obtained ROIs do
not coincide always well with those desired regions, sometimes loosing some parts
of faces/heads, or including other parts of the bodies or the background9.
There is also a work [217], in which authors make some criticism about that
formerly cited one [215, 216], due to supposedly issues related to color-based head
detection. This current authors propose a method in which they remove background,
separate persons even with some superposition - although small ones, as shown
in their paper. But here we make a comment that detecting persons with even
more severe superpositions than they show, can be obtained by FPDW, and this
causes problems with fusing faces/heads, as we already explained; extracting heads
locations from persons with low superposition is easier. They divide each ones’ body
into variable parts - arms and legs - and invariable ones - torso and head. Once
discarding the variable ones, only torso and heads rest, and they inspect these two
regions intersection, inferring that it corresponds to the neck; and thus accurately
detect heads locations. Although they comment on using people in frontal positions
to the camera, this paper shows interesting figures in which heads are detected from
whole bodies ROIs, not always centralized, bust also dislocated; that is, similarly to
what we achieved by combining the upper one sixth whole bodies with foreground
segmentation. Their objective is to count people from their heads.
Another work mention a strategy to locate heads [218]. This work first considers
a simple head location based on whole bodies ROI, supposing also a high central
9This is noticed more clearly in the thesis [216], which shows more experiment results.
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position. Then the head location is refined by considering the blob minimum and
maximum horizontal positions; a median computation is made to minimize the
influence of variations due to the inclusion of some neck or torso pixels. An upper
part sub-region of 15 percent of the whole bodies ROIs height was considered - what
corresponds approximately to the one sixth we considered in our approach. This
work objective was to detect people’s orientation from their heads.
There is still a work [219] to detect heads positions, but by using a quite different
approach from ours and the other ones cited before. From (i) foregrounds; it (ii)
computes first its centroid; then, (iii) extracts contour; (iv) measures all contour
distances to the centroid; (v) detects maximum distances; and (vi) selects the one
with highest height coordinates, taking measures to avoid confusion with persons’
hands when arms are directed upwards. It is really quite different from those others;
and from the figures shown, it does not seem to detect heads with accuracies good
enough for our purpose of extracting parameters for re-identification.
Besides trying to re-identify people by their faces/heads regions, we also at-
tempted to do it by means of parameters extracted from their whole bodies; for this
purpose we have used SURF parameters, since they are highly distinctive, even for
similar targets - as was verified later during the preliminary tests. This approach
showed more robust than the former one based on faces/heads color parameters,
since faces/heads regions are blocked by objects in some frames, turning the re-
identification then a difficult task - and it happens for the left camera view, when
an iron bar, part of the Argonauta’s Room structural construction, occludes people’s
faces/heads regions.
After all, with the combination of all the strategies proposed in this thesis, it
was possible to re-identify targets - or to correct wrongly identified ones -, in many
situations. The algorithm 9 was capable to recover targets IDs, even not using the
left camera, for those severe occlusions cases. When using that left view, results will
tend to improve even more.
One consequence of algorithm 9 was that: it was noticed, in some cases, that
two targets had IDs wrongly switched, by one of the parameters based approach;
when, suddenly, the parameter-based method corrected by itself the IDs, algorithm 9
did not enable the switch; and here, it was a correct switching. But, even though,
these problems occur just when targets are very near to each others; and thus, the
consequences for dose computation are not so severe. And, considering that the use
of algorithm 9 solved more problems than those it created, its use was an advantage
overall.
To finally close this chapter, it seems that data association is still a challenging
task in computer vision tracking applications. Targets death, drift or switching are
issues that may occur with some more or less frequency, depending on the database
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and on the application in hand. The data association may be based on different ap-
proaches, such as trajectories of moving targets; or targets’ colors, appearances or
other specific characteristics which may be used to distinguish among them. There
are approaches based on global optimization to associate interrupted targets tra-
jectories, but this considers that targets are moving along the video sequence, such
that this association may be done. When dealing with targets that: (i) experience
severe occlusions; or (ii) that have similar colors; or (iii) that remain very close to
each others or even standing still for long term, the challenges are higher. The last
challenge mentioned, means there may be no trajectories at all to associate a new
target birth with a former near target death.
Thus, there is still an open field for more research on re-identification, to
strengthen this aspect of video-based surveillance systems, which might improve
the specific objective of this thesis: accounting for received radiation dose by each
person.
To the extent of the knowledge of the author, the proposed system to re-identify
human targets by faces/heads parameters has some particularities from other similar
works aiming at detecting and/or tracking faces and/or heads, which makes the
proposed system different from them.
Also, to the extent of the knowledge of the author, the strategies of compar-
ing parameters extracted from targets as in the different versions of the algorithm
“Multi-layer strategy algorithm for matching parameters” 6, by using levels for com-
paring them with other past frames, they way developed here, is a new one. This is
an important contribution for targets tracking in general, to cope with the problems
of missing detections or tracks in some frames.
And, ratifying what was stated in Section 1.5, the approach of using computer
vision-based methods for targets detection, tracking and re-identification for ra-
diological protection is, to the extent of the knowledge of the author, an original
contribution. Even more because of the form different methods and proposed strate-
gies were used to result in a system capable of performing such task, to compliment
traditional radioprotection methods, is unique.
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Chapter 9
Results
This chapter shows, in Section 9.1, the simulations results for the proposed method-
ology. Section 9.2 gives remarks about these results.
9.1 Results and Discussion
Figures 9.1 to 9.3 show some interesting situations. The frames are shown along
with the estimated targets WCS coordinates. Below this latter, information shows
if targets were re-identified by distance in the WCS or by the parameter-based
method. Also, the winner identifiers for each level - level one to the fourth, from
left to right -, and the final voted ID, are shown. The latter depends on the weights
given by each level. A more detailed explanation of this voting system is given
in Figure 9.1. These results were obtained before the application of the algorithm
“Further analysis to re-identify targets” 9.
Figure 9.1 shows a situation where re-identification was recovered after a group
situation due to a false detection. Here it is possible no notice that correction by
algorithm 9 is possible by re-assigning the right ID of the target that fell on the
group and was assigned a temporary false detection; the WCS displacement from
frame to frame enables easily to associate correctly this target with its previous ID.
Explaining better the voting system mechanism:
In the upper frame shown in Figure 9.1, for example - frame number 960 -, the
foremost target was given ID “1”, as indicated in the first numerical line below the
WCS map, by the resulting number to the right of the vertical bar. In the left part
of this bar, four numbers are shown, the sequence: “1 1 2 0”. As already explained
in the first paragraph of this Section, each one of these numbers shows the winner
ID at each level, from the first with only one frame - the leftmost number -, to the
last level, with the remaining of the 650 frames - the rightmost number. This means
that, in this example, the first and second levels voted for ID “1”, the third voted
for ID “2”, and the last, for ID “0” - this latter value means that this frame is in
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Figure 9.1: Tracking results by SURF; re-identification recovering after a group
situation.
the beginning of the video sequence, and thus there are less or equal to 150 frames
processed, and no frame at the last level.
If all levels are given equal weights, all of them vote equally to give the final
winner ID for this target. But, during experiments, it was verified that sometimes
the voting scheme resulted in a wrong ID, even if it did not make sense for a human
observer. For example, sometimes the far past target’s history - represented by
levels three and fourth levels, for example - gave an ID, supposedly the right one.
But, depending on the winner IDs at the two first levels, the final ID was wrongly
changed. Therefore, the weights of each level were adjusted by try, to result in a
good sense final result. But this adjustment is somewhat sensitive. Further tests
can improve it in the future.
And last, but not least, for the remaining cases where an ID is wrongly changed,
despite the weights adjustments, the final system stage - performed by algorithm 9
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- can retrieve the correct results by associating the WCS targets’ positions.
Similar explanation is given to the second target in the upper frame shown in
Figure 9.1. The levels voted, from the first to the last, the IDs: “4 4 1 0”. This target
ID was clearly changed, despite its farther history given by the third level, due to
the influence of severe occlusions that occurred before, and resulted in changing this
target ID. When this change passed to the second level, the two first levels voted
for this new ID and won over the third one. Here, again, it should be mentioned
the sensitive character of the weights adjustment of this voting system, when there
are severe occlusions possible with lost targets, or false alarms. And once more,
algorithm 9 can retrieve the correct results.
Taking now the mid frame shown in Figure 9.1 as another example - frame
number 961 -, there was a false alarm almost coinciding with the foremost target
position in the image plane. This put both detections - the true and the false
one - in prohibitive condition, as long as the severe occlusion avoided extracting
and identifying the parameters with confidence. In this case, temporary false IDs
were given to both - indicated by “-1”. The final WCS was obtained by averaging
both detections projections to the floor. The other target was not affected by any
occlusions, then in no prohibitive situations, and thus was normally identified.
In the bottom frame shown in Figure 9.1 - frame number 962 -, as soon as the
former false detection disappeared, the foremost target got out the prohibitive con-
dition, and its parameters could be extracted and compared to the ones previously
extracted at frame number 960, and matched correctly. This example also shows a
situation where parameters matching is made between non-consecutive frames.
Figure 9.2 shows a situation where re-identification was recovered after some
problems: (i) first, a false detection was assigned the identification of one true
existing person, who was given a new ID; (ii) then the false ID persisted a bit; and
(iii) finally, it was recovered. From the figures, it is possible to notice that these
failures can be corrected by associating the nearest respective WCS coordinates in
a post-processing stage. Here it is also possible no notice that correction by the
algorithm 9 is possible by also assessing the WCS coordinates from frame to frame.
Figure 9.3 shows a situation where a target was lost for some time1. Here, the
system can not form a group and tries to identify the remaining person; and does
this by matching the parameters of the other person. Even though, when they
got apart again, the correct IDs were recovered. Here, algorithm 9 can do the
following: in the first frame (frame 1111), when a target is lost behind the other,
the system - without algorithm 9 - would try to re-identify it based on parameters
- what is noticed in this frame figure. Here, algorithm 9 forces a temporary false
ID and assigns the only one WCS coordinates to both persons. This avoids the
1This persists for a number of frames, which were omitted here since they are very similar.
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Figure 9.2: Tracking results by SURF; re-identification after a group situation.
possible learning of wrong parameters, corresponding to a wrong target. When the
previously lost target re-appears, it is re-identified by parameters again.
An example of a resulting received dose estimation for workers are shown in
the following. This was performed for the video with two persons representing a
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Figure 9.3: Tracking results by SURF; re-identification recovering after target loss
situation.
spectrometry experiment. This is one of the most complicated ones in the generated
database, due to:
 Severe occlusions;
 Targets losses;
 Targets remaining standing still - or almost standing still - near each others;
 Targets crossing among themselves during this last situations (after being
stood still near each other);
 Targets using clothes of similar colors.
These results were the final ones obtained after application of algorithm 9.
In the following, some examples are shown for the most relevant results aimed
by this research: the final received radiation dose estimates for personnel, based on
computer vision methods for video-based surveillance. Some Error cones are shown
in the figures, due to the intrinsic measurement errors resulting from the experimen-
tal setup, where a Geiger-Mu¨ller sensor was used: plus or minus 20 percent.
Figure 9.4 shows the results for a video with one person performing the tasks
related to the spectrometry experiment. It shows a comparative analysis between
received doses computed from the WCS ground truth and the tracked WCS positions
by the faces/heads color-based approach.
Some points corresponding to particular situations are indicated:
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Figure 9.4: Received accumulated radiation dose by Target. One person, faces/heads
color-based approach.
1. When, after entering the Argonauta’s Room, the target passes in front of J9,
the received dose increased in a higher rate, as expected;
2. When the target goes to the region near J9, in the spectrometer, and crouches
remaining there, the received dose also increases in a higher rate.
Figure 9.5 shows the results for another video with one person performing tasks
related to the spectrometry experiment, by the SURF approach2. In this case, the
target crouched near the J9 region, but behind the spectrometer, from the point of
view of Camera 1.
In this case, a deviation resulted between the estimated and the ground truth-
based computed received doses. Also, it is possible to notice that both curves agree
in a great part of the graphics, deviation only from the point indicated in the figure
on. Figure 9.6, though, shows the cause of this deviation: the target remained
crouched with his feet and part of his legs occluded by the spectrograph. The ROI
detected by FPDW is shown, where it is possible to notice this failure in estimating
the feet position in the image plane. When projecting it to the WCS, a deviation
2It has to be emphasized that, in this latter result, it was observed that, in parts of the video,
some false detections arise with bad aspect ratios. Therefore, an additional criterion was used then,
to eliminate those false detections by filtering the ones out of realistic intervals - similarly as in
CPMD-RPT. Thus, as the experiments were carried out, some new situations suggested that the
last module of the developed system, the “Further analysis to re-identify targets” (see Chapter 8,
Subsection 8.2.5), can be incremented with new criteria, in the future. Another criterion that was
envisioned latter, was that false detections can be filtered also by their heights in the WCS, by
using the projection matrix to estimate the heads positions - also, similarly as in CPMD-RPT -,
combined with the homography for estimating feet positions. But this latter one will be part of
future developments.
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Figure 9.5: Received accumulated radiation dose by Target, during occlusion. One
person, SURF-based approach.
of around one meter arose, to the left. Considering that this occurred near J9,
where radiation dose rate varies with higher rate (see Figure 6.3), this resulted
in a significant difference in the received dose estimation, relatively to the ground
truth-based one.
Figure 9.6: The bad feet position estimate in the image plane due to occlusion.
But, in counterpart, Figure 9.7 shows the corresponding scene recorded from the
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point of view Camera 2, where it is possible to notice that the target is free from
any occlusions, and his feet can be well located by the developed system. Therefore,
the occlusion problems can be solved by switching between the two cameras.
Figure 9.7: The same corresponding scene free from occlusion, taken by the other
camera.
Figures 9.8 and 9.9 show comparatively the received accumulate doses for a
video with two persons performing tasks related to the spectrometry experiment, by
the SURF-based approach. Target 1 is the foremost person (see Figure 8.2), while
Target 2 is the one just behind.
Figure 9.8: Received accumulated radiation dose by Target 1. Two persons, SURF-
based approach.
As these computations was performed beginning from frame 952, it is possible
to notice a higher increasing rate of received dose by Target 2, when it passes just
in front of J9, as indicated in the figure.
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Figure 9.9: Received accumulated radiation dose by Target 2. Two persons, SURF-
based approach.
It has to be mentioned that the two simulations with one person were performed
by using background removal with W 4, while the one with two persons was per-
formed by using GMM. Both methods can be used alternatively, as they present
similar results. But it was noticed a little difference in the results, for the two-
person example, relatively to the capability of eliminating false alarms, when they
arise between two true targets. Sometimes, the foreground supplied by W 4 was a
bit worse in such a way this little differences avoided the elimination of some false
alarms, leading to switching the true identities in the beginning of that video. Of
course, with the last processing stage, the “Further analysis to re-identify targets”,
all these changes can be corrected, and at thus, become irrelevant. But, during the
system development testing stage, a try was made by using alternatively GMM, to
verify the difference in the results. In the future, on background removal should be
chosen to perform all simulations, for uniformity in the processing tasks.
9.2 Remarks
By closing this Results Chapter, some considerations should be made. First and
main comment is that the objective of this thesis was achieved: it is possible to
estimate received radiation dose for nuclear plants personnel, based on computer
vision methods for video-based surveillance. Figures 9.4, 9.5, 9.8 and 9.9 shown
in Section 9.1 demonstrate this, by the agreement between the ground truth-based
and estimated dose curves. The deviation shown in Figure 9.5 was explained and
justified, and it was shown that the other camera view supply corresponding images
without occlusion. This last cited example showed a case of occlusion caused by an
obstacle of the environment, but it could be due to occlusion by another person.
In the following, some problems more related to practical issues are commented:
 There were problems relatively to the few number and the locations where
the cameras were authorized to be installed, combined to typical movements
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of people in the environment: there were too much occlusions due to people
alignment to both cameras, besides obstacles in the left camera view.
 As the system showed good performance for some parts of the scenes where
people were not aligned relatively to the cameras, it seems that, with more
appropriate installation of cameras, both in number and in their locations,
many problems that occurred can be solved, as already explained in the last
paragraph.
Relatively to the two items commented just before, some further considerations
can be made about possible solutions, in the future:
1. Installing more appropriate cameras for internal surveillance, with better aper-
ture angles, and for which we could have more control on their recording pa-
rameters, as using cameras own manager to deal with multiple cameras; and
also trying to use open video formats.
2. The left camera must be better located, to avoid obstacles of the environment
in its view: the criterion for installation must be strictly technical, from the
computer vision perspective, not from any others, - as was the case, since
cameras had to be installed near the existing conduits.
3. At least one more camera must be installed in front of J9 - or approximately in
front of it - to enable a transversal view that could aid in solving some problems
due to severe occlusions that occurred with people aligned simultaneously to
both the right and the left cameras. This (or these) new camera could also
solve better the locations of people when in front of J9, the hottest region
during Argonauta operation; this (or these) camera should be installed in
such a way to supply a good coverage of this region, by taking into account
its aperture angles and local for installation.
4. For an even better solution, at least one camera could be installed in the
roof - or in another high position, relatively to the Argonauta’s Room. This
(or these) cameras could track with greater accuracy the trajectories of each
worker, what is very important for dose accounting. Of course this (or these)
upper cameras could not solve for re-identification, since it (or they) would
perform a rather point-like tracking; but its (or their) best trajectories esti-
mation in the WCS could be combined to the re-identification supplied by the
lower cameras that can capture better the faces/heads, and whole bodies, to
obtain the interest-parameters for re-identification.
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All the above considerations are related to surveillance of the regions of interest
treated up to now: Areas “1” to “3”. Other regions within Argonauta’s Room could
also be covered.
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Chapter 10
Conclusions
10.1 Conclusions
As commented in Section 9.2, the objective of this thesis was achieved: it is possible
to estimate received radiation dose for nuclear plants personnel, based on computer
vision methods for video-based surveillance. It must be emphasized that this result
is original: there were no similar work found in the literature. This opens a new
field of research, since it was demonstrated that computer vision-based methods can
be used for safety purpose during routine tasks in nuclear plants, or other plants
(as radioactive ones) where people are subject to radiation dose exposition. This
can fill the current gap of existing monitoring approaches, as already explained in
Sections 1.5 and 3.3, and can be used in conjunction with these existing approaches
to achieve redundancy, or to supply estimations when the existing methods may fail.
Also, as commented in Section 9.2, there is still an open field for research on
targets re-identification in video-based surveillance systems. It is expected that the
proposed system operates well most of the time, or during those common situations.
Relatively to received radiation dose accounting, we should remember also that
the existing methods for measuring doses, both ambient doses and the ones received
by each worker of the nuclear field, have still their own limitations and intrinsic
failures1.
In critical plants such as nuclear or radioactive ones - just to cite examples
related to this thesis theme2 -, redundancy is an important matter. Also, not all
critical work will be subject to decisions taken by computers, without any human
intervention. Two extremes might be envisioned, but are not good choices:
 That in which all work is performed manually by operators - what is likely to
cause incidents, due to their lack of attention even for a short period of time,
1Refer to Chapter 3, especially to Section 3.3.
2But it should be applied to other types of critical plants or tasks.
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and due to the burden caused by hard and tedious work;
 Another in which all tasks are given to computers - what is likely to cause
accidents.
Computer-based systems should be rather used as support systems to aid op-
erators in burden and tedious tasks, but still letting them some freedom to act.
Information supplied by computerized systems must rather give support to final
human decisions. Relatively to this work, if any failure occurs in dose accounting,
an alarm can be generated when computed doses seem to be wrong in some sense -
as, for example, showing bumps or abrupt reductions in some moments, for one or
other worker, what could indicate that persons might have been switched. In those
situations, verifications should be performed to assess what really occurred, by com-
paring results obtained by different approaches. Of course, the system is expected
to operate well most of the time, and nobody could take into account workers’ tra-
jectories and dose computations manually, if not by using any automatic means...
Human intervention should occur in some few situations only.
Anyway, for such a system to be adopted by the nuclear field as equivalent to
the existing methods relatively to safety and confidence, it should be evaluated for
a somewhat long time. But, for use in parallel to the existing methods, it could be
readily implemented, if supplying relatively good results.
To close this Subsection, it must be emphasized that the results achieved demon-
strated the feasibility of estimating received radiation dose by each person within a
plant subject to a radiation field, by using only the developed computer vision-based
system. The graphics show this. Thus, the objective of this thesis was achieved suc-
cessfully.
10.2 Future Work
First of all, the use of the left camera could improve even more the solution of the
problems due to severe occlusion relatively to the right camera view. It could be
done soon.
Other improvements are related to the last module of the developed system, the
“Further analysis to re-identify targets”, can be incremented with new criteria, in
the future (as already explained in Section 9.1). Also, the most those corrections
can be made online, they will be.
Further work can be carried out in terms of including other computer vision-
based methods to this system. Some of them were indicated during the Qualifying
Exam for evaluation, including some with good capabilities to deal at least with
partial occlusion, by adopting patch-based tracking, as FragTrack and CPMD-RPT.
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The latter one is capable of dealing even with short term total occlusions, and has
also a pipeline for detection, validation, and tracking management for re-initializing
lost targets. At that time - two years ago -, no-one would know if they could solve
completely the specific task of this thesis, or not, nor how much they would solve
it; or if they would need improvements.
The specific situations in this video database related to persons’ colors and typ-
ical movement (or lack of movement), and high proximity among them, plus severe
occlusions, posed issues for detection, tracking and re-identification - specially the
latter task. Besides this, things were worsened by the strict conditions in which we
performed the experimental tasks: (i) with only two borrowed cameras, installed
under very strict sine qua non condition for use; (ii) restrictions to the form with
which we could mark the floor; and (iii) also the pressure of time to give back the
borrowed cameras so as not to weaken the security system then in operation.
As commented in Section 9.2, more and better installed cameras could solve
part of the problems. Also, including new computer vision-based methods or new
developments over the existing ones, could aid in solving them better. The former
would help the tasks from an engineering point of view; while the latter could supply
more computer vision capabilities to cope with the specific situations of the task in
hand - specially re-identification.
Online implementation can be achieved by possibly reducing somewhat the frame
rate with a compromise of not lowering the methods tracking and data-association
efficiencies. Other improvement from the engineering point of view, would be porting
the methods codes to C, for example, as a number of them were recently developed,
or are still under development, and as such are implemented in MatLab. And finally,
be it alternatively - or even in a complementary form to porting it or not to faster
execution languages -, parallel computing can be used to implement this system
online, specially by using Graphical Processing Units (GPU), an approach that
have demonstrated, in the last years, its great potential to perform costly computing
tasks, even better than using former approaches as using computer clusters. And
there are diverse possibilities of using GPUs, even with Matlab.
Relatively to computer vision-based improvements, some other methods also
referred to in the literature as good ones, could be also tested; some of them were
mentioned along Chapter 4. One very promising method is DP+NMS, which tries
to solve re-identification problems on its own form, by using Markov-chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC)-based approach for data association. The DP+NMS method is non-
causal, meaning it could not be used online - it makes use of future information to
achieve its final results. This means it must run first, and after all, compose the
final result oﬄine.
Anyway, as the proposal, up to now, has been combining results from different
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methods and cameras, to compensate for failures of one another, probably the system
would not need to operate online in the sense of giving the final received doses -
even because the results may need further verifications, as the task is quite serious.
And even if the system operates oﬄine, the videos will be recorded online along
with the real dose rate distributions - which may be obtained by more sophisticated
means, either by computing approach or by considering fluctuations collected by
monitors (as already explained in Chapter 6, more specifically concluded in Sec-
tion 6.3). Thus, all the doses computed by visual-based tracking would take into
account for doses variations, including peaks that could affect more workers’ health.
What can be performed in real-time, or online, is that possible surge dose rate
peaks can generate alarms for the CSPR and/or Argonauta heads, who should alert
personnel; but the dose computations may be done by processing at the end of the
day, or during the following night. Therefore, everyone would know their received
doses soon, and decisions could be made whether anyone could continue doing his
or her work or might reduce work for some period of time, or at least compare to
results obtained by other means to take a decision. We must remember that even
this solution of processing soon after the operations, is better than the current ones,
in which people only know their received doses one month later, or by a low accuracy
“pen” dosimeter.
In terms of computer vision-based methods improvements, I suggest to consider
DP+NMS readily for tests, in the near future. The better the methods available,
the better the results. And we would have one more method to cope with re-
identification, besides the ones proposed in this thesis. This could compose a better
voting system for re-identification. Another suggestion would be to include CPMD-
RPT combined with algorithm 9.
The reference [75] addresses some interesting approaches, including some for
dealing with re-identification, that could also be more explored in the future.
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Appendix A
Flash Synchronization Circuit
The flash synchronization circuit was designed using the timer IC 555 in monostable
mode. Figure A.1 shows the circuit schematics and its printed circuit board design.
Just a click on its shooting button and the circuit shot the power leds for the chosen
time interval - approximately the 1/30 s duration of a frame. Precision fixed-value
resistors were used, and also a precise variable one, labelled R8, was used for fine
adjustment of the flash duration time. The resistors typically used in series with
the transistors’ collectors to limit current were not used. Voltage drop over each
power led is around 2 V, summing a 8-V drop, and a 9-V battery was used; thus the
resistors’ values would be very small, and resistor at transistors’ base was sufficient.
Two batteries were used in parallel due to the needed current for the four parallel
leds’ branches; the CI 7812T was used in conjunction with the capacitor labelled C4
to keep voltage stable during the flash shootings.
Figure A.2 shows two views of this circuit mounted in its package, in frontal
view at top and in oblique view at bottom to show the shooting button. Figure A.3
shows two view of this circuit open.
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Figure A.1: Flash synchronization circuit schematics and printed circuit board de-
sign.
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Figure A.2: Flash synchronization circuit in two views.
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Figure A.3: Flash synchronization circuit in two views.
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